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AR K AN SAS Tri-State Defender,....
VOL. XI — No. 61
Memphis Student At
louthern U. Seeks Aid
Of Pgsident In Fight
By M. L. REID
A Memphian, selected as
spokesman for "Students of
Southern university" at Baton
Rouge, La., has asked t h e
president of the school to join
them in making the 'Amer--
e a n principles of liberty,
equality and fraternity" reali-
ties.
In a letter to Dr. Troy Mid-
clleton, president of the uni-
versity, D'Artny Bailey, a jun-
ior, who lives in Memphis at
96.9 Ford pl., asked him to join
tjimancipation Day
To Be Observed On
Sunday At 8 O'clock
HUMBOLDT, Tenn.—When
Emancipation Proclamation
Day is observed in Stigall
high school's gymnasium, Sun-
day, Jan. 7, the featured ad-
dress is expected to be de-
livered by Rev. E. L. Currie,
pastor of First Baptist Church
of Brownsville and an En-
glish instructor at Manassas
high school in Memphis.
The observance is scheduled
to. start at 8 p.m. announces
Miss Lila Northcross, chair-
sE
nn of the directors of the
'llespie Kindergarten, which
sors the observanee'Ca
jeer as a "civic project."
Music will be supplied by a
100-voice chorus, which will
consist of interdenominational
choir members from most
churches in the area.
Directing the chorus will
be Charlie Frank Jones. Mrs.
Nelda Williams, will accom-
pahy at the organ and Mrs.
Carrie Jones at the piano.
Special numbers will be given
the Music Lovers club and
the Estrallitas.
Also expected to appear on
the program are: Rev. W. A.
Owens, pastor of Morning Star
Baptist churth, who will read
the scripture; Rev. C. D. Mc-
Keivy, who will offer prayer;
Mrs. Olga Vern Baskerville;
A. Nunn, assistant principal
oC Stigall high school; and
Mrs. Cottrell Thomas, mistress
of, ceremony.
A "State of the School"
o
seport Will be given by a
chool supervisor. Its pur-
pose is to explain where fin-
ances are recieved and used.
All area churches are in-
vited to attend.
Program chairman is Mrs.
Martha Lacy. Other members
of the committee are Mrs.
Sula Ellison and Rev. M. 14.
Burnett.
t h e students in protesting
against "barbaric and inhu-
mane conduct" on the part of
the Baton Rouge police in dis-
persing protesters who march-
ed on the city after others
were arrested for picketing in
the downtown area.
Approximately 3,000 stu-
lents from the university were
involved in the pre-holiday
march, • and police used tear
gas and police dogs to chase
them from the city.
MADE PROPOSAL
Bailey a political science
major at the university, is a
graduate of Booker T. Wash-
ington high school.
He proposed that the presi-
dent assist t h e students by
having an interracial commit-
tee appointed to study t h e
problems and make recommen-
dations to solve them.
Bailey told Dr. Middleton
that the students are finding
themselves confronted with
"economic, social and physical
opposition" and that the stu-
dents were only seeking to
"peacefully protest" the den-
ial of Constitutional rights at
the time they were set upon
by Baton Rouge police.
SUSPENSION ORDERED
Only three days earlier, the
Louisiana State Board of Ed-
ucation mailed a directive to
all presidents of schools under
la jurisdiction -orating:. 'Those
students who live on the cam-
pus shall not take part in
demonstrations that are not
sanctioned by the institution
and those students who live
off the campus and take part
in demonstrations not sanc-
tioned by the institution shall
not be allowed to return to
the campus."
The Board also ordered that
any student arrested or jailed
for participating in a demon-
stration would be suspencied
pending the disposition of his
case and a final disposition of
his case made at a subsequent
hearing.
. Authorities would decide at
the hearing whether the sus-
pension would be made per-
manent, or whether the stu-




The West Side Civic club
members are urged to attend
a meeting where election of
officers will be held at 6:30
p.m Sunday, Jan. 14, announ-
ces the president, James Ball-
ard. Mrs. Elizabeth Jones is
secretary.




WASHINGTON. D. C. —
Yvonne Williams, a 23-year-
old graduate of Barnard col-
lege and Boston university,
became the first Negro girl
to join the United States
Foreign Service under the
U.S. Information Agency's re-
cruiting program when she
was sworn in last week by
USIA Director Edward R.
Murrow.
Miss Williams, the daugh-
ter of the Rev. Smallwood
Williams, presiding bishop of
the Bible Way Church World
Wide, was among 22 young
men and women from all
walks or life who took an
oath of allegiance in brief ce-
remonies at the Information
Agency. Director Murrow
praised them for having "sur-
vived a rigorous process of
screening and selection."
At her overseas post she will
join more than 10,000 em-
ployees of the U.S. Infor-
mation Service in 97 foreign
nations who are presenting the
important aspects of the life





TO UNCF — Miss Anne
Burford is seen presenting a
check tor $500 for the Mem•
phis Chapter Co-Ette Club
Inc.. to A. C. Williams, co
Ochairro..iin UNCF drive andDr. Hollis F. Price. president
LeMoyne college for the
United Negro College Fund.
Miss Jacquelyn Brodnax,
w(in was crowded "Miss Co-
Die- raised t h • highest
amount of money singularly
of any girl in the club for
the UNCF. The check pre-
sented at the Co-Ette's third
annual charity ball makes a
total of 81300 that the Co-
Fit•• have given to t h •
UNCF. their national pro-
ject. Miss Erma Lee Laws
is sponsor of the Co-Ettes
and Mrs. A. A. Letting co-
sponsor.
With Peace Corpft..
The president of North
Carolina Agricultural and
Technical College in Greens-
boro, Dr. Samuel DeWitt Proc-
ter, 40, has accepted a 'posi-
tion with Peace Corps as a
"representative in Nigeria,
Africa," according to an an-
nouncement.
In his new post, Dr. Proctor
will administer Peace Corps
activities in the most populous
nation in Africa.
Sargent Shriver, director of
the Peace Corps, cited Dr.
Proctor's rich gifts of per-
sonality, education and imagi-
nation" in announcing the ap-
pointment.
A native of Norfolk. Va.,
Dr. Proctor has an extensive
background as an educator,
clergyman and administrator.
He enjoyed the distinction
of being one of the youngest
college presidents in the South
when he was named chief ad-
ministrator at Virginia Union
university in Richmond in
1955. He resigned in 1960 to
accept the presidency at North
Carolina A & T College in
Greensboro.
Dr. Proctor is an ordained
Baptist minister, graduating
from the Crozer Theological
Seminary in 1945. He was
pastor at Pond Street Baptist
church in Providence, R. I.,
from 1945 to 1949. In 1950, he
earned his Th. D. at Boston
university and joined the
teaching staff at Virginia
Union, where he became presi-
dent six years later.
He was given a two-year
leave of absence by North
Carolina A & T college to ac-
cept the Peace Corps assign-
ment.
Dr. Proctor is married to
Bessie Tate Proctor. They
have two sons, Herbert, 14, and
Timothy, 12. His 'family will
accompany him to Nigeria.
Magicians To Play
7th Conference
MEMPHIS, TENN. — SATURDAY, JANUARY 6, 1962
CROWNING MISS Le-
MOYNE — Miss Florida
Adams. the outgoing Miss
LeMoyne, crowns the col-
leges new queen, Miss Elsie
'From Our Past,'
A Series On Negro, Are Players From Lester, BTW,
Starts On Jan. 13
Amite Lewis. a sophomore
end daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert J. Lewis of 1918
Halms. 'Miss Adams. a May
graduate, is now teaching at
Georgia Avenue elementary
school. (See page of Corona-
lion Ball pictures inside this
issue on page 91 (Photos by •
Hooks Bros.)
Named To All-Tourney Team
Richsi d Jones, rigs t toi al d
A three-part series of ar- for Lester, was voted the most
tides on Negro history, "From
Our Past," 11, Raymond Pat-
terson, will be published in the
next three issues of the Tri-
State Defender.
As a result of the dramatic
rise of African nations to
world leadership, sit-ins.
kneel-ins, pray-ins and other
demands for full recognition,
a greater interest in his his-
tory and heritage has been
aroused i.i the Negro reader.
The series by Patterson will
include articles on "The Se-
minole-Negro Scouts," who
helped establish law and
order along the Texas border
in the 1870's; Dr. Daniel Hale
Williams, a famous Negro sur-
geon, who performed the first
successful operation on a hum-
an heart in 1893; and "The
Civil War Soldier," which
reveals how some 188,000 Ne-
gro soldiers fought in the war
to end rebe:lion.
Particuls. mention is made
of the deeds of the 54th
Massachusetts Infantry Regi-
ment led by Col. Robert
Gould Shaw.
LeMoyne plays its seventh
conference game tonight, Wed-
nesday, Jan. 3, at 8 o'clock in
Bruce Hall, going against the
tough Tuskegee five from Al-
barna.
The LeMoyne Magicians are
4-2 in Southern Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference games
this season and Tuskeeee has
a 5-2 record. Both teams are
in the top five of the 18-col-
lege basketball race.
LeMoyne's most heated ri-
val, Knoxville college. i11 be
here for a return engagement
next Tuesday, Jan. 9. Coach
Julian Bell's KC cagers defeat-
ed the Magicians at Knoxville,
82-79, in the season's opener.
In between these two con-
tests, LeMoyne will be in Ala-
bama meeting Stillman college.





RALEIGH, N. C. -- Accord-
ing to a recent announcement
by Dr. A. P. Toliver, chairman
of the English department at
Saint Augustine's College, Ra-
leigh, N.C., Miss Toni Ray Wat-
son a Saint Augustine freshman
from Washington, D.C., receiv-
ed a check for $25 as first pla-s
award, for participating in the
collection of folklore transmit-
ted orally from one generation
to another.
Dr. Joseph D. Clark of North
Carolina State College, a folk-
lore specialist, conducted the
project among first year stu-
dents in four Raleigh colleges
recently. Participating institu-
tions were Saint Augustine's,
Meredith College, Shaw Uni-
versity, and North Carolina
State College.
Dr. Clark used a semi-ques-
tionnaire which required 'the
students to record entri s un-
der four types- riddles (tradi-
tional and conundrum) folk
speech, proverb, and supersti-
tions.
valuable player In LeMoyne's
Holiday Tournament for high
schools. Nine teams participat-
ed in the four-night contest.
Lester won the tourney, de-
feating Douglass in the finals,
56-40. Booker T. Washington
took the consolation cup by
iowning Melrose, 63-53.
Picked for the all-tourna
ment team were: Rh-hard
Jones, Lester; William Whit-
lock, Wonder High (West
Memphis); Charles Po w el 1,
Booker T. Washington; Willie
Jones, Melrose, a n d Willie
Kimrnons, Douglass.
Named to the second all




UNITED NATIONS, N. Y.—
(UPI) — Acting Secretary Gen-
eral Thant has appointed three
additional U.N. under-secre-
taries.
They are Godfrey K. J. Ama-
chree of Nigeria, Omar Loutfi
of the United Arab Republic
and Czechoslovakian Foreign
Minister Jiri Uosek.
Thant said they, together
with five undersecretaries al-
ready serving, will become his
principal advisers.
The other five are George
P. Arkadev of the ,Soviet Un-
ion, Ralph J. Bundle of the
U.S., Philippe De Seynes of
France, C. V. Narasimhan of





WASHINGTON. D. C. —
Millions of Americans enjoyed
a brighter Christmas than they
did in 1080. because of higher
wages resulting from 1981
amendments to the Ftir Labor
Standards Act. Secretary of
Labor Arthur J. Goldberg said.
The Wage and Hour and
Public Contracts Divisions of
the Department recently es-
timated that 2,583.000 workers
would received $185 million
more in wages in December
than would have been the case








Dropped At City Parks
As Of New Year's Day
McArthur. Carver; Robert
Smith, Melrose; John Swift
Lester; Clyde Griffin, Doug-
lass, and Thurman Yates, B. T
Washington.
The winning coach plaque
went to Jake Peacock of Les-
ter.
The tournament, sponsored
by LeMwsne under direction of
Coach Jerry C. Johnson and
Charles Phillips, was well at-
tended, drawing near-capacity
houses each night.
The meet opened Wednesday
night with W est Memphis
dropping Woodstock, 54-43,
and Lester knocking off Carv-
er, 61-57.
In Thursday night's play,
Douglass polished off Consoli-
dated High of Halls, Tenn., 51-
46; B. T. Washington halted
West Memphis, 56-53, in a
wild melee that had the crowd
calling for the heads of the
two officials, and Melrose out-
shot Father Bertrand, 75-51.
In the semi-finals Friday
night, I,ester mastered Melrose
74-61, and Douglass proved too
much for B. T. Washington, 62-
48.
DELTA PARTY — A Christ-
mas party for 13 first grade
children who entered pre-
viously all-white schools in
the initial integration of
Memphis city schools was
sponsored during the holi•
days by the graduate chapter
By M. L. REID
(Staff Writer)
Members of the Memphis
Park Commission are schedul-
ed to meet Thursday to decide
just how far they should go in
the matter of desegregating
parks and recreational facili-
ties without a Federal Court
order.
According to H. S. "Hal"
Lewis, t h e results of that
meeting will be published as
soon as some conclusions have
been reached. Members of the
press are invited to sit in on
the discussion.
As of New Year's d a y, a
number of facilities which had
been for one race alone were
made available to all Mem-
phians, without regard to race,
creed or color.
GOLF COURSES
They include three golf
courses—Riverside, Pine Hill
and Fuller—along with their
snack bars; the John Rodgers
Tennis center at 1123 Jeffer-
son ave.; Crump stadium, the
Fairgrounds Amusement park.
and the Bellevue playground.
Asked if Crump Stadium
would be made available for
such largely attended events
as the Blues Bowl game, Lew-
k said, "That is very doubt-
ful. I think that a high school
stadium such as the one at
Melrose will accommodate- the
rowd for the Blues Bowl. -
"Crump Stadium will be
used by colleges and universi-
ties, and the high schools that
draw a crowd of more than
10,000 persons," he said. •
PLAN APPEALED
Although Negroes used, the




A history-making move was
made by .1 Mississippi Negro
minister when he announced
the day before Christmas Eve
that he would seek to win a
seat in the U.S. Congress.
Throwing his hat into Mis-
sissippi's political ring was
Rev. Theodore Trammel of
Clarksdale. He lives in the
third Congressional district,
which includes Tunica, Coa-
homa, Quitman, Bolivar, Wash-
ington, Sunflorwer, Issaquena,
Sharkey, Holmes, Leflore and
Humpherys counties.
Rev. Trammell said "I am
counting on all of the Negro
citizens and some white citi-
zens to support me."
Not any Negro has been
elected to Congress from Mis-
sissippi since Reconstruction
Days.
year, it w a s only by special
permission, A special permit
will not be needed now.
The desegregation of t h e
Fairgrounds Amusement park
does not mean that the swim-
ming pools there or the an-
nual Mid-South Fair will be
made available to all, he said,
because they are not a part of
the Park Commission's opera-
tion, he explained.
Lewis said the Park Com-
mission had been ordered by
Judge Marion S. Boyd to sub-
mit plans for integration of
park facilities, but that since
that time the defendants in the
case had appealed to the Sixth
Circuit Court of Appeals, thus
transferring the matter from
Jurist Boyd's opinion for the
nresent.
Notwithstanding the status
of the appeal, the Park Corn-




NEW YORK — Stillman
college, in Tuscaloosa, A I a.
has been admitted to mem-
bership in the United Negro
College Fued, announces Dr.
Luther H. ?ester. DAM Presi-
dent.
The college will be included
as a beneficiary of the Fund's
1962 nation-wide campaign, he
said.
A coeducational, four-year,
liberal arts college, located on
the site of a former southern
plantation, Stillman is fully
accredited by the Southern
Association of Colleges and
Secondary Schools.
The college was founded at
Tuscaloosa Institute by the
general assembly of the Pres-
byterian Church of the United
States in 1876 as a training
school for ministers. It con-
tinues its affiliation witti—the
Presbyterian Church, though
welcoming faculty and 'stu-
dents of all faiths.
In honor of Dr. Charles A.
Stillman, who inspired the
founding of Tuscaloosa Insti-
tute, the name was changed to
Stillman Institute in 1895. In
1949 Stillman became a four-
year college.
FLAMING TIME
NEW YORK -- (UPI) — A
gas clock which strikes the
hours with bursts of flame will
top the gas industry's building
at the 1982 Seattle World's
Fair.
Time will be indicated by the
number of spokes of the clock
which are lighted.
of Delta Sigma Theta soror-
ity. Standing in rear around
tree, from left, are members
Mrs. Maxine Smith. Mrs. El-
sie Thomas. Mrs. Kathryn
Thornton and Miss Charlotte
Brooks. Kneeling in front of
tree are Michael Willis and
Alvin Freeman. Other chil-
dren, from left, are Harry
Dwanis Kyles.
Clarence Williams, E. C.
Marcelle Freeman. Sharon
Malone. Pamela Mayes,
Sheila Malone and Joyce
Ann Bell. (Withers Photo)
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REAL ESTATE DIGEST
By Jesse L Williams
"But they that wait upon
the Lord shall renew their
strength: they shall mount
up with wings as eagles:
They shall run, and not be
weary: and they shall walk,
and not faint." Isaiah 40:31.
NEW SALES SUCCESS
Recent years have seen an
influx of women into the real
estate business and many have
made a signal success in sell-
ing, particulary in the disposi-
tion of dwellings and of vacant
lots on which to build homes.
Membership in realty boards,
for many years limited to men,
has been widened in many
cities and now women's divis-
ions are to be found in some
larger communities.
Woman's greatest activity
has been in the selling of
homes. They seem, in many
instances, to be able to com-
pete with and even excel the
efforts of men in this field.
Women apparently understand
the psychology of the femi-
nine so much better than men
salespeople and are able to
dwell on the desirable fea-
tures of a house in a much
better manner than men can
usually do.
NO MAN CAN
How is a woman to get an
opportunity to sell real estate
successfully? In most states
all salespersonSain the realty
field are now licensed. Hence,
the first thing to learn is the
conditions which must be met
to obtain a license. This can
'be done by consulting a friend-
ly real estate office or by mak-
ing inquiry of the state com-
missioner who directs the state
division of real estate.
The woman who sells real
estate must learn at the outset
that she cannot use her sex
as an excuse for gaining fay-
on from anyone, whether man
or woman.
THROWN OUT of the
Phoenix hotel in Lexington.
Ky., alter he entered there
recently is Simeon Gentry,
a polio victim and member
of CORE. The Lexington
chapter of the Congress of
Racial Equality has main.
Wives of realtors, on occas
ion, team up with their hus-
bands gain salesman's or
broker's licenses and operate
successfully,
Frequently a young woman
who has been in an accounting
or stenographic department
feels the urge to sell and
qualifies for the job.
Men may have a superior
knowledge about how to build
a house and about details, but
women have a keener sense
of color and can learn to dec-
orate in a manner no--man can
approach.
• • •
461-VI. Real Estate Princi-
pals. A basic survey course in-
volving the many economic,
social, legal, and professional
aspects of real estate and the
real estate business. Profes-
sional qualifications of real
estate salesmen and brokers,
as well as the legal and pro-
fessional standards required
of such agents, will be studied.
In addition, basic real estate
documents and instruments in-
volved in various types of
real estate transactions will be
considered. Included also will
be a study of the many factors
involved in the operation of a
real estate agency, such as
various types of listing con-
tracts, securing listings, ad-
vertising, securing prospects,
psychological aspects of real
estate selling, closing transac-
tion, and closing statements.
Recommended for preparation
to take state real estate licens-
ing examinations.
(From Correspondence Stu-
dy Catalogue — the University
of Tennessee Record).
Spruce and pine make up 84
percent of Sweden's 55 million
acres of forest land.
tabled picket lines and sit-
ins at the hotel since ne-
gotiations broke down when
the Phoenix Coffee shop
refused to serve Negro
members of the Boston
Celtics.
KINDERGARTEN students
at the Parkway Gardens
Presbyterian church's day
school were feted at • Xmas
party before leaving for holi-
day vacations, and here the
youngsters are shown as they
NEGRO JAYCEE MEMBERS
played Santa Claus to 200
children on Christmas Eve.
Above at the left is Hosea
Bridges, chairman of the
Jaycees' Christmas Party for
Needy Children and the pres-
ident, Rufus Jones, demon-
strating to two youngsters,
how to ride a "police toy
motorcycle." Bridges said
"approximately 200 needy
boysand girls were outfit-
ted with sweaters, shirts,
pants, dresses, socks and
given toys and fruit . . . at
a cost of about 815 for each
child." The gifts were dis-
tributed by Jaycees members
at Bruce Hall on LeMoyne
College Campus. Assisting
the Jaycees with distribu-
tion were five social work-
ers from the Department of
Welfare. 198 S. Main at. They
were Mrs. Vivian Baker, Mrs.
Marjorie Cowser, Mrs. Doro-
thy Tureaud, Mrs. Mildred
gathered around the tree. All
of the children received
presents of fruit, candy, nuts
and toys. There are 35 stu•
dents enrolled at the school.
but a number of them were
out with measles at the time
Mitchell and Mrs. Willette
Humphreys. Also assisting
with the distribution were
Cecil Mitchell, an instructor
at Geeter high school, hus-
band of Mrs. Mildred Mitch'
ell: Miss Pamela Baker,
student at Fr. Bertrand
high school, who is the
daughter of Mrs. Vivian
Baker: and Miss Lein* Mae
Bolton. a former student of
Booker T. Washington high
school. Mrs. Baker glad d
the Negro Jaycees- "they
work very hard each year to
supply Christmas cheer to
needy families, who are
recommended to them by the
Welfare Department. T h e
Jaycees is the only local
Negro organisation which
supply clothing, as well as
toys and fruit to needy
children at Christmas time.
as well as other time of the
year." She went on to praise
the young businessmen or-
ale
this picture was taken. Mrs.
Elnora Farwell of 977 Looney
st., is supervisor of the
school. The teachers are Mrs.
Jimmy Pierson of 1408 Sil-
ver it,, and Miss Mielvia
mewed
mini:anon. She also revealed
that "the social workers
from the Welfare depart-
ment which has made it an
annual project to help the
Jaycees with the distribu-
tion, refused to start on
their Christmas vacation
from their jobs until after
the Christmas Party was
over. Jaycee President Jones
said "we appreciate contri-
butions made by various in-
dividuals, organisations and
business establishments.
Without donations we would
riot have been able to give
a complete outfit to the 200
children." Other Jayc••
members who participated in
the Christmas Party, in-
cluded: Sam Qualls, Charles
W. Westbrook. Willard Bell.
Noah Bond. Curtiss Garrison,
Robert Richmond, Thaddeus
T. Stokes, Booker T. Wed-




Brownlee of 1548 S. Parkway
east. Contributions for the
party were made by Mrs.







Kennedy's failure to issue an
executive order banning racial
discriminatien in federally as-
sisted housing was "vigorous-
ly protested" by the American
Veterans Committee.
Charging that racial d 1 s-
crimination exists today in fed-
erally assisted housing "in
every major metropolitan
area," the AVC, a veterans
organization formed during
World War II, urged in a tele-
gram to the President that the
executive order "should not
be delayed for even a day,
much less the year hinted at in
recent press reports."
It was pointed out that
during the 1980 presidential
campaign, President Kennedy
had criticized President Eisen-
hower for failing to eliminate
discrimination in the federal
housing program "by a stroke
of a pen."
AVC charged in its telegram
that 'actual racial discrimina-
tion" in federally assisted hous-
ing is widespread, citing t h e
"exclusion of Negroes from the
Bowie, Md., Levittown, in the
shadow of the Capitol and the
possible exclusion of Negroes
from the Broyhill - Loudoun
County, Va., project near your
Middleburg estate."
'the Oldlonvi
"All men may be born
equal, but It's what they are
equal to later on that counts."
-To Our Many Good Friends!
FOLLOW THE CROWD TO FRANK'S
FOR EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO
WELCOME THE NEW YEAR
HEADQUARTERS FOR CASE BUYERS
Mined Cam Al Cost Pr,c•s
"Memphis' Most Complete Stock"
Wine...Liquor...Champagne
FRANK'S LIQUOR STORE
327 S. Main at nitre Nene. Pierkieg 'e•H
ISM PI SDI IIr RI,1 %II, LIQI OR DEALER
George Harris Gets Spot
On New Education Board
SPRINGFIELD — George S.
Harris of Chicago was one of
eight persons named by Gov.
Otto J. Kerner to serve on
he newly-created Illinois Board
of Higher Education.
Harris is president of the
Chicago Metropolitan Mutual
Assurance company and t h e
Parkway Amusement com-
pany'
The eight members named
by Kerner will join six to
come from the three boards
that govern the universities in
Illinois plus the State Superin-
tendent of Public Instructions,
to comprise the board created
by the Legislature this year.
The board will oversee ope-
rations at the six state uni-
versities and will develop a
master plan of higher educe-
tion and strive to avoid dup-
lications.
Others named to the board
are:
Ben W. Heineman of Chi-
cago, who will serve as chair-
man; Richard J. Nelson of
Evanston; Fred W. Heitmann
Glenview; Mrs. Auguste C.
Hershey of Alton, Louis A.
Turner, Hinsdale; Dr. Hugh S.
Boner. Joliet, and Dr. Conrad















HOLLYWOOD — (UPI) —
A thesis that gained a doctor
of philosophy degree for Dr.
Harold Greenwald, New York
psychoanalyst, will be the bas-
is for a Warner Brothers pic-
ture, "Girls of the Night."
Crime Major nein On
Government's '62 Agendr
By NORMAN M. MACLEOD
OTTAWA — (UPI) — The
spread of big crime syndicates
from the United States to Can-
ada is confronting the govern-
rncipt with one of the major
items on its 1962 agenda.
Justice Minister E. Davie
Fulton publicly acknowledged
the seriousness of the situation
with the blunt statement:
"Crime is becoming more
highly organized and interna-
tional in character; we are
aware that we have no na-
tional sanctity or immunity to
protect us from its degrada-
tions."
DEMONSTRATE WEAKNESS
At the same time commis-
sioner C. W. Harvison, c o m-
manding officer of the Royal
Canadian mounted police, com-
mented in broadly serious vein:
"The Communists point to
our crime rates as an example
of the decadence which they
claim has set in the Demo-
cracies. And surely we are
demonstrating weakness until
such time as we can cope ade-
quately with this problem.
Certainly the record of crime
on this continent provides the
Communists with strong pro-
paganda material with which
to influence individuals or
countries who may be waver-
ing between the opposing ide-
ologies."
The specific development
eliciting these comments from
Fulton and Harvison have
highlighted a nation-wide crime
wave, mounting in violence
and scope throughout 1961 and
concentrated mainly in t h
major cities. The crime epidem-
ic h a s taken the following
forms:
TERRORIZE OTHERS
Gangland murders in Mon-
treal, Toronto and Vancouver
carried out to wreak venge-
ance on "stool pigeons" and
to terrorize others who might
have ideas of turning informer.
A $150,000 narcotics—smug-
gling conspiracy — the larg-
est in police history — has
been traced to Canadian sourc-
es.
Counterfeiting and illicit dis-
tilling have been uncovered
on an unprecedented scale —
without the flood of bogus
currency and tax-free booze
apparently being affected by
the wave of prosecutions.
DEFY POLICE
Prostitution rings in Mon-
treal and Toronto have been
defying police efforts to stamp
them out. In Montreal the pro-
tection racket assumed major
proportions.
Because of the function
which boolornoking performs
as a source of underworld
funds with which to bribe lo-
cal officials, Commissioner
Harvison has 1.-cost0nended
that the Federal government
legalize off-track betting un-
The LeMoyne Alumni Club
of Memphis will hold its first
monthly meeting of the new
year Sunday, Jan. 7, at 5 p.m.
in the Brownlee Hall faculty
lounge.
Final reports on the play
staged in November will be
made at this meeting and plans
for the new year will be
mapped. Mrs. Ann Weathers
is president and Elmer Hen-
derson is vice president. Re-
freshments will be served by
Mrs. Edna Swinglr and Mes-
dames Myrtle Crawford and
Mildred W. Hodges (the Wash-
burn twins).
WISDOM OF YOUTH
HOLLYWOOD — Bob Lo-
gan, new addition to Warner
Bros.' "77 Sunset Strip" series
for ABC-TV, says that by the
time a man is wise enough to
watch his step he's usually too
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der proper supervision. Such a
step, he says, would deprive
the syndicates of the revenue
they need to spread corrup-
tion.
"There must be police cor-
ruption for the rackets to ex-
ist," Harvison said bluntly.
He added that "bribes of 81,-
000 and r,000 per week to key
officials are common payments
by the syndicates."
The commissioner also re-
ferred to the increasing pre-
valence across Canada of at-
tacks upon police officers which
crowds watch apathetically
and without intervening. In
the past year 1,037 assaults
police officers were unp
dented and in one case a crow
of more than 100 looked on
while six hoodlums wielding
baseball bats beat a lone po-
liceman insensible.
On another Ikesion a young
girl in a Mon al night elub
was brutally baeten for 45
minutes almost continuously
while a crowd of some 400 pa-
trons watched. She was appar-
ently someone's "property"' in





Joseph Bradford, assists '
editor of the Alabama Agrio
tural Extension Service, -
been appointed as an informa-
tion specialist of the Federal
Extension Service, U. S. rle-
partment of Agriculture, Wash-
ington, D.C. He is a candidate
for the Ph.D. degree in mass
media methods and extension




The lowest point in Africa
Is the Qattara depression; in
Egypt, which is 438 feet below
sea level. — (UPI).
Attorney Cary D. Jacobs, Indianapolts, Grand Rasileus, Omega Psi Phi
Fraternity; Mrs. Velma Jeter, Orange, Texas. president Ladies Auxiliary
of the National Dental Association; and Theodore A. Jones, Chlesso,
JO.. president National Insurance Association, endorse The National Foun-
ation•March of Dimes. Funds raised In the campaign are used to sup-
- nielical care program, preti.tTirrr.1 Con rrcgram and research.
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OPENING WIDE A NEW WORLD OF SCREEN WONDERS
JOSEPH ERIE
PRESEIRS
susnivi COLOR me CINEMASOVE
A BAND OF FORGOITEN MEN
and a woman no man could
forgot! Metro Goldwyn•Mayet Pr.0.11












































































































































CHURCHES still owe approx-
imately $16,000 in pledges to
the Goodwill Homes. It would
be very nice if those churches
would made payment on their
pledges, on or before the Jan.
15th Annual Meeting of the
board of directors of the Good-
will Homes. How about it
ministers and congregations?
WHEN MEMBERS OF the
local CORE chapter learned
that they were being inves-
tigated by local FBI agents,
they became vitally concerned.
It is routine Dear Watsons.
"TWIST," THE CURRENT
DANCE craze, is just like the
flu epidemic which is repor-
tedly, headed this way—you.
, °just don't know who, when or
where it will strike next.
During the Christmas holiday,
it struck two public school
teachers while they were at-
tending a party at the Top
•-'fiat and Tails club. After
..'being struck, the teachers took
•i•to the floor and added a new
...twist to the Twist.
. DID YOU EVER TRY to
slip away, prematurely, from
a party? We don't think it
Is done like a certain woman
we know. She whispered to
nearly everybody at the party
:Jelling them that she was
2.711lipping out." One-half hour
Mter she approached the door
;710 make her—by now—ob-
vious exit—the door refused
1, to open.
"HE WAS MY MAN—BUT
ME DID ME WRONG" was
be classic remarks of a 17-
,atear old county girl, after
: she had—in the Johnny and
• Frankie like legend—knifed
' her 17-year-old lover to death.
INTEGRATION ON HIGH
—Negro stewardesses are fly-
ing on some of the nation's
.xtrwas, but they rarely come
.to Memphis. Several weeks
'ago bad weather forced a
'united Airlines DC-6 to land
In the Bluff City, and among
'The crew were two Negro ste-
wardesses, whose home base
was in New Jersey. According
to one airport employe, it
was the second time that non-
white stewardesses had ap-
peared here. The plane that
brought Richard Nixon to
Memphis during the Presiden-
*ial campaign had two Negrostewardesses on board.
WHAT A WONDERFUL
TIME TO desegregate public
' parks—New Year's Day—Can
you imagine anyone going to
'a' park this time of the year
to see if the parks are actually
P
'desegregated? Oh well! It
won't stay cold always.
EVERYBODY—THAT IS—
almost everybody is talking
about the big slip-of-the-lip
made by Commissioner Claude
Armour when he was address-
ing a interracial audience at
the City Auditorium just be-
fore Christmas. Armour, while
talking about Negro spirituals
said "nigger spirituals." Im-
mediately he corrected himself
and said "Nigra Spirituals."
THE MUSIC FESTIVAL,
given to honor the memory
of the late W. C. Handy at
the City Auditorium Dec. 20—
was a good idea which we
hope will become a tradition
in Memphis. However, Many
lessons should have been
learned from the first at-
tempt. The show was too long
and included too many num-
bers by the Gospel Group




activities at a certain house
in Evergreen Gardens and the
engry husband who tried to
straighten out "things" with
an ironing-board, when he
appeared unannounced at his
home.
THE SAME TREE has been
deocrated at Christmas time
for 33 years. Owner of the
tree is Mrs. Sylvania Partee,
loot Lane ave. The Christmas
Tree was given to Mrs. Partee
before any of her children
were born. It is made of
green feathers which resemble
a cedar. Now Santa is leaving
presents under the same tree
for Mrs. Partee's grandchil-
dren.
STUDENT PROTESTERS—
At one time, persons who
frequented public places could
hear veterans from overseas
talking loudly in an effort to
let everyone know they had
seen action. Just last week
a student from Baton Rouge
was in the "Big M" telling
of his experience on the in-
tegration front at Southern
university. "There were about
3,000 of us echo marched in
town," he said, "and I was
the only one who had sense
enough to wear tennis shoes.
When police started chasing
us and throwing tear gas
they came In handy. Then
they came out with the police
dogs, i' and they had trained
them to bite everything
black. Those dogs were even
snapping at the black ground."
Ohio Woman Supported
In Extradition Fight
Governor Michael V. Di-
Salle's office at Columbus,
,Qhio, has been flooded with
telegrams, letters and petitions
supporting a Negro woman's
, frght against extradition to
north Carolina.
The woman. Mrs. Mae Mal-
lory, and four other persons
were indicted at Monroe, N.C.,
eon a charge of kidnaping a
white couple during a race riot
there on Aug. 27
Mrs. Mallory was later ar-
New Relief from
GAS, HEARTBURN
WASH., D. C.—Now a remarkable stomach
remedy. called PUSH, has 4 proven ingredi-
ents, quickly relieves gas pains. heartburn,
belching, nausea, sleeplessness due to acid
indigestion. PUSH loathes the stomach test.
misery goes, you sleep nights! Try festecting
PUSH at once 49e at druggists. It's





There is a reason why people
like to do business with us.
You, ims, wilt like our cour-
teous treatment and desire to
help you.
"Open Thursday and Friday
Nights Until 8:00 P. M.
Saturdays 9:00 to 1:00
01515 FINANCE CO
Home Owned - Home Operated
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
W. like to say yes to your
loon request"
'Examined and Supervised by
the State Deportment of
Insurance and Banking.
2 LOCATIONS
161 S. Main. JA. 7-85R1
152 Madison, JA. 5-7611
CHAMP'S TROPHY—Mem-
phis General Depot's base-
ball team won the Division 5
championship of the Mem-
phis Park Commission and
were presented a trophy
last week for achievement-
18 games won and three
lost. Presenting the trophy
to Col. Shelby L. Gillette.
depot commander, in cere-
monies at headquarters
building on Airways is Ro-
bert Mitchell, 1735 S. Park-
way east, Depot employe and
manager of the depot team.
Members of championship
team Sr. Willie Pat, Willie
Hill, Oscar Taylor. James
Flutcher, Lubby Strong, Hen-
ry Bridgeforth, James L.
Price, James Brasil, Jesse




son, V. T. Mute and Eddie
Payton. (U. S. Army Photo)
Co-Ettes Hold Annual Charity
Ball---'Fantasy In Blue'
The Memphis Co-Ettes An-
nual Charity Ball, "Fantasy
In Blue," was t h e holiday
highlight of the sub deb and
prep school set. The semi for-
mal event was held at Le-
Moyne college CommonsFri-
day night, Dec. 29. an was
highlighted by the club's con-
tribution of $500 to the United
Negro College Fund and the
crowning of Miss Jacquelyn
Ann Brodnax, "Miss Co-Ette
of 1962."
Miss Irene Taylor, first vice
president was chairman of the
ball and mistress of ceremonies
during the program. She pre-
sented Dr. Hollis F. Price,
president of LeMoyne college
a n d A. C. Williams, well
known WDIA radio personal-
ity and Co-Chairman of the
UNCF drive to whom Miss
Annie Burford, president of the
Co-Ettes presented the $500.
Miss Eleanor. Faye Williams,
student at Fisk university and
"Miss Co-Ette of 1961" crown-
ed her successor. Misses Ly-
dia Campbell and Elice Reese,
first and second alternates to
Miss Co-Ettes were presented
corsages by Miss Paulette
Brinkley, chairman of the Miss
Co-Ette contestants.
rested by the FBI in Cleve-
land. She told a reporter that
she had gone to North Carolina
to see if Negroes were being
treated unjustly in that city,
and she was reportedly an
advocate of "meeting violence
with violence."
LABOR BACKS HER
A hearing in the matter was
held in the Governor's office
before Christmas, and her at-
torney, Bernard Berkman, pre-
sented what was, considered a
"strong case" against her ex-
tradition. •
Among the organized groups
which have supported Mrs
Mallory in her fight to remain
in Ohio are the Greater
Youngstown area AFL-CIO,
Ohio State AFL-CIO, Local
1190 of the United Steelwork-
ers of America and the Ohio
Civil Liberties Union.
One person involved in the
alleged kidnaping vanished
from Monroe and later turned
up as a refugee in Cuba.
Don L Sharp is chairman of
the Monroe Defense Committee




Joe Graham, 39, a free lance
photographer, was attacked
and beaten by three unidenti-
fied men early Monday on the
street near 1530 E. 67th at.
He was treated at County
hospital for Cuts about the
face and head and released.
Williams said In accepting
the check that the Co-Ettes
were an inspiration to all
teenage organizations. Dr.
Price praised the organization
and encouraged them in their
civic undertakings. This check
made a total of $1300 that the
Co-Ettes have contributed to
the United Negro-College Fund
in three years. They have paid
$200 toward a Life Member-
ship in the NAACP. The UNCF
and NAACP are the national
projects of this outstanding
teenage organization. There
are chapters of the club in De-
troit where it was founded,
Nashville, Chicago and Hous-
ton.
The young Co-Ettes made
a beautiful picture as they
were introduced by their ball
chairman, they were Joan Har-
graves, Beverly Guy, Carolyn
Brandon, Yvonne Jordan, Bev-
erly Hooks, Lavern Brandon,
Lynda Hargraves, Myrna Wil-
liams, Sallye June Bowman,
Roger House, Jana Davis,
Pheobe Weaver, Yvonne Ow-!
ens, Ricki McGraw, and San-
dra Taylor. Other Co-Ette
are Joyce Glason, Maudette
Brownlee, and Annie It
'kilt and HRs, !RELY W1111)
50 Years Of Wedded Life
Mr. and Mrs. holy Ward
celebrated their Golden Wed-
ding anniversary at a dinner
given in their'honor by their
daughter and son-in-law, Mr.
and Mrs. Gene R.' Smith of
4892 Rocky Ford Rd. on Dec.
26.
Among family members at-
tending the dinner were the
honorees four grandchildren:
Lowell D., Stephen J., Pamela
D. and June A. Smith.
Guests attending were: Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur Blackwell
II, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Gra-
fenreid, Mr. and Mrs. Took
Hurd, Mrs. Major Hurt, Terry
Hurt, Miss Ernesi S. Hurt, Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Smith, Mrs.
Thomas Tate, Mrs. James
Black, Mrs. Henry Roberts,
Mr. and Mrs. E. Kirk, Mr.
and Mrs. Lucky Gulffen.
Also Mrs. Ras Munson, Mr.







Fantasy In Blue decorations
were carried out in balloons,
large blue decals with white
silhouettes each with a mem-
ber's name written on them.
Each table was adorned with
blue party favors and the re-
freshment tables were center-
ed by huge punch bowls filled
with blue punch flanked by
:dhotr candelabras with glow-
ing white tapers.
So of the young guests en-
joying the music of Thomas El-
rod and his orchestra were
Michael Braswell, Helen Pan-
ken, William Johnson. Yvonne
Robinson, Watson Sanderson,
Twyla Miles, Jimmie Mea-
dows, George Lowe, Dorothy
Thompson, Fred Jackson, Car-
la Allen, George Meeknis, Rod-
erick Diggs and Kay Joy.
Others seen admiring the
Others seen admiring t h e
decorations and congratulat-
ing "Miss Co-Ette were Doro-
thy Strong, Pat Strong, Don-
ald Moss, Doristine Watkins,
Millard Brown, James S. By-
es, jr., home from Milford
Prep, Janice Knight, Lawrence
Trotter, Bernard Johnson, Wil-
liam T. Brodnax, jr., brother
of "Miss Co-Ette," who enjoy-
ed the first dance with his sis-
ter after she was crowned;
rothy Ellis, Joseph Stovall,
Lawrence Stovall and Billy
Doss.
Enjoying the delicious re-
freshments and seen chatting
were Patricia Hooks, Theodore
Pickett, Patricia Moore, Billy
Speight, home from Wooster
Prep, Ruby Hardy, Ted Mc-
Daniel, Robert Wells, Beverly
Allen, Edward Harris, Paula
Collins, visiting from Jackson,
Tennessee was with her cou-
sin, Lynn Ulen and Dorothy
Westbrooks, Eddie Adair, Shir-
ley Hill, and Ralph McCoy.
Still others seen in pretty
party clothes were: Bonnie
Little, Roosevelt Howard, Cas-
sandra White, Eddie Walsh,
Brenda Sawyer w ith her
brother, Otha Sawyer, jr., Pa-
tricia McClendon, Booker T
Jones, Robbie Herron, David
Elion, Imogene Bolden, Avar
Hurd, Qunicy Billops, Brenda
Rice, James M o a s, Angela
Flowers, Delois Miller, Christ-
ine Greer, Beverly Greene,
Paulette Greene, Rudy Smith,
Roper, Mrs. George Sanders,
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Jones,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Raines,
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Raines,
Mrs. Ike Maybom, Mrs. Mar-
cus Hall, Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
Murrell, Mrs. Willie Brown,
Mr. and Mrs. A. Taylor, Mrs.
Central Black well, Mrs.
Arthur Blackwell I, Mr. and
Mrs. Leo Grafenried, Mr. and
Mrs. Ila Jones, Mrs. Willie
Taylor and Miss Elaine May-
born.
HERE'S A REAL BUY
IN FLOOR COVERING









2123 Fla. St. WH 6-1220
RONZA
Leadway Grocery
Compare Our Meats S, Vegetables
Then Compare Prices!!!
Free Delivery
We Cater To All Our Customers!
Patronize YOUR OWN
Neighborhood Grocer 
1143 Walker Ave. WH 8-0404
DOWN TO EARTH
Farm Talk





ty farmers who are interested
in developing a more balanced
(arming program, met in
Somerville, Dec. 17, to orga-
nize the county's first live-
stock production association.
The name and officers se-
lected for the association were
The Fayette County Livestock
Improvement Association; Of-
ficers Mr. Noah McFerren,
Route 4, Somerville, president;
Mr. Thomas Jefferson, Route
2, Somerville, vice-president;
Mr. Richard E. Davis, Route
5, Somerville, secretary; Mr.
John Harris, Route 1, Oakland,
assistant secretary, Mr. E. Z.
Shaw, Route 1, Oakland, trea-
surer; and Mr. Crossett Frank-
lin of Route 2, Moscow, chap-
lain.
Committees were appointed
to study the county's livestock
situation, potentials, needs and
formulate plans for 1962. The
committees and chair-elected'
were: Planning, Mr. Kelsey
Franklin, chairman; Member-
ship, Mr. Wilbur Hayes, chair-
man and Mr. Albert Johnson,
chairman of finance commit-
tee.
FARMING PROGRAM
The purpose of the associa-
tion is to promote livestock
production efficiency through
better feeding, breeding and
management practices; to pro-
vide additional marketing out-
lets, and to improved the eco-
nomical status of Fayette
County.
The farmers stated that the
Livestock Enterprise was se-
lected because it offers the
most effective means of bal-
ancing the county's farming
program. This program could
help to stabilize farm income
by supplementing the income
received from cotton which is
the major source of farm in-
come. Three-fourths of the
county's farmers would re-
cognize a 50 per cent increase
in farm income by producing
livestock.
Other farmers in Fayette
and adjoining Counties who
maybe interested in becom-
ing members of the associa-
tion can obtain applications by
contacting club officers or
County Agricultural workers.
Words of the Wise
It God did not exart, it
woulI he 4100101ary to invent
LW&
—(Voltaire)
Frances Roddie, Loyal Moore,
Claudette Clift, Everett Mc-
Kissack, Sylvia Williams, hon-
orary Co-Ette and a former
president; Robert E. Williams,
Gloria Lowers, Honorary Co-
Ette, Nealey Williams, James
Carpenter, Estonia Saunders,




Toni Bates and many more.
Chaperones were Miss Er-
ma Lee Laws, sponsor of Co-
Ettes, Mr. and Mrs. William T.
Brodnax, parents of "Miss Co-
Ette," Mr. and Mrs. 0. L.
Brandon, Mrs. P. L. Burford,
Mrs. Alan Hargraves and Mrs.
Marjorie Ulen.
Members of the Memphis
Frontier Club International
entertained a group of boys
at its annual "Toy-For-Boy"
dinner, held in the educational
building of Mississippi Blvd.
Christian church, the evening
before Christmas Eve.
Chairman of the third an-
nual dinner was Henry White.
Among members attending
were Rev. J. A. McDaniel, Dr.
E. Frank White, Thaddeus T.
Stokes, Henry White, L. H.
Boyce, T. E. Caldwell and J.
A. Chandler.
Among the boys who were
guests at the dinner were:
Bruce Currie, Paul Thomas,
Oscar and Oliver Sueing, Ed-
ward Webb, Willie B. Holden,




was opened recently in Nairobi,
capital of the East African
British colony.
The managers are three In-
dian brothers who studied su-
permarkets in Europe and
America before branching out
from their conventional gro-
cery store to establish the
supermarket.
Eighty-five percent of their
customers are Europeans, 121/2
percent Asians, and the re-
maining 2%, percent are Afri-
cans, who have less money to
spend.
145 SOUTH MAIN ST.
SAVE ON FIRST QUALITY 'DAN RIVER'
WHITE
MUSLIN SHEETS
72" x 108" EXTRA LONG . $1.91
81" x 99" DOUBLF BED. $1.91
81" x 108" EXTRA LONG ... $2.11
FITTED TWIN SIZE  $1.91
















Cotton Chenille or hobnail
SPREADS
REGULAR $3.99 VALUE
DOUBLE BED SIZE 44
SOLID COLOR HOBNAIL
AND WAVY CHENILLE
PATTERNS, OR COLOR- PRE-





























20" 40" — 69# VALUES
WHITE, RED, BROWN, PASTELS, STRIPES
2 for 77'
OWN. 4•111M. •••••• MEM MIN
12" r 12" CANNON
WASH CLOTHS
WHITE, DARK,
PASTELS, STRIPES 4 for 49‘
•
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How grb Survive After Nuclear Attack
WASHINGTON — (OA
Do you know what steps
take to WOW your life ip ev
of a nuclear attack? How tO
survive after an attack?
The Defense 'department has
provided "the best available'
answers in a 48-page, illus
trated booklet titled "Fallout
Protection — What To Know
and Do About Nuclear At-
tack." Beginning Tuesday, it
will start free distribution of
25 million copies through post
offices and civil defense agen-
cies.
Here, in condensed form, is
the department's catechism on
what would happen in a nu-
clear attack, and how to sur-
vive it:
SOME BASIC FACTS
A five-megaton (5 million
tons of TNT) burst at ground
level would destory most
buildings within a two-mile
radius. Great fires would be
started. Destruction atfive, 10
and 50 miles would be less se-
vere but fires and radioactiye
fallout would be dangerotis
hazards. Fire storms could oc-
cur in highly combustible city
areas. For maximum fire dam-
age, a nuclear weapon must
be exploded high in the air
through this would lessen the
fallout hazard
EXPOSURE TO RADIATION
When large amounts are ab-
sorbed in short periods, sick-
ness and death may result.
Few people get sick who have
been exposed to 100 roentgens
or less. A roentgen is a unit
for measuring a specif lc
amount of radiation exposure.
Exposure to more than 300
roentgens within a few days
will cause nausea and may
cause death. And death is cer-
tain if a person receives 1,000
roentgens within a few days.
Young people might be in-
jured worse than older people.
They are more apt to absorb
radioactive elements into their
bones and internal organ s.
Since they are potential par-
ents, they should be protected
as much as possible to mini-
mize the possible genetic ef-
fects on their descendants.
Radiation sickness is nei-
ther contagious nor infectious.
Fallout radiation cannot make
anything radioactive. Food and
water ar contaminated only to
the extent that they contain
fallout particles. Exposed food
can be made safe by Washing-
ton brushing or peeling.
People who have fallout
particles on their bodies or
clothing should wash them-
selves for their own protection.
Most radioactive elements
would decay rapidly. But a
few elements such as Stronti-
um 90, Cesium 137, and Car-
bon 14 are long-lived and
could harm humans in some
ways, such as being absorbed
by food plants.
RADIATION IN AIR
The air would be contami-
nated only to the extent that
it contained fallout particles.
Early fallout would be the
most dangerous. It would reach
the earth in the first day after
a blast but passage through
the air would not contaminate
the air. People in underground
shelters could keep out par-
ticles with a simple hood over
the air-intake pipe. Special
filters are not needed. But
group shelters with high-velo-
city air-intake fans would
need filters.
Most dangerous is the 'early
fallout. This consists of radio-
active particles relatively large
and heavy — about the size
of table salt or fine sand. You
might be able to see the par-
ticles but you could not detect
their radiation without a spe-
cial instrument.
Radiation would pass
through any type of clothing
but certain types would be use-
ful in keeping psrticles off the
body. This, however. would
not protect the wearer from
gamma radiation given off by
the particles.
While many experiments
have been conducted, there is
little likelihood that a pill or
any other type of medicine
will be developed that can pro
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as a protective measure has
less general value because of
the danger of radioactive fall
out to unsheltered evacuees
and the shortness of warning
time if any enemy attacked
with highspeed nuclear mis
sile s. The mass movement
would instead be aimed a
getting people inside shelters
as rapidly as possible.
COMMUNITY SHELTERS
Community or neighborhood
shelters have advantages over
the family shelters because (1)
the larger group would be bet-
ter prepared to face a nuclear
attack; (2) first aid and emer-
gency skills probably could be
called on; (3) they would pro-
vide shelter for persons away
from their homes; (4) could
serve as the focus for com-
munity recovery; and (5) could
serve other community pur-
poses.
This is why the government
is planning guidance, techni-
cal assistance and money to
encourage development of
community centers. Its overall
program is aimed at securing
group shelters in old and new
structures, stocking them with
supplies, marking them, and
.naking them available to the
public in an emergency.
Be on guard against un-
scrupulous btulders who have
entered the shelter field. When
in doubt consult the Better
Business bureau, the local civ-
il defense director, responsible
local, state and federal offi-
cials,
WARNING SYSTEM
In the nuclear and missile
age, attack warning time has
diminished to minutes. But
the briefest warning you might
get by radio or sirens would
give you the precious, life-
saving time to act. Two pub-
lic warning systems are a
three to five minute steady
tone, meaning listen to your
radio for directions from local
authorities.
A thre e-minute warbling
tone or short blasts mean take
cover immediately, Your first
warning may be the flash of
a nuclear explosion. Don't look
at it. Take cover quickly. If
you're inside dive under or be-
hind the nearest desk, table
or sofa. Lie curled on your
side with your hands over the
back of your neck, knees tuck-
ed against your chest. If you
are outside, run into a build-
ing and assume the same curl-
ed-up position. If you cannot do
this, seek the lowest protected
[ion and can be served without
cooking. Suggestions, canned
meat, fish, poultry, beans, peas
and fruits; cereals and tinned
baked goods; cheese spreads,
peanut butter and jellies with
crackers, and evaporated or
dried milk. Try to keep all
foods in their original contain-
ers. After a nuclear attack,
food stores indoors should be
safe to eat. Bread is still edible
when mouldy; sour milk is
drinkable. Throw out canned
goods if bubbles appear in the
Juices.
VENTILATION
Fresh air is more vital than
food and water. A basement
home shelter will get its air
via cracks. But well-sealed
community shelters and SOME
underground ones must have
ventilation systems which fil-
ter the air.
RADIATION SICKNESS
Severity of radiation sick-
ness depends on the amount of
radiation to which a person is 
exposed and for how long. The
symptoms are: mild — some 
co 
nausea, poor appetitie and fa.'
•
tigue. With rest, recovery wil'
symptoms but more markedly.
be rapid. Moderate — sam, Delays' Banquet ,To April 3
Vomiting and even prostratior
occur. By third day recovery The Chicago 
Committee- of ued. "a large number of rela-
may be complete but symp-
toms may recur in next few
days or weeks. Severe — same
symptoms show up and van-
ish. But after a week or more
fever, mouth sores and diar-
rhea may appear; gums and
mouth may ulcerate and bleed,
and in about the third week
the victim's hair may fall oUt.
Recovery takes seven to eight
week s. When exposure has
been overwhelming, death
comes in hours or weeks.
FIRST AID
There are five basic rules —
how to stop bleeding, getting
air into a victim's lungs swift-
ly, handling bone fractures.
treating burns, and providing
comfort such as reassuring the
patient.
SANITATION AND VERMIN
Good sanitation is a matter
of life 'and death. The most
elemental device is a metal
pail with a tight cover. A bet-
ter Lipedient, especially Our
older persons, is to make a
commode by cutting the seat
out of a chair and placing a
pail under it. A supply of plas-
tic bags, obtainable in depart-
nent stores, is needed, a bag
being placed in the pail with
its top overlapping the pail
cm.
A small amount of disinfec-
tant can help control odors and
insect breeding. A larger can
with a cover, such as a garbage
can, should be handy to store
the plastic bags after use. This
later can be handy to store the
plastic bags after use. This lat-
er can be placed outdoors. The
shelters
 
area should be painted
or sprayed with DDT or oths•
insecticides to kill lice and
other body-infesting insects.
Do not use spray insecticides
an occupied shelter. There
is danger of explosion or eye
and lung damage.
CIVIL DEFENSE
An effective civil defense re-
quires the participation of eve-
ry citizen. It calls for advance
planning at every level of gov
errunent This must be flex-
ible enough to adapt itself to
changes in enemy weapons
and tactics. It must be com-
prehensive enough to cover peo-
ple living under widely dif-
ferent conditions — from
ranch houses to apartment
buildings. The key element is
the provision of fallout shel-
ters. President Kennedy plans
to ask Congress to support a
federal shelter incentive pro-
gram in which the federal gov-
ernment would meet a sub-
stantial part of the COWLS of
providing shelters in schools,
hospitals and other public wel-
fare institutions. But the pri-
mary responsibility will lie
with state and local civil de-
fense organizations. Thier suc-
cess will depend largely on




mmittee Of One Hundred
One Hundred has announcsd
postponement of t s Good
American Awards banquet and
ball limn Jan. 6, to April 3,
1962 at McCormick Place; its
20th annual event honoring
community leaders.
Ernest R. Rather, speaking
as president of The Committee,
said the announcement was be-
ing made "with much regret."
He said the action was being
taken by The Committee after
serious consideration for these
persons who had already con-
sented to attend the dinner and
accept Good American awards
and certificates of Commenda-
tion on the January date.
"We realize fully that many
of these distinguished persons
re-arranged their schedules in
order to attend the January
event. But several unforeseen
circumstances have led to our
date-changing decision," he ex-
plained.
"In the first place," Rather
noted, "The Committee's choice
of a principal speaker, a na-
tionally - known personality,
discovered that he would be
unable to fulfill the January
engagement"
"Secondly," Rather contin-
The names of persons no-
minated to serve in offices a,
Bethlehem Baptist churcl. Fellowship Program
237 Ingle ave., were called a,
the church's annual meetinis Held At St. Peter
recently.'
Presiding at the business l
spot, such as a ditch. Face When the Missionary Society
away from the blast. R. W. Taylor. 1442 Gill ave., held a 
omeeting- was the pastor, Rev fSt. Peter Baptist Church,
fellow-If you have time but no plan The officers are Mrs. Mable'
of action, guard against fire, ship program last Sunday
afternoon. Rev. Bennitt of Mt.Shut off electric and natural
gas lines. Lower blinds against
shattering glass. Fill every-
thing available with water
without which you can't live.
Then turn your attention to
fallout protection. A basement
is better than above ground
floors. On the latter, improvise
a shelter a way from outside
walls. Keep shelter small and
keep shielding mass immed-
iately around and above you.
Stay away from windows and
outside doorways. Windows
could. Ice shattered many mile-"
beyond The blast.
SHELTER SUPPLIES
The most vital are canned
Shd bottled foods: clothing;
beddin g; emergency toilets
with plastic bags for human
wastes; water; first aid kits;
soap; can and bottle openers:
infant care supplies: flashlight
and extra battcries, and a radi-
ation meter, Watei and proper
sanitation are most urgent.
Water is more vital than food.
Try to avoid using water from
outside the house without pur-
ifying it. Radiation itself does
not affect water but radioac-
tive particles do. They must
be strained out, Each shelter
should have a meter to detect
deadly gamma rays.
FOOD
Wherever you live you
should keep a two-week sup-
ply of food on hand. Commun
ity shelters are going to be
stocked but for the present
you may have to take quick
refuge in a building. In plan
nine the food supply. 10,000
calories is enough for an adult
for two inactive weeks in a
shelter. Select foods that will
last months witrnout refrigera
MEN, AT LAST ITS HERE
roky Nr• RUM70111/1 And Ropy Lite
• darters ovirperefloor auumatx fake
wff *OMR anent neva off A PHPS1
CIANS FORMULA Onis 55 no fee
*silt supply Maori-bark if apt sash
afft. 1 baffles, Loner COD 01..1
Mope, Ord.. NO*
THE RUMTOREX CO.
235 E. 115th St., Son 17
NEW YOPK 29, N. Y.
OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT
P or As lathe as
$30 MONTHLY
You Can tfave One or Two Modern, Convenient Offices
In The Tel-State Defender Building
DOCTORS LAWYERS - BUSINESSMEN. ETC
Contact Mr Whittier Sent/stacks
TRI-STATE DEFENDER JA. 6-8397
Young, president, first choir:
Mrs. Effie Hill, president,
second choir; Miss Ella Hardy.
president, third choir; and
Mrs. Annie Mae Nance, super-
visor.
James Hamilton is chief of
No. 1 Usher board, Mrs. Mat-
tie Gray, lady chief; Daniel
Nance, chief of No. 2 Usher
board, with Mrs. Eva Dood-
ley as chief of women; Miss
Annie Hardy is president of
No. 3 Usher board, with Dan-
iel Nance as supervisor.
MOTHERS' BOARD
Mrs. Mary Barnes is pres-
ident of No. 1 Mothers' Board;
Mrs. Johnny M. Jones is pres-
ident of No. 2 Mothers' Board;
J. E. Watson, superintendent
of the Sunday school; Mrs
Ernestine Whitley director of
the Baptist Training Union;
Mrs. Purnell Roden, president
of the Missionary Society; Mrs.
Mable Young, president of the
Willing Workers' club; Mrs.
Z, Baldwin, church clerk; and
Mrs. Alma Ruth Davis, re-
porter.
Herman Baptist church was the
featured speaker.
Music was supplied by the
Progressive Baptist Church's
Women's Chorus, and the
Monumental Baptist Church's
choir.
Mrs. Louise Mayes was
chairman of the affair. Rev.
C. J. Gaston is pastor of the
church.
Hearken now unto my voice,
1 will give thee counseL
—(Exod.113:19).
Let us place all problems
In His care and relax to re-
ceive the guidance we receive
that He gives us. Let us be
willing to follow the guidance
we receive.
racious Living —Then And Now
Gels in early Rome were color-
mod, draped themselves in sev-
eral tunics of different lengths
and different colors, one over the
other. Today's sophisticates pre-
fer "basic block" for cocktail
and evening wera
American pioneers—rich or poor
—Couldn't be fussy &hour meals.
What was caught—wos cooked,
They ate skunk, robin, grizzly
boor, crickets, ants, squirrels.
PAOCIOIN AllelOriCr..s dine on
evis of beef, pork end
Iamb . . totalling 178 pounds
per yPnr net perznni
:**N.. Wealthy travelers es the 18th
\ Century carted huge bedswills them, to be sot up at
inns where th•y stopped.
1 Poor people had to sleep in
crowded rooms, •v•n
crowded beds! Modern tour-
ists make on-the-spot reser-
vations of luxury motels, en-
joy clean comfort is beautiful
surroundings
=kw
In 1707, when Giovanni
Cinzono wets licensed by the
King to distill brandy, sates
were limited to the tiny towns
of Pecetto and Turin, Maly.
Today, Cinzano Vermouth
Fru-rims entertaining pleasant
oil Over She U.S., Europe,
Central and South America
and Australia
Pc
lives. frienth, and business as-
striates of many award recip-
ients have indicated that the
January date conflicts with
other long-standing commit-
ments for that date."
"Thirdly." Rather pointed
out hundreds of potential
guests who would like to pay
tribute to award recipients,
have informed The Committee
they Would not be in the city
during that time dut to Holiday
Season plans."
118 YEARS OF WORK is
represented in three mem-
bers of the U.S. Stool Cor-
poration's office services
staff in the Pittsburgh gen-
eral office. The three were
recently honored upon re-
tirement. Presented gifts are.
left to right: Sidney Butler,
44 years service; Marshall
Stevenson, over 55 years
service, and Anderson Roy.
111 years. On the left are
Robert Grant, Ion Butler's
right) supervisor-office serv-
ice division, and Robert
Vickers. On the far right Is
Lawrence DOVVINIUX.
• 41
Finds Women Give Most To Religion •
Women donate more money
o religion than to any other
category of philanthropy, ac-
cording to a report published
Thursday in the Quarterly
Bulletin of The American As-
sociation of Fund-Raisins
Counsel.
The report, summarizing a
survey of the giving habits ano





- -At An Economy Price!!
SHAPIRO-SOUTHERN
UNIFORM COMPANY
314 Siioh main Si. JA 6.3641
Cell for Mrs. Lillie P 
(t/0,s., 04 Mt. Zion Baptist
Church for information)
that—after religion—education,
welfare, and health causes are
preferred in that order.
Replying to the question-
naire, 56 women reported that
major gifts are made jointly
by husband and wife, while
the great bulk of smaller gifts
lare made by the wife incle-'
pendently of the husband. The:
report indicated that the ma-
jority of such gifts are repeat..




Sunda) school - 9:30 A M. Morning Worship - 11 A.M.
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START THE NEW YEAR BY SAVING VALUABLE
QUALITY STAMPS! MAKE 1%2 THE YEAR YOUR
YEAR TO OBTAIN VALUABLE PREMIUMS FROM'
QUALITY STAMPS. WOK FOR THE GOOD
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Our Opinions
Student Seminar In Ethiopia
Africa's first international student
ieminar has succeeded in its primary
aim of arousing active interest in eco-
nomic development among African
youth.
. • A heavy exchange of letters and
questionnaires between students of dif-
ferent nations and with lecturers has de-
veloped since the eight-week seminar
closed in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.
Twenty-four students from 12 coun-
tries, representing 10 African colleges
and Universities, attended the seminar.
It was sponsored by the United Nations
Economic Commission for Africa and the
United States Department's Agency for
International Development (AID).
AID brought in Dr. Paul G. Clark.
professor of economics at Williams Col-
lege, Williamstown, Mass., and Dr. John
H. Power, associate professor of eco-
riomics at Williams, as well as a number
crf African-based AID experts in econom-
ics, labor, industry and other lines.
The United Nations brought in some
of its African-based experts and the two
organizations also obtained as lecturers
Dr. Fernand Bezy of Lovanium Universi-
ty of Leopoldville, Congo; Dr. Barbu
Niculescu of the University College of
Ghana, and Dr. Selby Ngcobo of the
University of Rhodesia and Nyasaland.
The seminar covered four main sub-
jects in their African context. They were
basic development economics, economic
planning, structural and monetary prob-
lems, and government and labor prob-
lems.
The discussion periods following lec-
tures on various phases of each subject
permitted a wide exchange of informa-
tion and valuable insights into similari-
ties and differences between develop-
ment problems in the various African
nations.
The American lecturers were sub-
jected to heavy questioning by the young
Africans who tended to balance their
liking and admiration for the United
States with suspicion of American policy
and intentions. This is general in Africa.
The United States experts sought to
give the young Africans an image of a
sympathetic, liberal, and pragmatic
America that is concerned with helping




India's military action in Portuguese
Goa has stirred up a storm of interna-
tional proportions. But India sees its
invasion as giving a forward push to the
movement to end colonialism every-
where in Africa and Asia.
India also notes that, as it is emerging
at the United Nations and elsewhere, the
lineup for and against colonialism seems
as it was before, with Britain and France
giving tacit support to colonialism and
the Soviety Union posing as the cham-
pion of oppressed underdog.
In this context Soviet President
Brezhnev's current Bombay visit ap-
pears nicely timed, as he goes around
telling Indians listening to the news of
Goa developments that his country quite
understands their feelings at this time.
British reaction, both official and un-
official, while bitter, was anticipated. In
recent weeks serious differences between
India and Britain have arisen over Ka-
tanga and a section of Indian opinion
accepts the possibility that Britain may
seize this opportunity "to retaliate for
the position India took at the time of the
Suez Canal episode.
What still puzzles many Indians is
the United States attitude. It is acknowl-
edged that President Kennedy and Am-
bassador John F. Galbraith, particularly
the latter, have worked hard for sev-
eral weeks now to prevent the Indian
military action.
It is also known that it was the re-
straining influence of the United States
that kept the Indian army poised on the
Goa border for three weeks while the
Portuguese mined roads, bridges, and
moved dynamite dumps for demolition
purposes.
What is not understood in this par-
ticular context is United States criticism,
which states that there are many better
ways to settle international disputes-
without suggesting any of them.
Lisbon's reply to the United Nations
was and is that the Portuguese enclaves
in India were an integral part of metro-
politan Portugal, an opinion rejected by
the UN Secretary General in his latest
communication to India.
What, then, it is asked, was India
supposed to do? India announced a few
days ago that it was virtually in com-
plete control, of the three Portuguese ter-
ritories, Goa, Damao, and Diu.
Correspondents following Indian
troops reported local Goanese coming
forward with flowers and helping to
repair damaged bridges and supplying
ferries to enable troops to press forward.
Casualties reported were less than 100.
New Delhi ordered that Panjim, capi-
tal of Goa, should not be shelled and
CALL THE POLICE!
It was a great way to climax
the social whirl of the holiday
season . . the Policemen's
Ball. And for a while there
the ottdr night, it seemed that
the whole town had turned
out, not to "call the police,"
but to respond to the police
"Call" to come out and play
in a sociable sort of way. In-
stead of getting a "balling
out" from the cops . . . the
town turned out to ball with
the cops."
Incidentally, the invitations
that were sent to scores of
grateful local citizens bore the
correct and official name
which should be applied to
the hosts and hostesses (Police-
women were participants too).
The correct term is "Law
Enforcement Officers."
The correct name suggests
something of the real reason
for the annual presentation of
the event. It is designed to
ifiereas-e and maintain public
respect and even admiration
for law enforcement officers
as human beings. The basis
of the Policemen's Ball was
to strengthen the type of
public relations which enable
a community to live in a
climate of desire for and res-
pect for law and order.
CROSS-SECTION
The attendance at the af-
fair represented a cross-sec-
tion of the city's population.
There were "big shots" and
"little shots" there . . . thus
reflecting the law enforce-
ment officers' interest in all
segments of the citizenry.
There were white people pre-
sent who came to pay their
respect to the Negro men and
women who have proven
their ability to move into one
of the main streams of local
life, and whole their own.
Thus, their work speaks well
for them as individuals and as
a group and for others of their
race who aspire to greater
progress.
Among honored guests pre-
sent were Judge Jerry Seller,
County Tax Collector, Riley
Garner, Sheriff M. A. Hinds,
civic leader Guy Bates, former
Police Inspector William "Bill"
Rainey. They spoke briefly
but favorably of the work of
the Negro officers. Mr. Rainey
recalled that he personally
trained the first contingent
of Negro men to gain places
on the Memphis Police force.
He noted that some of his




Davis and Judge Sam Camp-
bell, sent letters or telegrams
expressing their interest in
the over-all objectives of the
occasion . . as mentioned
above. Special praise was ex-
tended to no one officer . . .
man or woman. But special
mention was made of such
well-known veteran officers
as E. C. "Sugg" Jones, Ben
Whitney, R. J. Turner, Tom
Marshall, Wendel] Robinson,
J. W. Jubert, J. D. Williams,
and E. S. Berkley.
It was interesting to note
that allied with the police-
men and women were other
lod-.1 men who are adding so
much to the prestige of their
race in law enforcement. They
were: Leonard Mitchell, depu-
ty County Tax Collector,
whose work has won high
praise, along with E. F. La-
Mondue, United States Mar-
shall.
But one of the features
which excited most applause
from the number present was
the sight of the sixteen wom-
en, associated with the Police
Department. They were look-








Among the many good
things which came out of the
Christmas Season this year
was the first annual W. C.
Handy Music Festival which,
staged at the City Auditorium,
Dec. 20. Proceeds from the
affair were earmarked for
music scholarships for talented
white and Negro youths.
The festival will serve a
two-fold purpose-honor the
memory of the late William
Christopher Handy, who made
Beale Street famous, around
the world with his St. Louis
Blues: and it will promote the
study of music by providing
scholarships for talented
youngster without regard to
color.
that snipers should be smoked out house There is a third purpose it
by house, can serve. It can also bring
The over-all opinion in India is out the best in Memphians
supporting Prirne Minister .Jawaharlal who are musically - instru-
-MAI% ONE -NAT ANk? WAq 400 woaD





No Letup In Crisis Seen For
President Kennedy In New Year
By MERRIMAN SMITH Aside from the autumn Con- rosively futile hope of a placid,
UPI White House Reporter gressional and gubernatorial Pleasant future with only well-
WASHINGTON-(UPD- elections, Kennedy has some atom bombs. 
lebehaved communists and
President Kennedy has come other challenging domestic 
s
through a trying year of unre- The 44-year-old chief executeproblems ahead of him in 1962. -
mitting crisis and this seems to tive spent a 1961 that was al:These will center in Congress. ways exciting, but not be his outlook for 1962.
The President faces tougher He knows he and his admini- out moments of pain,, dismay
battles in Congress than in 1961. stration are in for tough sled- and disappointment. H i in-
He faces off-year elections in ding with sever:A up-coming aumgaursiaotgionholorast oJfanutarzmwphas fanar
pthaertyfaltln; vhoathinogoalinpowwheicrh osthoe. legonisleatiivsehipsroppor sgarlasm. of medi. a man so young. He filled
Washington with new faces-ally loses strength in Congress. cal care for the aged to be fi- some experienced executives,This is a historical process nanced through payments t o
which Kennedy will attempt and by the Social Security sys_ some campus idealists, but all
united in a heady forwardto reverse by getting on the tem. The medical profession is
drive of new ideas.stump, himself, next October in poised to jump on this one
dates.
behalf of key Democratic candi- when it is resubmitted to the Not since the early days of
heR°c'stas'isi
House and Senate by the chief vtheewslaNteawFrpaanakilihnasDt.
The fhternational outlook for executive.
1962 does not, in the Presi- Another Congressional battle capital city seemed to bubble
dent's estimation, offer de- can be expected to develop over so much with furious activity,
pendable or extensive prospect Kennedy's efforts to construct yeasty energy and brave ta*
that they did not sound any- 
of easier East-West relations, an entirely new reciprocal of challenge. Then came soctit
think like the originals-Thu 
Although he is hopeful, there trade program with the lower- sobering realities-a not ential
some of the beauty of the is 
.no solid evidence at the ing of some tariffs to encour- ly charmed Congress, the
pieces were lost. 
s' White House of new "give" in age increased American exports. mal failure of the Cuban er
the rocky Russian 'attitude on In 1962 the President is de- vasion, the first evidence
Berlin. Germany, disarmament termined to try again for Con- intramural conflict which IS
That young men Singing and and nuclear testing.-the so- gressional provision of federal variably marks any polit'
D^.ncing group - Largoes - called "gut tissue" of current aid for school construction and organization.
teachers salaries. He also has By the end of the year, thewere entertaining-However, foreign affairs.
the accompanying orchestra The real key t o durable promised to submit a balanced president had gone through ht9
was too loud and the singers Peace in 1962 will be essenti- budget for fiscal 1963, but this first major reorganization -on
enunciation was too poor to any the same as in 1961 from will not prevent energetic ef- his New Frontier-his shut-
of their numbers, Nevertheless Russian consent to an effec- 'conservative Democrats to cut officials. More k e y personelle
the White House viewpoint: forts by some Republicans and ling of his State Depart-norunderstand most of the words
very interesting. police any aspect of disarma- Kennedy anticipates a rigor- 1962.
tive system of inspection to it. changes are to be expected ih
71.their dance-antics routine was
ment, including a nuclear test ous, worrisome new year with ThThe 32-inch tall midget, 
e experiences of 1961 
ban treaty. Both sides ap- what his friends call Aftbalthy duced several major changes inRogers Walton, would have parently are through w i t h reality. The president thinks Kennedy, been very good with his act- voluntary test ban agreements, his fellow countrymen would 
himself. For one that
if it had not been an out-and- the durability of which Russia be well advised t o practice 
a recurrence of chronic beet(
trouble triggered by strain4out commercial. However, he depreciated rapidily in Sept- level-headed living with crisis shoveling dirt at a tree plag-
and his twin sister-who is ember by resuming atmospher- as a way of life in the Sixties
of normal height and weight lc tests, 
ing ceremony in the sprig*,
for an 11-year-older, gave good 
rather than existing in cor- slowed his recreational phi-
of themselves in dem- 
cal activity somewhat. He giege
onstrating the "Twist." 
up golf and switched to swhit-
ming in a heated pool. 't";
Nehru, who now feels that the people mentally and vocally - in- David Porter, the LeMoyne twill increase their pressure on him to dined. The best in town - college student who has his 
ognizing the almost inevita C.
Perhaps reluctantly, but
Kennedy shifted h i s views
Himalayan outposts also. In Seat Belt Campaign somewhat on personal dip.macY. When he entered offimove in the spring against Chinese 
regardless to race - can put first recording on the market-
their wares on display at this did a good job with his "Fare-
well," the flip-side of "Chival-Nehru has also considerable support festival' he and his Secretary of State,
among the African states whose leaders Frank Ahlgren, editor of the By CLAIRE COXean Rusk, were rather flat
feel that a blow at colonialism anywhere who Both Onzie Horne and his 
Statistics show that in an Sc-ac-
is a blow struck for freedom and de- headed the Handy Memorial "Maestros, Inc." and Ben
Commercial Appeal,
NEW YORK - (UPI) - Th diplomacy be returned to con-
. e cident, the fatality rate is re- i n their determination that
Committee. was awarded a Branch and his orchestra, as many 
duced sharply when safety
ventional ministerial and am-mocracy. We cannot help from looking Comm travel fatalities through e 1_,
campaigns to hreduthce belts have been used. Similar-
scroll on which appeared the well as an instrumental trio bassadorial channels with virtu-with suspicion at those countries which 
the degree of injury is less
use of au.tomObile seat belts are
strapped to his seat.
Yhen a motorist has been
by the chief executive.
members of from Memphisnames of the other  State univer- ° . . - . - W ' ally no persona] involvementfind ready arguments to denounce India the Committee. who were: sity, headed by the music di- beginning 
to near 'run,
in its crusade against Portuguese dicta- Former Mayor Edmund Orgill, rector - toyed with musical A national survey showed For that reason, ten states Pressures for personal meet-torship. County Commission Chairman techniques which made the that seven states enacted sal- now require seat belts in all ings between heads of state




A $2 million grant from the
U.S. Public Health Service will
be used to set up a Middle
American Center f o r Medical
Research and Training at
Louisiana State University.
with one unit at the university
and another in San Jose, Costa
Rica.
The center will "expand re-
search on health problems com-
mon to the Middle Americas.
such as the various parisitic
and diarrhea] diseases, amebia-
sis, carcinoma of the stomach.
the various virus diseases.
atherosclerosis and leprosy,"
said Dr. William W. Frye, vice
president of the university and
dean of its medical school. "We
will also strengthen research on
certain diseases localized in
tropical countries, such as the
leishmaniases, chagas disease
and onchocerciases. We will
also develop long-term epidemi-
ological studies dealing with
ipecific health problems of the
different areas."
Middle America is defined as
the area surrounding the Gulf of
Mexico and the Caribbean Sea
-the Caribbean islands, north
coast of South America, south
coast of North America, Panama,
Central America and Mexico.
Some States Successful
Stanley Fried, Clifton J. Gas-
ton. Fred Goldsmith, Elmer at his vocal best. was all 
new cars. Six others -.New
Wisconsin became the only
state to require seat belts in ard equipment in all vehicles the year, Kennedy had visited
perated by state police and six foreign countries-Canada,
Nate Evans, Bert Ferguson, notice.
Blind Lee 
Cunninghamtio al states make pelts stand- Rusk concept. By the end of
Henderson, Samuel B. Hollis, York, Ohio, Connecticut, Cali-gighway safety patrols. In 1960, France, Austria, Great Britain,
Elder Blair T. Hunt, 0. Horne, Nat D. Williams emceed part f&rnia, Michigan 
and North 12 states reported that seat Venezuela and Colombia-plus
Thomas B. Kirk, George W. of the show He was followed Carolina - passed laws re- belts were required only in Puerto Rico and Bermuda.
Lee-, Richard Lightman, Early 
Pennsylvania, 
Floridaby Fred Cook. But spotlight_ quiring that new ca s be some official vehicles. I n addition, more than a
Maxwell, Bernard Pincus, Abe stealing Geosrhgoe wwmaanshoinfgtt 
oo 
ehem al equipped l  with seat belt instal- An upswing in interest in score o 1 foreign leaders had
Plough, Dr. Hollis Price, Ed- 
w 
w. w. -himself. 
lation points, seat belts is reflected in step- come to Washington to see the
ward , P. Sapinsley Similar legislation is 
pend-
ped-up public education cam- President. Like i t or not,
Scott. George Sister, Vincent U.S. Cong. Cliff Davis-run- ing in paigns. Eighteen states now Kennedy came to realize in 1981
Skillman, H. W. Slavick, fling for re-election-crammea and Minnesota, while bill furnish information on safety the inevitable pressure for
Thaddeus T. Stokes, Matthew in a whole political speech were defeated 
in Hawaii, Illin-
belts on a regular basis. Eight personal diplomacy, although
he still did not lean towardThornton, Jesse H. Turner, when he was called upon for ais, 
Indiana, Missouri, Nebr
summitry in its fuller sense- of
-of them conduct detailed pro-
ka, North Dakota and Oregon. grams.Hoyt B. Wooten, A. C. Wil- rfreommarkNs.
hams, Paul Zerilla and Phil Mrs. W. C. Handy flew in
New York. She was 
CONDUCT SURVEY Seat belt manufacturers
state level.
negotiating at t h e head
Zerilla.
The above committee was Presented a key to the city
an 
mhntnhneraCryouenittT: 
by the fiber marketing depart-
The survey was conducted
ally to try to impress motorists
with the value of this safety the President and his family
found life inside t h e White
have begun advertising nation-
On the purely personal side,
instrumental in raising funds and iangschroelrl
which resulted in erecting a k
bronze statute of W. C. Handy Hzeanrshof dSidhne,lthya.ppCeoamr,mhinstsiosneenrt 
ment of. Allied Chemical Corp.,
producers of one of the major
fibers used in making seat belt 
device. There has been talk of
gpcial insurance rates for per-
who equip their automo- 
House a bit too inhibiting. They
relieved this feeling by spend-
e lost a lot 
Montana and West Vi.einia.
webbing.
Replies 
quires safety belts only in the 
their rented estate outs*
in Handy Park on Beale St.
biles with belts.were received from sons- ing virtually every weekendGuest artist at the festival amoruerpremseignhttatihvae.v
Franklin. In contrast, her fa- The survey team was cheer- • i - - Middnlaeibnuranf Vfa m-
on the stage that ni.ght. How- spirituals - he said "nigger
but to donate 8200 to the effective, he corrected himself 
ever, not to sing or preach, 
by 
,T,Nooisralatsep
irit°tuabels"e_d by the results of the study.
A similar survey in 1960 had
shown that only three states,
Connecticut, New Mexico and 
mobile. 
propose there be a belt for
every occupant of every auto- 
Newport RI or
Fla. ' " "
Kennedy followed a heR4Y
opralmat oneBeathef,
mous preacher-father, Rev. of vote by a slip-of-the-lip.
C. L. Franklin proceeded her While talking about Negro universal use of the devices - - -ments in Hyannis Port, Maas.*
family 
front seat, but advocates of a c. -' '' '
music scholarship. 
Oregon - were considering '
ammemew work schedule in and out- of
et-stabile-I-
seat belt legislation. Only Con IN 1. 
town. A Sunday at Glen Ora,
Rev. W. Herbert T. Brewster,
The festival started with silwoeup•etvetnr,rean:Ighretahte bHuzezglrebeusziznI necticut, of these three, eventu-
ally voted in an "anchor point" the Virginia estate, was tigt
B-U-L-L-E-T-LN
directing "Hallelujah"-gospel the interracial audience,
segment-of the program. His All and all it was a good REQUIRE SEAT BELTS
law. Because he is in Africa at. entirely a matter of rustida-
start-despite the fact that Anchor points are affixed to 
tending the Lagos Art Fes- tion, but a day of semi-rest.
East Trigg Camp Meeting
Choirs - with many good there were many vacant seats, the auto frame under the seat. 
tival, Langston Hughes's punctuated by frequent 
°Metal
telephone calls and always' 1m
voices - did some spirituals The annual Music Festival Installation of belts is a simple column will not appear in armload at official reading. in
and gospel songs composed or Is a good idea. I hope it will process when the points have this space for the next four 1962, he may make more WM
be used to the greatest ad- been provided, 
 rf
arranged by W. C. Handy.The choirs remained on vantagt for encouraging and Many states require the use facility in the Catoctin Moe
os
— aiding young musicians and of seat belt!' in official auto- 
weeks. On his return he will the White House recreati
write about his trip and
tains of Maryland, known4 IV: GET UGN vouR LOCK 014 AIRNM ICH OWE DO You WAXT... stage too long. Some of the
were re-arranged to the point for Memphis. 
about Nigeria.spirituals and gospel songs for promoting goodwill in andmobiles, in an effort to get ex- the Eisenhower administratIOn...Wu Da Yal wERE A BRUNETTE-MD NEAD-OR A BLONDE?' amples for the motoring public. memirgeommeammemes as Camp David.
every state except Arizona, v from Washington-a t







































































































































BEST FARMERS FOR '61 IN
STATES—Mr. and Mrs.
•'Matthew Cosey of Clarks.
dale. Miss.. best farmers in
the ownership division of the
Four-State Plant to Pros-
per Contest for 1961, are
shown in their modern kitch-
en with their horne demon-
stration agent. Miss Geneva
Edwards, left. Below, Mr.
Cosey, right, shows County
Agent Benj. H. Cooper the
quality of hogs he is raising.
In the inset are Mr. and Mrs.
Johnnie C. Nicholson of Van-
duser. Mo., and 17-year-old
Kens°, one of their 10 child.
ran. The Nicholson' won first
place in the tenant division
of the contest. Competing for
the honors were farmers of
Arkansas. Mississippi. Mis-
souri. a n d Tenn ,
Awards were presented re-
cently in Memphis, Teem. —
USDA Photos
Miss. Owner, Mo. Tenant Selected
As Best Farmers hi 4 States For '61
WASHINGTON, D. Q. — A
. Mississippi colored farm cou-
ple, who saved for more than
40 years to buy a piece of land
of their own, and a 12-member
:tenant family of Missouri, who
-sell as many as 200 hogs a
'year, have been chosen the best
' farmers of the year in the
ai
our-State Plant to Prosper
ntest.
The honored families are Mr.
--asid Mrs. Matthew Cosey of
*Clarksdale, Miss., and Mr. and
lei's. Johnnie C. Nicholson and
'their 10 children of Vanduser,
' Mo. The two families won out
over fellow competitors in
:Arkansas, Mississippi, Missouri,
and Tennessee.
. The Coseys took first place
„in, the ownership division and
were awarded $250. The
«Nicholsons led the tenant cate-
▪ gory and received $125 for
.-tkeir achievement. The awards
e r a presented recently in
Memphis.
• Mr. and Mrs Cosey, who
-.started out as tenants in 1913,
have had up-hill, down-hill
-going for nearly 50 years. "But
its now mostly coasting down-
(kill," says state extensioneider W. E. Ammons. Seven
.c years ago the couple looked at
7,111e total In (heir dog-eared
bankbook and weer, A . eheek
fin $9,000 as the down pay-
wilt on an 80-acre farm. They
had been saving for this for
more than 40 years.
Two years later they paid
the remaining $3,000 and start-
ed thinking about a new home.
In 1959 they built a modern
seven-room house through a
loan from the Farmers Home
Administration of the U. S.
Department of Agriculture.
"With God's help and a few
more good crop years," says
the 69-year-old farmer, "we
are going to pay the Govern-
ment every nickel we owe on
our home."
This was a good year for
them, Ammons points out.
They harvested more than 50
bales of cotton, BOO bushels of
corn, 735 bushels of soybeans,
and 475 bushels of wheat arm
oats off their farm and 40 acres
of rented land.
Seventy hogs and six head
of cattle are grazing in im-
proved pastures; 90 turkeys for
the Christmas market and 50
layers have their own range:
and by the side of the Coseys'
attractive home is a half-acre
garden that provides vegeta-
bles for horne use and for
market.
"We owe a lot to our ex-
tension agents, B. H. Cooper
and Miss Geneva Edwards."
says Mrs. Cony 'They visit






Ala. — Dr. William Holmes
Borders, pastor of Atlanta's
Wheat Street Baptist church,
will conduct Tuskegee's Religi-
ous Emphasis activities, Jan.
18-19, it was announced by Dr.
Daitiel W. Wynn, Tuskegee
chapl a i n
Dr. Borders, a world-travel-
er and native of Macon. Ga.,
Is also president of the Georgia
Baptist Missionary and Educa-
tion Convention. A graduate of
Morehouse College, Garrett
Theological Seminary, a n d
Northwestern University, he
has done further study at
Union Theological Seminary
and Colombia University.
Dr. Borders was prominent
'in the news in, 1957 when he
and several other Negro min-
isters were arrested while de-




A decentralization of market-
ing responsibilities to allow for
future sales development in the
commercial maintenance field
has been announced by the
Armstrong Cork Company.
Company salesmen in the
Floor Division Sales Offices lo-
cated in 21 major cities
throughout the country will
now deal directly with manu-
facturing representatives in the
area of sanitary and mainten-
ance supplies and the select-
ed Armstrong sanitary supply
distributors. Prior to the com-
pany's announcement, all mat-
ters in this area were handled
by personnel at the company's
seneral offices in Lancaster,
Pa.
Mr. and Mrs. Nicholson are
no one-crop farmers either. In
addition to hogs, cattle, and
cotton, they raise wheat, corn,
hay, peanut s, canteloups,
watermelons, sweet potatoes,
and other fruits and vegeta-
bles for market and home use.
And this family of 12 eats very
well, says Miss Martha Farris,
their home demonstration
agent.
The Nicholsons married in
1940 and began sharecropping
in Marianna, Ark. Four years
later they moved to Missouri
and became cash renters on a
140-acre poorly drained farm.
Their county agent, William
D. Purnell, helped them con-
vert it into a highly productive
unit through improved drain-
age and proper use of fertili-
zer.
Today they get close to two
bales of cotton to the acre and
about 80 bushels of corn. Part
of the corn is sold and the rest
is feed to the 150 to 200 hogs
they raise every year.
They would like to buy a
farm of their own, but there
just isn't much land for sale
in the area. "We are doing all
right for the present on this
rented farm," says Nicholson
"We are acquiring tractors and
other equipment, and we are
trying to educate our children




Name To Make History
By BILL LANE
The name Lawrence Robi-
son could hardly mean any-
thing to anybody anywhere,
but in a small neighborhood
section of the sprawling city
of Los Angeles.
The name Samuel Carter
McMorris, on the other hand,
is fairly well known in Los
Angeles and Sacramento, Cal.
But chances are both names
will, by June, 1962, be famous
Chances are that Robison's
could become as historic as
that of another U. S. citizen,
Dollree Mapp, the Ohio Negro
woman whose case on illegal
search and seizure as moved
upon by the U. S. Supreme
court caused an upheaval in
U. S. law that is still con-
vulsing many of the nation's
police department and courts.
R o hi so n, 25, a common
laborer, was convicted in a Los
Angeles court in June, 1960 on
a charge of narcotics addiction.
McMorris, then with law of-
fices in Los Angeles, defended
Robison, unsuccessfully. Mc-
Morris carried the case to the
California Supreme Court, and
lost. The law was on the books,
the state high court ruled, and
Robison had been properly
convicted.
Undaunted. McMorris claim-
ed the law should not be on
any state's books, and even
though it was put there by a
duly elected state legislature,
it was unconstitutional. He
took his claim, and theories,
to the U. S. Supreme Court.
HIGH COURT ENTERS
Recently the nation's highest
court agreed to hear the Negro
attorney's appeal on behalf of
his dope-addicted client.
That the high court agreed
to hear the appeal was not
something of routine nature.
The U. S. Supreme Court nor-
mally agrees to hear one in
about every 50 cases presented
to it.
That the hearing of the case
Is sure to attract national at-
tention of lasting nature can
be foreseen when one considers
that in almost all of our states
it is a crime to be a dope
addict. While most states vent
emir judicial spleen for the
most part on the narcotics
peddler, the person who be-
comes a hopeless "junkie" is
still regarded not only by so-
ciety but by most courts as
something criminalistic in gen-
eral makeup, and a likely
denizen for the dungeon.
JAIL ADDICTS
Various state, social, medi-
cal and police agencies have
been carrying on a running
battle for years over the ques-
tion to prosecute or not to pro-
secute the dope addict as a
common criminal. Although it
is nothing unusual for an or-
dinary police official, whether
patrolman or commissioner, to
be generally at variance with
psychiatrical authorities, when
it comes to dope addicts being
jailed even many mind-body
probers lean toward the police
view.
In New York a heated fight
still exists between agencies
seeking to allow a dope addict
to remain free while under-
going withdrawal treatment.
The "free" exponents point
to people like Ray Charles and
the late Billie Holiday as per-
sons who go about a normal
and otherwise exemplary
everyday life—even while tak-
ing d r u g s, until they are
"busted" by police.
The "jail" exponents rail
that jail is the best place for
treatment, that jails isolates
the addict from the pushers
who would stimulate his ad-
diction further, and that his
addiction might make him
commit a crime.
The psychiatrists say the al-
coholic is not sick because he
drinks, but that he drinks be-
cause he is sick. Clinical re-
cords show that about 50 per-
cent of the men in prison claim
alcohol as their reasons for
being in jail. Surely, over half
of the nation's traffic victims
would not be six-feet under
today had it not been for their
indiscriminate or intempera-
ate use of booze.
Peculiarly, howeve r, you
don't find many police officials
clamoring to put alcoholics in
jail — unless they commit a
crime while "under the in-
fluence of alcohol."
But when it comes to dope.
it's a different story. State laws
make the dope addict a crimi-
nal for being a hapless, help-
less addict.
MEDICAL PROBLEM
"The best medical cure ex-
perts," says McMorris, "agree
no one voluntarily becomes an
addict. There is no such intent
This is a mediael problem, and
should be treated as such
"We do not jail a man for
having tuberculosis, a disease
dangerous to the public wel-
fare. But if a tubercular re-
fuses to take treatment he is
held guilty of a crime. Why
can't narcotics addiction be
treated the same?"
McMorris argues that there
is an inherent double jeopardy
in laws making addicts crimi-




Theoretically, he points out,
the addict could be released
from jail and then rearrested
thereafter any number of
times and convicted on the
same charge.
"The law," he said, "puts
the burden of proving one is
not an addict upon the defend-
ant, and under the circum-
stances proving a negative in
this case is impossible."
Mc Morris also charges the
California narcotics use law is
retroactive in effect.: "Sup-
pose a man was an addict
when the law was passed He
was not a criminal before the
law came into effect, but now
he suddenly is. Suppose Ian
addict is a resident of another
state and journeys into Cali-
fornia. The minute he is across
the border he is a criminal."
TO FILE BRIEF
As far as the California law
is concerned, McNorris claims
the terms "addiction," "use."
and "influence" in the statute
are ton vague to set under-
standable standards of conduct.
He plans to file his briefs
within a few days in the case,
and await a further 30-day
period in which the L. A. city
attorney has to file his op-
posing brief. A decision from
the U. S. Supreme Court is
not expected before May or
June.
McMorris several years ago
STUDENTS AND FACULTY
at Livingstone College make
their annual contributions to
the United Negro College
Fund, Inc. Dr. S. E. Duncan,
president of the college, is
shown receiving checks from.
left to right, John Kinard,
representing the students of
Hood Theological Seminary;
end Faye Swann, president
of the Pra-Alurruti Club at
Livingstone. on behalf of the
college students. LoOlcing on
approvingly is the Rev. E.
N. French. college minister.
Students gave S1.246.25 and
the faculty added si.0es.75.
for a total of S2.315.
Cavifriq Prof. Doodle.
Dear Mme Chante: I am a
bachelor 39 years old, 6 feet
tall. Have a civil Service job
and active in civic and rel-
igious affairs. Prefer some-
one... whole formal training
is the college level and yet
this is not a prerequisite. The
person should be an active
member of some church and
be open minded and alert to
conditions of our day.--L. J.
Thomas, 6110 S. Main, Los
Angeles 3, Calif.
• • •
Dear Mme Chante: I have
seen your column for some
time and consider it a very
effective means for people to
communicate with each other.
Would 'like to correspond
achieved something of brief
popularity when he won a re-
versal in the celebrated Lam.
bert vs. the state of California
case which involved registra-
tion of people who had been
convicted of crimes when they
set foot on California soil.
Then, as now, McMorris took
the case to the highest court
in the land and won a reversal
and changed another law in
California legal history.
In the current case, he added
that dope addicts deserve me-
dical and psychiatric help of
lasting nature in "conducive"
surroundings. He is emphatic
in his feelings that to jail a
"junkie" for his condition is a
denial of his constitutional
rights of due process and
equal protection under the law.
CONSTANT SCRUTINY
In many states a dope addict
is not mechanically arrested
simply because police authori-
ties know he is an addict, but
he is kept under constant
scrutiny for the chance of ar-
resting him with dope in his
Possession. Then he is taken to
court and tried for possession
of narcotics, in state as well
as Federal cases. Then he is
jailed both on nnssession ane
for being an addict.
But few. if any. states ac.
tually an anything about re.
socializing the prisoner as a
non-addict. He is merely kept
in jail, released when he
reaches the end of his court.
decreed term — and placed
under scrutiny again to see if
he can be caught again pen
sessing "a stick o' weed."
Some Federal courts, how-
ever, will sentences a known
addict to a Federal narcotics
"hospital" to serve his crimi-
nal term. The record of "cured"
prisoners emerging from one
of these dispensaries after an
imposed sojourn is studded
with recidivists.
Like band leader Ray Char-
les moaned when arrested for
dope in Indianapolis recently:
"Sure, I went a cure But
where can I get it?"
with a lady. I am 27 years
old 6 feet, 2 inches tall, 190
lbs. All letters will be answer-
ed with the sincere hope of
establishing a close associa-
tion with a sincere lady.
William L. Jones, 6427 Drexel,
Chicago 37, Ill.
• • •
Dear Mme Chante • Your
column has been so helpful
in finding true love and hap-
piness for lonely people. I am
wondering if it can be of any
help to mc. I am a divorded
woman with two children.
Desire to correspond with
single, sober-minded Christian
men between the ages of 43
and 65. Will answer all let-
ters promptly. Please do not
write if not sincere and hon-
est. Mrs. Betty J. Morris,
233 Kinnard ave., Dayton,
Ohio.
• • •
Dear Mme Chante: I am
interested in meeting a nice
young lady who really wants
a companion. Would like to
hear from someone who want
to get ahead in life. I am 37,
5 feet, 5 inches tall, weigh
138 lbs., brown complexion.
I am employed. Would like
for the lady to be between
5 feet, 5 and 5 feet, 6 inches
tall. 19 to 36 years old.
Please send picture in first
letter, I will answer all let-
ters.—Raymond Davis, 8401
S. Vernon, Chicago 19, Ill.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
very lonely young lady in a
strange city. Would like to
hear from Christian people
from all over and all races.
Doris Johnson, 224 Jefferson
Terrace, Rochester, N. Y.
• • •
Dear Mme Chante: I have
been reading your lonely
hearts column for sometime
and find it to be very help-
ful to so many. I am lonely
and would like to find a nice
lady cormionion. Would like
for her to be between -the
ages of 18 and 30, attend
church, possess kindness and
affection. I am 28. 5 feet, 8
inches tall, 160 lbs, brown-
skin and not bad looking. En-
joy all sports. TV and good
books. I am new in Chicago.
Will answer all letters. Please
send phone number and
photo.—Johnnie Bright, 6658
S. Wentworth ave., Chicago
21, III.
• • •
Dear Mme Chante: I am
interested in becoming a
member of your club. I am
20 years old, 5 feet, 7 %
inches tall, light brown com-
plexion. Interested in meeting
fellows between the ages of
20-30. Please send picture In
first letter. All letters will be
answered promptly.—Misa, L.
L. Wright, 204 S. Morgan ave.,
Hollandale, 4, Miss.
DEFENDER
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ROY ROGERS, King of the Cowboys By Al McKimson
LOOKS LIKE THIS
A cAst FOR THE
SHERiFF,017of
lies Mersa U C. PsOnt office
GOLD OARS HIDDEN IN-N4 7-7; FR'0* AND CURLY DISCOVERED THOSE  My HEALTH EREAD- SUCH 0:1, OLD SOLD PIECES WHILE SKIN-DIVINGIS A WASTE OF 000D FOOD! e -AND WERE STEALING THEM SYHOW COULD YOU 00 THIS A' MELDND THEM





CHILI HAS A HOME WITH TRUOI
AN0 ME FoR As L.0N6 A5









THEY ARE IN JAIL?'
WITH THE 901-0 FOUND ON YOUR
PIZOPECTY, Y01.41 SE AELS
To EXPAND YOUR HEALTH-
BREAD SuSINE50,0170!
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THE FLOP FAMILY By Swan
OttotER
"TILL Vo()SHOVEL Mr 11-tt 1%0EwhLK
MAMA-We:RE eltiltiE 15ETT.1,5t-lowEit TONI T-totVE
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THE CISCO KID -:-
THAT CISCO KID IS NGSMYS
FOOL! AND HES NOrAsour
TO TELL NM ANYTH1146,1
By Jose Salinas & Rod Reed
_ _ ....
So ft, SITyttir MAKE ANOTHER TRY AT(SETTING CHumMY WITH THE sNerciFF/ONCE r GAIN HIS CONFIDENCE, HE'LL
TELL ME ALL HE ?wows!
SUT WHAT HE KNOW.-IS NOT MUCH!
Try and Stop Me
 By BENNETT CERF 
THE HOST AND HOSTESS suddenly announced to a visit-
ing couple that they had six or seven reels of color filmtaken on their trip through the White Mountains that theywere prepared to show,
and bustled off to the
rumpus room to set up
the equipment.
The visiting husband
regarded his wife bale-
fully. "Well," he barked,
"don't just sit there! De-.
velop a sudden nosebleed
or something!"
• • •
A high school girl. danc-
ing with the school hero,
captain or the basketball
team, froze when her chief
rival for his affections
glided into view.
"Say," observed the school hero. "Nancy's got • new hair-do!
And I bind of like pony tette, too"
The high erhool girl sngrlly arld...1 her two cents' worth. 'Tilsay one thing for her.' she snapped. "She certainly has theface for it!"
0 MI. to, Reeeett Oert. Dieribot.4 by Par.( Ireoreeem ayseheado
MERRY MENAGERIE By Walt Disney
Thatrlbstsd by King Feature* Syndicate
"I don't mind a simple little scarecrow—but this
should be reported to the A.S.P.C.A.!"
GLAMOR GIRLS
.11161,0st Roo. sweba.1... wens oar
"Harvey! She didn't ask ualrelog along with hr
•
• ..
Miss LeMoyne Crowned At Colorful Coronation Ball
•••••-•••••".• 
- . -
MISS LeMOYNE RULES—Seated on her throne is the new Miss
LoMoyne of 1961-62, Miss Elsie Arnita Lewis, a sophomore and
MISS ELSIE ARNITA LEWIS, the new Miss Le-
Moyne College of 1961-62, and her court at colorful
Coronation Ball held on campus in Bruce Hall.
graduate of Booker T. Washington High School. She is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Lewis of 1918 Hayes. The tall, talented
6assusdlit
QUEEN AND ALTERNATES — Surrounding Miss LeMoyne (Miss
Elsie A. Lewis) are the three alternates. Left to right: Miss Johnnie
Mae Rodgers, a senior and third alternate; Miss Gertrude G. An-
derson, a Junior and first alternate, and Miss Sterlin• A. Harris, a
•
CLASS QUEENS IN BALL—Adding color and glamour to Miss
LeMoyne's royal court were the pretty doss queens. Left to right:
Miss Eleanor L. Addison (Miss Sophomore), Miss Annie Reese
Smith (Miss Senior), Miss Mae Dee Williams (Miss Junior) and
Miss Geraldine Gray (Miss Freshman). The queens were selected
early in the fall by their respective classes.
and charming Miss Lewis won the title in heated competition with
three other LeMoyne coeds.
Ala
senior and second alternate. Miss Lewis succeeds Miss Florida
Adams, a May graduate and now a teacher at Georgia Aventio
Elementary School.
WALTZ WITH THE QUEEN—The charming Miss Elsie Lewis
(Miss LeMoyne) enjoyed the first waltz with her escort, Cleophus
Owens, a member of LeMoyne's basketball squad.—(All Photos By
Hooks).
FRATERNITY SWEETHEARTS Playing a big role in the Miss
LeMoyne Coronation Ball were these three fraternity sweethearts.
Left to right: Miss Ave Ouintelia Addison (Miss Alpha), Miss Tenths
Cavities. (Miss Sigma)) and Miss Mattalyn Fay McKinney (Miss
Omega).
SORORITY QUEENS Helping to make the Miss LeMoyne Coro-
nation Ball a smashing success were these sorority queens. Left to
right: Miss Goldie Parks (Miss AKA). Miss Harriett Hall (Miss
Delta), Miss Irma A. Ewing (Miss Zeta) and Miss Johnnie Baptist
(Miss Sigma Gamma Rho).
CORONATION BALL DIRECTORS Members of LeMoynes
faculty who directed the colorful Coronation Ball were left to right:
Miss Lucinda Edwards, Reginald Morris and Mrs. Pearl Vaughn
Mr. orris also created and designed Miss LeMoynis throne.r
',..1141•114.4.11116.1,,
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MEMBERS OF THE LITTLE
CLUB were photographed
during their annual Christ-
mas Season formal dance,
bold at the Flamingo Room
club. Approximately 500 at-
-ended. Above are seated-
let t-right—Mesdames Marg-
aret Thompson, Juanita Lew-





On the 11th Anniversary of
Rev. A. L. Campbell as pastor
of Berean Baptist church,
members honored him and his
family with an appreciation
service, Sunday, Dec. 24. Tes-
timonials of appreciation were
given by Dr. W. R. Bell, Dr.
I. L. Hildreth, Mrs. Georgia
Kelly Wisdom, A. M. Dobbins,
Mrs. A. L. Cooke, Alexander
Moore, Atty. J. E. Ballard,
Mrs. M. Monroe, Mrs. Marie
Penn, J. S. Merry, T. R. Harts-
field, Mrs. Daisy T. Shaw,
S. H. Bronaugh, and Mrs.
Lula Thomas, representing the
church, the Kindergarten of
which he started, several city
clubs including the City Fe-
deration of Women's Clubs,
fraternities and sororities
Madison County and City
Teacher's Association, Voter's
League, and the 'Ministerial
Alliance.
Music was furnished by
the adult and junior choirs of
the church with solos by Mrs.
Grace Hurst, Mrs. Lucille
Davis, Mrs. Bobbie S. Heron,
and A. D. Hardy. Mrs. F. A.
Dobbins served as mistress of
ceremonies.
Several gifts were given the
couple and children. Most out-
standing was a money tree.
The program was under the
direction of the Laymen and
Young Matrons of the church
with Mrs. R. L. Drain as gen-
eral chairman.
tess. Among the invited guests
were Mr and Mrs. Dan Hughes
of French Lick, Ind. who
are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
James Hughes for the holi-
days
SHUT-INS REMEMERED
'Twas a cold night but
members of the "As You Like
It" club along with invited
guests cheered the sick and
shut-ins with Christmas
Carols on Sautrday night be-
fore Christmas. Before carol-
ing began, members gathered
at the home of Mrs. Annie M.
Bond on Middleton St. for a
round of Christmas cookies.
etc. and ended at the home of
Mrs. Alene Maney, another
club member where a repast
was waiting for the cold carol-
ers. Many were made happy
by thoughts of them in this
joyous season.
The season of filling too
proved itself when the Bells
entertained with Christmas
dinner on Christmas Day. The
dinner served in their beau-
tiful home on Hays ave., car-
ried with it turkey, and ham
not to mention how tasty.
Those feted were the Carters
along with the Little Carters,
The Cookes with Little Cooke,
The MitchelIs with the Little
MitchelIs, Mr. and Mrs. J.
F. Hughes, Mr. and Mrs. Dan
Hughes, and Mr. and Mrs. S.
H. Bronaugh, and of course
Little Michael Hughes. Gifts
were received by all the chil-
dren and you would have
is, the president; Sally
Thomas. Standing: Mesdames
Benny Fay Gardner, Annie
Jean Steinberg, Mimmie
Anderson. Margaret Sander,
Clot•al Tole s. Elisabeth
Romby and Carle* Boyd'.
(Photo by Withers)
Charlie "Choo Cho" Meadows--
Boston Univ. Elects Its First
Negro Grid Capt. In 77 Years
BOSTON — Charlie "Choo
Choo" Meadows, Boston Uni-
verajty's 205-pound ramming
fullback from Newark, N. J.,
became the Universtiy's first
negro co-captain in 77 years
of collegiate football Dec. 18.
The former High School star
was chosen All-Newark. All-
County, and All-State during
his scholastic days. His fellow
co-captain for the 1962 season
is Tom Daubney, former high
school All-American quarter-
back from Tonawanda, N. Y.
An All-Boston pick as top
college fullback in the Hub
for 1961, Charlie gained re-
cognition earlier this year as
BU's "Monster." A standout
on defense, Charlie was utiliz-
ed as a "roaming ambassador"
whose responsibility was to
"key" on the opposition's
biggest running threat.
On offense, he became the
workhorse of the Boston back-
field, lugging the pigskin 79
times for 318 yards during
the season—an impressive 4.0
average through the center of
the line. On two ocasions,
Meadows was called upon to
go the full 60 minutes on of-
fense and defense.
Rated as the top freshman
fullback to enter BU in years
the former high school tail-
back made an outstanding
showing with the Terrier Pups.
The following year with the
varsity, "Choo Choo" failed
to progress with quite the
speed his coaches desired, al-
though he did turn in a 57-
yard run against Penn State
the first time he carried the
ball in that game. When the
'61 season began Meadows
was second on the depth chart;
but it didn't take him long to
prove his mentors false in
their evaluation of his talent.
Against Army in the second
contest of the season, Meadows
turned in his best collegiate
game — followed by equally
impressive performances
against West Virginia, George
Washington, and Boston Col-
lege. He continued to improve
with each game, until he gain-
ed a berth on the second team
of both the Associated Press
and United Press Interna-
tional All-New England
Elevens.
Fashion Editor To Review
Her Book For Co-Ette Club
A former fashion editor for
EBONY magazine, Mrs. Elsie
Archer, will review her book,
"Let's Face It," on Sunday
afternoon, Jan. 7, at the Sarah
H. Brown branch of the YM-PART/ES—PARTIES through that Santa had been CA at 1044 IVIIssissipm blvd.A reception followed in the no where but there. starting at 4:30.Fellowship Room of the OTHER CITIES Mrs. Archer's visit here ischurch where well wishers Other cities find m a n Y being sponsored by the Mem-got a chance to shake hands Jacksonians spending the holi- phis chapter of Co-Ette's Inc..with Rev. and Mrs. Campbell days for the most part. Travel- and the public is invited toand enjoy a delicious repast ing to Humboldt Christmas attend the review.Group No. 1 of Lane Taber- day to be dinner guests were
nacle C. M. E. church honored Mrs. V. Fern Walker and
Mrs. Mary Perkins with a Mrs. Dorothy Day Williams.
surprise dinner Wednesday After the big day, departing
evening. Mrs. Perkins who is for Milwaukee, Wis. was Mrs.
president of Stewardess Board Daisy T. Shaw to Visit with
No. 1 received many gifts for Mr. and Mrs. Roy Jones. Des-
her untiring service she is still tination for Mrs. Grace Buret
rendering to the church. The was Chicago, Ill, to spend the
affair was held in the home of remainder of 'the holidays
Mrs. Willie Anderson and Mrs with her husband, Buford
Emma Gill of 36 A Lincoln Kansas City found the Kir-
During thr holiday season, kendoll family with the pres-
aside from religious activities, ident's mother and other re-
you really think of parties, latives. Mrs. Bessie M. Perry
parties, and more parties. The traveled to Lansing Mich. to
annual Lane College faculty spend Christmas with daugh-
dinner and party was held ter and family, Mrs. Clinton
Tuesday prior to school closing Cannady.
in the college dinning room. The State of Texas found
The, huge Christmas tree, two Jackson couples in dif-
laden With gifts, the tradition- ferent parts of course. Visiting
at turkey dinner, and Christ- in that state are Mr. and Mrs.
mas music made the affair Alasan Porter, and Dr. and
one to be remembered. The Mrs. W. E. McKissack and
faculty gift to President and their two sons. The McKissacks
Mrs. Kirkendoll was a silver are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
punch bowl set. Gifts were Knox Tucker and family.
exchanged among faculty and Tucker was at one time phy-
staff members. sical education instructor at
The Criterion Bridge club Merry High School.
dinner party was on Thurs- Be sure to watch the papers
day night before Christmas next week for the Shipp-
in the lovely home of Mr. and
Mrs. John Adkins with Mrs





Two Memphis airmen re-
cently completed United
States Air Force basic military
training at Lackland and have
been transferred to other bases
for specialized training.
The men are Airmen Third
class Charles E. Dukes, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Dukes of
1066 S. Wellington St., and
Charles Wilkins, nephew of
Mrs. Comte W. Doxey of 690
Pendleton St.
A graduate of Booker T.
Washington High school, Air-
man Dukes will receive train-
ing as a food service specia-
list at McConnell AFB, Kansas.
Airman Wilkins is being
assigned to Shaw AFB, S. C.,
for training as a fire protec-
Hunter wedding which was tion specialist. He attended
a most outstanding event of Melrose High school in Mem-





The first of the Holiday
entertainments was given by
the Literary, Art Social club
Thursday before Christmas
in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
A. T. Pulliam on West Main
st Their home was meauti-
fully decorated. As guests ar-
rived they were ushered into
the spacious living room where
Mesdames Frances Givens
and Nelda Williams were play-
ing Christmas Carols on the
console organ. After all guest
arrived we joined in a va-
riety of games and fun and
laughter prevailed all over
the house.
Dinner was served from the
dining room table overlaid
with an imported lace table-
cloth. Dinner consisted of
baked ham, a vegetable cas-
serole, fruit salad, hot rolls,
pickles, olives, celery strips,
coconut cake squares, hot cof-
fee and boiled custard.
Mrs. Velma Pulliam, presi-
dent of the club presented the
members and wished all the
guest a Merry Christmas.
Out of town guests were from
Jackson, Tenn. and Pensacola,
Fla.
Mrs. Archer's book was
written for teen-age girls, and
is a guide to good grooming
for adolescents.
The author lives in New
York City, where she is a
representative of McCall's
Fashion Patterns, consultant
for a shoe firm, and fashion
co-ordinator of "Back to
School". shows in that city.
GOING TO NASHVILLE
She is member of a number
of charitable organizations.
One week after appearing in
Memphis, Mrs. Archer will
give a book review before the
Nashville chapter of Co-Ettes
and their guests.
Miss Ricki McGraw, chair-
man of cultural affairs for the
Memphis chapter, is chairman
of the review program.
'Officers of the chapter are
Misses Anne Burford, presi-
dent; Irene Taylor, first vice
president: Joan Hargaves,
second vice president; Pau-
lette Brinkley, third vice pres-
ident and social secretary;
Sallye June Bowman, record-
ing secretary; Jacquelyn
Broadnax, financial secretary
and "Miss Co-Ette, 1962;"
Beverly Guy, treasurer; Car-
olyn Brandon, business man-
ager: Yvonne Jordan, jour-
nalist.; Beverly Hooks, cha-
plain; Jana Davis, chairman
of the Junior Board of Di-
GIVES TO UNCF
National projects of the Co-
Ettes are the United Negro
College Fund, to which the
local chapter has contributed
$1,300 during the past three
years and the NAACP. They
have paid $200 toward a life
membership.
AMONG GUESTS attending
the fifth annual party given
by Mrs. Resell. 0. Lewis,
principal of Alonzo Locke
school are: left-right: Thom-
as Dixon. Miss Jim Ella
Cotton Mrs. Ophelie Flow-
ers. Mrs. Minnie Anderson.
1
 Mrs. Jen Evans. the host-
*es, Mrs. Lewis. Mrs. Patricia
Howard Mosby, Mrs. Minnie
Lincoln and Elton Johnson.
The Gloxinia Art and
Garden club had its dinner
party in Dyer, Tenn. the
Wednesday after Christmas in
the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Emerson Wynne. Club mem-
bers and their guests engaged
in a variety of games until
dinner was served from the
dining table decorated with a
lace table cloth and complete
with silver service. The menu
was turkey, relishes, vege-
table casserole, hot tea, and
coffee, fruit cake toppled
with ice cream.
Christmas gifts were ex-
changed by the members and
secret pals revealed. Each
guest present received a gift
also, Special guest were from
Dyer and Memphis. The vice
President expressed thanks to
the Dyer members Mrs. Wyn-
ne and Jamison for inviting
the party to Dyer.
Christmas is a time for fam-
ily reunions and family din-
ners. The home of Mr. and
Mrs. Chester Byrson was the
place where the Baskervilles
and friends gathered Tues-
day after Christmas for a
family' dinner. Present were
Mr. and lArs. Arthur Basker-
ville father and mother. The
children .present were Mr. and
Mrs. Hellas McLin, Mr. and
Mrs. William Baskerville and
children, Mr. and Mrs. Peach-
mah Watkins, Mr. and Mrs.
Dudley Baskerville, and of
course. Mr. and Mrs. Chester
Bryson and children. Many
friends also were present.
Santa Claus arrived early
for 110 school children, ages
six to nine, who would not
'have had a Christmas party.
The dinner party, sponsored
by the Jaycees Sunday Dec.
17, was held in the Library
of Stigall High school which
was decorated with a Christ-
mas tree. Santa talked to the
boys and girls.
Mrs. Nelda Williams, home
economics teacher, was chair-
man of committee. Working
with her were Mesdames
Velva Pulliam and your scribe
who helped to prepare the
food. Mesdames Martha Lacey,
Olga Baskervill, Anna Bry-
son, Elise Barnett served as
hostesses and provided enter-
tainment for the children.
Mrs. Elizabeth Ballard was
registrar. Girls from' the home
economics department assisted
with the serving and enter-
tainment. Jimmy Donald and
Earl Reed helped also. The
children were very happy and
had a good time. Each child
present received a lovely toy.
Special Christmas programs
were given at most of the
churches during the Chirtsmas
Season on Sunday night (Dec.
17), the senior male chorus
and children's choirs of Morn-
ing Star Baptist church gave
their annual Chirstmas pro-
gram. The choirs were under
direction of Mesdames Suia
Ellison, 011ie Ruth Farmer
and C. A. Jones. Pianists were
Miss Enid Sims and little
Misses Bernita Farmer and
Glenda Johnson, Mrs. Martha
Lacey, of St. James Baptist
church was guest solitit and
Echildress Warren of St.
James Baptist church gave a
reading "Unawares" Rev. W.
A. Owens is Pastor of Morn-
ing Star.
Sunday night (Dec. 24), the
choirs „ of St. James Baptist
church presented "A Service
of Carols and Candles." Order
of Service.
Prelude organist and Pian-
ist. Processional Carol "0
Come, All Ye Faithful." The
call to Worship Rev. E. A.
Glenn. A prayer (in unison).
Reading from the Scriptures
Isaiah 9:2-7 Mr. M. H. Croom
Carol Joy To The World,
Scripture Luke 1; 26-33, It
Came Upon A Midnight Clear,
reading from the Scriptures
SPEECH A N D DRAMA
club of Owen college pre-
sented a Christmas Play,
"The Humblest Place," based
on the birth of Jesus in a
Luke 2;1-17. The Christmas
Prayer-Rev. J. T. Freeman.
"Hark The Herald Angles
Sing." Christmas Offering.
Anthem. Christmas Message,
Mrs. Erlene Croom. "0 Little
Town of Bethlehem." Services
Of Light. During the Service
of Lights The Choirs sang
"Silent Night," the entire con-
gregation lighted candles after
the Pastor Rev. J. T. Freeman
lighted his candle from a
lighted candle on the Altar.
Prayer of Dedication, Rev. E.
A. Glenn. Benediction, Pastor.
Postlude. Organist and Pian-
ist Mesdames Louise Cooper
and Dorothy McKinney. Rev.
J. T. Freeman, Pastor.
The Youth and Children's
choirs of Lane Chapel C.M.E.
church presented a Christmas
program under .the direction
of The Christian Board of
Education, Sunday night, Dec,
24. The traditional Christmas
Carols were sung. The Christ-
mas message was given by
Miss Dorothy Gentry. Miss
Earline Jacocks sang "0, Holy
Night." Miss Barbie Butler-
gave recited Charles D i c k-
ens, "Christmas Carol." Miss
Mary Jo Bonds served as
mistress of ,ceremonies Rev.
C. D. McKelvy is pastor.
COLLEGE STUDENTS
HOME FOR CHRISTMAS
Marshall Ridley from Fisk
university, Obadiah Claybrook,
Bobby Barnett, Tommie Bar-
nett, Willie Esther McClinton,
Misses Lennette Landers,
Charlie Mae Rutherford,
Louise Campbell, Donna Fly,
Joyce Thomas, Brenda Jones
from A.&I. Tennessee State
university, Miss Dorothy Reid,
Marvin Nunn, Ronald and
Edward McKelvy, Mack Lacey
from Lane College. Hope I
didn't miss anyone.
HERE AND THERE
Mr. and Mrs. Peachman
Watkins and Benjamin Singer
of Pensacola, Fla., spent a few
days visiting Mrs. Watkins'
brother and family. Mr. and
Mrs. William Baskerville, and
her sister and family Mr. and
Mrs. Chester Bryson. They
were recipients of many cour-
tesies while in the city.
Mr. and Mrs. Windell Roe
motored to St. Louis for the
Holidays to visit Mrs. Roe's
father, sisters and brother.
Mrs. Nelda Williams spent
a part of her vacation in Kan-
sas City, Kansas, with her
nieces, nephews and brother-
in-law.
Bethlehem manger in Roger
Williams hall preceding the
Christmas holiday. Pictured
in scene from the play. from
left, are Barbara Brooks.
Bernice Pasley, Johnny Wil-
liams. Mary Ann Orr, Unite
Reid and Charles Folsum.
(Withers Photo)
By eARLOTTA WATSON
Dear Carlotta: I am a
young man in college. I am
home for the holidays. But
somehow I don't feel as re-
ligious as I did before I went
to college. When I left I was
a good Protestant. My parents
went to church, and I went
as a matter of course. But
since I have been to college,
I have been exposed to so
many philosophies, and creeds
though we may take them
or leave them . . . I find
myself without 'a faith . . .
without anything on which
to hold.
Many of us feel this way.
And many of us are afraid
because we were reared in
Christian homes. What are the




First, Merry Christmas and
all that it stands for: The
birth of our Lord and Risen
Savior. I am glad you are
home and I do hope you have
a wonderful vacation.
But take this back to your
college and believe: There
is no other character in history
like that of our Savior Jesus
Christ as a philos6Pher, no
man had the sweep and vision
of HIM.
Plato was a great thinker
and learned in his ate, but
his teachings, did not stand
the test of time. The doctrine
of Confucious gave a great
nation moral and mental dry
rot. Thomas Aquinas was a
profound philosopher, but
parts of his system have been
abandoned.
Napoleon had the world at
his feet for four years, and
when he died the world was
going on its way as if he had
never lived.
Jesus taught little as to
property because HE knew
there were things of more
importance than property. H A.
taught of character, because
character is of more import-
ance than dollars. After the
experience of more than 2,000
years no man can find a flaw
in the governmental system es
outlined by Jesus. In the that),
of a man to his fellows, no
sociologist has ever approxi-
mated the perfection of the
doctrine laid down by Jesus
in His sermon on the Mount.
He never uttered a doctrine
that was true at that time,
and then became obsolete. He
spoke the truth He lived the
truth; and truth is eternal.
Jesus must have been what
Christendom proclaims HIM
to be . . . a DIVINE being
. . . No mind but an infinite
mind could have left behin
those things which Jesus gay
to the world as a heritage by
his birth.
This I give to you on this
Xmas . . When you return
to school share the thought
with your professors ... think
of it when the philosophers
tempt you to become con-
fused . . Yet keep it as one
of your most valuable pos-
sessions, This thought may be
divided and yet your posses-
sion will not be diminished.
This is my Christmas wish.
Shaw GetsStock
Dr. I. L. Johns, physician
of Winston-Salem, a graduate
of Shaw university College ut
Arts and Sciences and the
Leonard Medical School, has
given an additional 24 shares
of common stock of the R. Jtio
Reynolds Tobacco company
Shaw university.
In 1958, Dr. Johns gave :to
Shaw 100 shares of a t o et k
and the dividends accrued
thereon have been used for
scholarship aid te deserving
students of the university.
PRESENTING A GIFT to
Mrs. Hazelle 0. Lewis, princi-
pal of Alonzo Locke school.
(center) is Mrs. Zane Ward.
The gift was from faculty
members. At the rioht is
Mrs. Bertha Ulltard, who






















































































— Ina pre-holiday wedding of
outstanding beauty, Miss De-
Verne Johnson was married to
B. T. Howell, jr., of Atlanta,
Ga., Sunday, Dec. 17, at Mid-
dle Baptist church at German-
town, Tenn. The ceremony was
performed by the Rev. J. L.
Hall.
Miss Johnson is the daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Johnson, jr.; and Mr. Howell
elis the son of Mr. and Mm'. B.T. Howell, sr., of Atlanta, Ga.
A program of nuptial music
"Was played by Mrs. Meryl
'Glover at the organ, and the
soloist was Alfred Motlow.
Mrs. Glover is a cousin of the
+bride.
"THE BRIDE
The lovely Miss Johnson
'Wore an original gown de-
- signed by Portrait of white
Chantilly lace over bridal taf-
feta. The lace bodice was fash-
ioned with a high-collared
neckline and long lace sleeves
that tapered to the ring finger.
The lace skirt was very full
and was worn over a period
hoop to give the bride a
"Southern Belle" look. The
back was accented with alter-
nate tiers of lace ruffles em-
s 
iding from the waist and ex-
tending into a beautiful fan-
shaped train of court length.
Her veil of misty English il-
SATURDAY, JANUARY 6, 1962
JOHNSON-HOWELL WED-
lir DING — Mr. and Mrs. B.
T. Howell, jr., are seen with
their bridal party before the
setting of candelabra and
woodwordia and smilax
which marked their wedding
held on Sunday. Dec. 17, at
the Middle Baptist church at
Germantown. Tenn. The
ceremony was performed by
the Rev. .1. L. Hall, pastor.
Seen in the foreground are
Juanita Johnson, Mr. and
Mrs. Howell, Lowell Wherry.
jr., and Toni Johnson, flow•
er girls and ring bearer.
Feminine bridal attendants,
left to right, aro Miss Al-
mode Bumpus, Miss Gladys
Jones, Miss Bettye Howell of
Atlanta, maid of honor; Mrs.
Magnolia Johnson, the ma-
tron of honor: Miss Elizabeth
Burton, Miss Frederica Al.
len, Mrs. Jeraldine Johnson
and Miss Mary Nance.
DEVENDER Page 11
Groomsmen, left to right,
aro Lawrence Johnson, III,
Alfonso Young. Peter Per-
kins. Atlanta, Ga.: Clarence
Turnipseed, Jr.. best man,
Atlanta: John Lowe, Chat-
tanooga; Bobby Howell, and
John Lowe, both of Atlanta,
Ga.
Miss DeVerne Johnson Is Wedded To B. T. Howell, Jr.
lusion was waist length and
held in place by a Queen's
crown of tiny rosebuds, crys-
tals and pearls.
THE MOTHERS
The bride's mothe r, Mrs.
Lawrence Johnson, jr., seated
just before the ceremony be-
gan, was striking in a pink
lace dress and matching pink
accessories. Her shoulder cor-
sage was an orchid.
Mrs. B. T. Howell, Sr., moth-
er of the groom, chose a dress
of beige lace and compliment-
ing accessories. Her shoulder
corsage was also an orchid.
Bridesmaids at the wedding
were Miss Gladys Jones, Miss
Almeda Bumpus, Miss Frede-
rica Allen, Miss Elizabeth Bur-
ton, Miss Mary Nance and Mrs.
Jeraldine Johnson. Miss Bettye
Howell, sister of the groom,
was /he maid of honor: and
Mrs. Magnolia Johnson, sister-
in-law of the bride, served as
matron of honor.
The dresses of the feminine
agendants were of ruby red
ifeati de sole, featuring bell
skirts. The simple bodices were
fashioned with capped sleeves
and highlighted with bows at
the waistlines. Their halo caps
and satin pumps compliment-
ed their dresses; and, their




HOME SERVICE DIRECTOR AND HER STAFF I
k._ 
'Start the year by taking advantage of casserole dishes
...easy on the budget, the dishes and you. This Ham and
Bean Bake is delicious. Just combine a few ingredients,
including Carnation Evaporated Milk. Pop the casserole
in the oven.., you'll soon be treating your family to a 
nom.ishing supper. Carnation blends so well, making thisdish
rich and moist. Use Carnation often.. .you'll have a won-
derful year of cooking.
HAM AND BEAN BAKE
(Makes 6 servings)
% cup Emily packed
brown sugar
tablespoons cornstarch
1 teaspoon dry mustard
1 tablespoon vinegar
1/2 cup catsup
Combine all ingredients in mix-
ing bowl. Mix well. Pour into a
buttered 1%-quart casserole.






31/2 cups (1-pound 12-ounce
can) baked beans
1 cup cubed cooked ham
Bake in hot oven (375•P.) SO
minutes. Serve hot with but-
tered brown bread.
FARM FOR SALE!
Near Cairo, III. 120 Acres
$14,000 TERMSFULL SET OF TOOLS
CONTACT:
PARKER HOUSE SAUSAGE CO.
4605 S. State St., Chicago 9,111., KE 8-1112
white carnations and stephan-
otis.
Toni Johnson, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Johnson,
and Juanita Johnson, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Herman John-
son, both cousins of the bride,
were flower girls.
Assisting the groom, Mr.
Howell, as best man was Cla-
rence Turnipseed, jr.; and the
groomsmen were 'Lawrence
Johnson, III, brother of the
bride; Robert Pickens, Alfonso
Young, Boby Howell, brother
of the groom, of Atlanta; Peter
Perkins, also of Atlanta; and
John Lowe of Chattanooga,
Tenn.
Lowell Wherry, jr., son of
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Wrerry,
Sr., was the ring bearer at the
wedding.
OUT OF TOWN GUESTS
Among the honor guests at
the wedding from out-of-town Memphis.
were the groom's parents, Mr.
and Mrs. B. T. Howell, Sr.;
Mrs. Willa Mae Richardson,
the groom's aunt; Miss Mari-
lyn Davis, cousin Of the groom;
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Perkins;
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Howell,
Mr. Howell the groom's bro-
ther; and Miss Betty Howell,
his sister, all of Atlanta, Ga.;
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Jackson,
cousins of the bride from Chi-
cago, ill.; and Miss Shirley
Jackson of Highland Park, Ill.
The bride is a graduate of
Geeter high school and attend-
ed Tennessee State university.
Howell is a graduate of Book-
er T. Washington high school
of Atlanta, and Morehouse col-
lege and Atlanta university.
He has done post graduate
work at Atlanta university and
is associated with the Atlanta
Life Insurance corn puny at
MR. AND MRS. Robert
Crawford were married on
Saturday. Dec. 23, at Bethel
United Presbyterian church.
with her father, the Rev. J.
A. McDaniel officiating. The
bride is the former Miss
Beverly McDaniel, daughter
of Rev. and Mrs. McDaniel.
whose home is at 1297 S.
Parkway East. Mrs. Craw-
ford is a teacher at Manassas
high school: and Mr. Craw-
ford is a member of the fac-
ulty of Carver high school.
A beautiful reception was
held by the bride's parents
at their home immediately
following the ceremony. The
couple are at home at 1823
Kellner Circle.




each time you buy 2 half-gallons of
MIDWEST MILK
AT YOUR FOOD STORE
r-'5 CART HOME SAVINGS!
You get Fast Convenient Service at
VANCE AVENUE
SPEED WASH
614 NRI1CP Ave., at Cynthia
Wash 20C-3o Minute Dry 25e
MEMPHIS' FIRST NEGRO OWNED COIN-OPERATED
LAUNDERETTE
• Fully Automatic •All N•w Equipnison
•CI•on,Comfortebl• •Neor S•s•rol Stor••
•Publle T•lephon• •W•Il Lighted
FOR YOUR RELAXATION,
• Rsifreshrn•ni• ishlosic
BRING YOUR FRIENDS • HAVE A BALL
Cie. E. Jones, Own,tr
Op•rt 24 Hour• 365 Days • Yee-




This is an exclusive for the
hunter of small game and
for the homemaker who pre-
pares and cooks it—your game
can be the Piece de Resistance
in your most elegant dinner.
Making game into a gour-
met dish begins on the field.
The game should be dressed
immediately to prevent bac-
terial action. This is the job
of the hunter and usually
means removing the viscera.
Evisceration not only prevent
bacterial growth hut opens
the body cavity to the air so
the carcass can cool more
rapidly.
When the hunter gets home,
he should remove the skin of
rabbit and squirrel and the
feathers of birds—as well as
their head and tail.
It is then up to the home-
maker IA either cook the
game immediately or store it.
The easiest way to store it
is by freezing. Game is frozen
the same as other meats, but
it shouldn't be keep more
than four months.
Game animal, like domes-
tic animal, should be cooked
according to age. This is dif-
ficult to determine, but 80
per cent of all small game
is tender and may be cooked
by oven-roasting, broiler, or
pan-broiling methods.
To keep the meat from be-
coming dry and tough, cover
it with oil or fat-soaked
cheesecloth during roasting.
As this dries, baste with more
fat. Bacon is especially good
because it masks the game
flavor.
It takes about an hour to
braise, roast or pot-roast
squirrels and rabbits, how-
ever, rabbits can be broiled.
This takes only 30 to 40
minutes.
For every 1/2 to 3/4 pounds
of ready-to-cook squirrel or
rabbit, you will get one to two
servings.
The rules for cooking wild
ducks and geese are much the
same as for small animals.
Figure one and a half pounds
dressed weight to serve two
to three persons.
Most people prefer to oven—
roast ducks and geese. Without
dressing, this will take about
45, minutes at 300 degrees
fahrenheit; with dressing,
11/4 to 1% hours.
Apple chucks may be used
as a stuffing. The apples will
absorb some of the game
flavor. They should be dis-
carded after roasting is com-
pleted.
To add zest to waterfowl,
use spices and herbs with
discretion. Try basil, oregano,
marjoram, sage, thyme, sa-
vory or rosemary.
Now try our recipe for
fried rabbit—truly a gourmet
dish.
FRIED RABBIT






1/2 to % cup shortening
Ye teaspoon freshly grated
onion juice
Wash and dry rabbit. Cut
into serving pieces. Dip pieces
in 1/4 cup o the milk and
then roll in the combined
flour, salt and pepper coating
well. Heet 1/41 cup shortening
in heaby skillet (the shorten-
ing should be about 1/4-inch
deep when melted). Brown
rabbit on both sides over me-
dium heat. Add remaining
MR. AND MRS. LEROY
Johnson: who were married
recently at Beulah Baptist
church by the Rev. W. C.
Holmes. spent their honey-
moon in Hot Springs, Ark.
The bride is the former Miss
Shirley King, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. James King of
Holly Springs. Miss. She is
a graduate of Melrose high
school and received her B.S.
degree from Alabama State
college of Montgomery. Ala..
and is now a member of the
faculty at Dunn Ave. ele-
mentary school. She was giv-
en in marriage by her broth-
er-inaaw, David Gardner.
Mr. Johnson, the brId.-
groom. is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Johnson of 148 E.
Essex. He is a graduate of
B. T. Washington high school
and received his B.S. degree
from Alabama State college.
He served two years in the
United States Army and is
now a teacher at Barret's
Chap•1 high school. Miss
Barbara King was matron of
honor for her siste r: and
Herbert Lane served as best
man at the wedding.
Alphine Club To Hold Party Jan. 8
The Alphine Neighborhood
club has made plans for a party
which is scheduled for Monday,
Jan. 8, Prizes will be given
at ' the party which had been
set for Dec. 11 but was post-
Atlanta U. Student
Visits Her Parents
Miss Harrine Collier, pre-
sently doing graduate work at
Atlanta university, was home
for the holidays to visit her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Houston
Collier of 1430 Elliston rd.
Miss Collier graduated from
Douglass high school in Mem-
phis and did her undergraduate
work at Knoxville college in
the field of English.
She is attending Atlanta uni-
versity on a Lilly Endowment
fellowship, and is concentrat-
ing in the English-reading area
Her master's degree will be in
English.
shortening only if needed for
browning. When brown on
both sides reduce heat and,
but do not cover and allow
to cook until tender. Remove
rabbit and measure fat. Strain
off all but Y4 cup. Return the
1/4 cup to the skillet along with
any browned residue. Add the
sifted flour left from dredging
rabbit. Blend well. Add re
maining milk gradually and
stir until it boils and thickens.
Add onion juice. Season to
taste if necessary. Serve at




"Looks like some wive.




FAST GROWING REALTY FIRM
HANDLING RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY
RENTAL AND LEASES
IF YOU ARE NOT EXPERIENCED
WE WILL TEACH YOU HOW
PEACE REALTY CO.
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE — EX. 7-9343
Members of General Remodel era of Memphis
HOME
IMPROVEMENTS
DELUXE COMBINATION ALUMINUM DOORS
$33.95 WITH THIS AD
Fiber Glass Awnings and Carports
Combination Doors - Painting and Papering
Aluminum and Insulated Siding - Roofing - Insulation
Garages- Fences - Ornamental Iron Work
Screens - Windows- Floor and Plastic Tile
Paths • Drivewers • Free Eatiraarsia
FHA and Conventional Terms
WH 8-4079
Soft-Lite
Fiber- Glass ConstructionCO, INC .'ø MEMPHIS
1211 SOUTH PARKWAY EAST
paned on account of inclement
weather.
The club was visited by Mrs.
Eliza Mims and Mrs. Leathy
Kholheim during a previous
meeting.
President of the club is Mrs.
Pauline Toney. M r s. Lurlie
Dent is secretary; and Mrs.
Rosa Wright is assistant sec-





Prizes for teachers with the
largest percentage of parent.
of children in their home-
rooms enrolled in the PTA
were given when the Maltose
PTA held its last meeting Of
the year on Dec. 18.
Winning top prize for his
room with 100 per cent enroll.
ment was O'Farrel Nelson.
Other winners were Mrs. Marie
Collier. second; a n d Willie
Lindsay, third.
The highest award for a
parent participating in the
membership drive went to Mrs.
Kattie Hunter. The runner-up
was Mrs. Onie Hunt.
According to Mrs. Mattis
Suttles, PTA president, Mel-
rose exceeded last year's mem-
bership drive with a 10 per
cent increase in its enrollment.
Plans for the animal, Mel-
rose PTA Tea to be held on
Sunday, Feb. 25 were discussed
also at the recent meeting, and
a eommitte named to make
plans for it. A prize will be
offered to the room raising the
highest sum over $50, and a
present given to the room mo-
ther.
Mrs. Bessie Edwards is
chairman of the Tea, Mrs. Lil-
lie Branscomb is co-chairman,
and Mrs. Mayola Mebane and
Charles Evans members of the
committee.
The PTA's next meeting will
be held on Monday, Jan. 22.
PICKPOCKET VICTIM
Arvie Martin, '703 E. 75th st.,
told third district police that a
pickpocket or pickpockets re-
lieved him of his wallet con-
taining $160 and identification
papers while he was aboard a
Southbound Cottage Grove bus
I:eween 63rd and 75th Friday
morning.
Exotic Entree—Curried Lamb
Curry is becoming a favorite main dish of American families.
Basically, curry is a fancy name for stew in India. Curry powder,
a blend of sixteen spices, more or less, is added to browned and
braised meat. Indian Curry is traditionally hot but this can be
controlled by the amount and type of curry powder added.
Rolled oats are used to thicken this curry recipe. The cereal
improves the nutritive value by the addition of protein. B vita-
mins, and minerals.
The condiments served with curry allow the imagination to
take full sway. Chutney, raisins, peanuts, coconut, and chopped
egg white are some of the most commonly Served.
East Indian Curried Lamb
2 pounds boneless lamb,*
cut into cubes
3 tablespoons fat
2 large onions, peeled and
sliced
1 dove garlic, minced
2 teaspoons salt
1/4 teaspoon pepper
1/4 teaspoon dry mustard
1/2 teaspoon flinger
2 tablespoons curry powder
1 tablespoon brown sugar
1 medium-sized apple.
peeled and chopped
I; cup tomato sauce




• Beef or pork may be used.
Brown lamb in.fat in large fry pan. Add onions and garlic:
saute until onions are transparent. Add remaining ingredients;
stir well. Cover and simmer until meat is tender, about 11/2 hours.
Serve over hot buttered slightly crushed shredded wheat or fluffy
cooked rice. Yield: 4-6 servings.
Purnel
Clothing CO.
177 South Main St. Mem his Tenn.
DEFENDER
GOLDEN TEMPLE No. 7,
Nobles of the Mystic Shrine
held its candlelight service
during the yule season.
Cleveland Anderson (at the
mike) and the Rev. H. R.
Jelke, pastor of Mt. Moriah
Baptist church 64th St. and
So. Eggleston (right) hold the
original documents of John
H. Jones registered at Wash-
ington. D. C. Members of the
Temple (standing rear) plan
to start teaching classes in
foreign languages early in
1962. The Rev. Jelke also
has pledged his support to
all committees and urges pa-
rents to attend P.T.A. meet-
ings regularly. (F.S.,
New Year Trend In Fashions Turn Spot On
Fluff And Flutter, Womanly-Looking Attire
By GAY PAULEY
(UPI Women's Editor)
NEW YORK — Fashions for
the new year return to the
fitted look with a lot of fluff
and flutter and a general re-
vival of womanl y-looking
clothes.
Belts nip in the waistline.
There are more skirts with
flare or soft gathers to give
fullness thiin in several sea-
sons. Such riuttery fabrics as
chiffon and organza take over
by the thousands of yards. Bias
cut of the fabric gives cling
to the figure.
And ruffles are the design-
ers' favorite way of adding
softness to the silhouette.
This more fitted look re-
places the loosely-arranged, or
"relaxed" shape to clothes
which often made it difficult
to determine the shape under-
neath.
Showings of Spring collec-
tions began in mid-October,
when the bulk of the garment
industry unveiled new collec-
tions. They ended in December,
when three of the most power-
ful voices in the fashion world
cinched the feminine revival.
Norell, J a m es Galanos and the bodice and flared out those without are about even-
Arnold Scaasi, all of whom
belted everything from day-
time coat dresses to long,
slinky evening gowns.
Scaasi revived pinched and
cinched waist, the high round-
ed bosom, and the rounded
hipline which was reminiscent
of Christian Dior's new look
of 1947.
Galanos showed waistlines
nai I and belted, and enough
chiffon in late day fashions to
keep the fabrics industry hap-
py throughout 1962.
Norell's collection put the
accent on youth. Jackets were
slim, ending at the waist. Belts,
some as wide as those of mo-
torcyclists', circled the waist.
And full skirts, most of them
cut to flare, stood out at right
angles to the wearer when she
stepped briskly and whirled.
Before the December col-
lections were shown, several
designers hinted at heightened
waistlines for Spring. The No-
rell and Galanos influence is
sufficiently strong to haul
them back to normal again,
in the opinion of many fash-
ion observers.
The princess shape, moulded
The se names are Norman cently to the figure through
Pattern
For 1962—One-Shoulder Expose




Walk into a room in Estevez' ONE-SHOULDER SHEATH,
and instantly the most flattering attention focuses on you.
That's inevitable if you make Printed Pattern M130 with the
loving care it deserves. A great swoosh of a bow almost covers
the other shoulder, and spotlights the famous Estevez shap-
ing below. This designer is noted for his great figure sense—
see how beautifully the line flows from bosom to hips. For
gala parties, choose crepe, faille, satin or tissue taffeta—
for cruise wear or warmer climes, linen, shantung or cotton
are ideal.
Printed Pattern*M130 is available in Misses' Sizes 10, 12.
14, 16 and 18. Size 16 requires 21/2 yards 39-inch fabric.
Send ONE DOLLAR for Printed Pattern M130 to Chicago
Daily Defender Pattern Departmnt, P. 0. Box 59, Old Chelsea
Station, New York 11, N. Y. Please print plainly YOUR
NAME, ADDRESS with ZONE, STYLE NUMBER and SIZE.
Next Week—Watch for a Prominent Designer Pattern by
Oleg Cassini.
through the skirt, is a favorite
with numerous designers. Look
for most coats to be shaped on
princess, redingote or shaped
chesterfield silhouettes. Watch
also for the costume, usually in
three pieces, to outrun the
dress as the favorite daytime
outfit.
Garments with sleeves and
GIRLS WILL BE GIRLS
again this Spring as t h e
pendulum of high fashion
swings heavily toward femi-
ninity. Waistlines will b •
very much in evidence, ac-
cented by big belts and sur-
ly divided. But collars have
just about gone out of business.
When used, they usually are
neat, flat little jobs.
Look for an airness to all
fabrics. Most popular f o r
late day and evening are
crepes, chiffons and organzas.
Daytime woolens are spongy
and lacy.
rounded by fluttery, feminine
detail. Scaasi of New York
tailors lettuce green silk and
wool softly. underlining a
tiny waist in black leather,





In a "Do It Yourself' program
held recently to raise funds to
make the Yuletide happy for
youngsters in the area of 80th
and 62nd sts., Union and Wal-
lace, the Mother's Youth com-
mittee sponsored a "Mrs. En-
glewood Contest" and Satur-
day evening crowned the radi-
antly happy and proud winner.
The coronation was held
during a gala party at the Vik-
ing Temple, 6859 So. Emerald
ave. Emerging as "Mils. Engle-
wood" was Mrs. Rom Baptist,
600 W. 80th at. S he was
crowned by John Bell, Com-
munity Relations director at
the YMCA.
Runners up were Mrs. Mary
Anderson, Arverta Hargrove
and Clara Smith.
Members of the sponsoring
group include Mesdames Rose
Brisker, president; Willie Mae
Allison, Marie Belmore, Mar-
garet Tarry, Johnnie Walker,
Luzanne Kendall, Ruth Mor-
ris, Callie Lindsey, Ruth Ful-
ler, Alice Taylor and Willie B.
Young.
Mrs. Jean Penn McKissack,
a social worker of the Cook
County Department of Public




The Marshall PTA will hold
an evening meeting on Wed-
nesday, Jan. 10, at 7 p.m. at
John Marshall high school, in
room 129. All members of the
PTA at Marshall and other
interested members of the
community are invited to at-
tend this meeting.
As a special feature the pro-
gram will include an over-view
of the Counseling and Guid-
ance program, presented by
Dr. Ann Lally and the four
members of the Guidance
Staff.
Dr. Lally will act as moder-
ator and call upon Mrs. Anna
Prantis, Miss Corneal Barrett,
Miss Theodora Burch and Carl
Kristan to explain the purpose
and function of the counsel-
ing and guidance service in
the Chicago public schools,
and especially, its operation
at Marshall.
Everyone who is interested
in the welfare of the children,
in education and in the West
Side Community, is invited to
attend this fine program.
Blackout Shades
The green "blackout" win-
dow shade is out of date.




in shades of white, light, and
bright high fashion colors and
designs.
Duplex versions also are
available for a uniform look
outdoors. These shade features
color and design roomside and




Rose Batist (seated) of 600
W. 60th St. emerged the win-
ner of the "Mrs. Englewood"
contest sponsored by the
Mother's Youth committee.
The contest was staged to
raise funds to purchase toys
for youngsters in the area
of 60th to 62nd Sta., Union
and Wallace. Crowning "Mrs.
Englewood" is John Bell,
Community Relations dime-
tor of the South Town T.M.
C.A. Members of the spon-
soring orgimization are (from gm
left) Mrs. Ruby Brisker,
president: Mesdames Mary
Anderson, Arverta Hargrove
and Clara Smith, runners.up.
More Than 400 Attend 'Open House'
Of Mme. Walker College In Dallas
DALLAS, TEXAS — More
than 400 guests attended the
grand opening of the new lo-
cation of the Mme. C. J. Walk-
er College of Beauty Culture
at 2525 Ross ave., in the newly
remodelled Great Liberty Life
Insurance company building.
The new facility, one of the
largest in the Mme. Walker
system, features all new beauty
equipment throughout, is com-
pletely air-conditioned with
over 3600 square feet of floor
space. It is divided into foyer,
Mme. C. J. Walker cosmetic
bar, administrative area, libra-
ry, advanced hair styling sec-
tion, junior hair dressing di-
vision, senior hair dressing di-
vision, lecture rooms, manicur-
ing section and locker area.
On hand at the opening to
greet the guests from all walks
of life was the Mme. C. J.
Walker College faculty — Mrs.
Hattie H. Roark, principal;
Mrs. Ruth M. Brewer, assistant
principal; Mrs. Velma Brooks,
instructor, Mrs. Corinne Mc-
Dade, instructor and Mrs. Mary
Powell, instructor.
A special guest representing
the officials and board of di-
rectors of the company, Atty.
Willard B. Ransom of India-
rapolis, Ind., general manager
f the Mme. C. J. Walker Mfg.
Co. He flew in for the occasion
and greeted the guests, the
students and the beauticians of
Dallas.
How To Suceed In
Hone Entertaining
How to succeed in home en-
tertaining — without r eally
trying — is impossible. But
there are certain things you
can do with a minimum of
White House Crystal Stemware Available
A magnificent hand-blown,
hand-cut cr y at al stemware
pattern, "White House," has
made its bow to the public in
leading department and jew-
elry stores.
This particular patter n,
with its brilliant Waterford
cutting s, has an interesting
story.
A quarter century ago it was
selected during the Franklin
D. Roosevelt administration, as
the stemware for official White
House functions.'
The complete table service
of eight pieces per setting
(water goblets, sherbets, cla-
rets, cocktails, juice, cordials,
finger bowls and plates) were
engraved with the then Presi-
dential Shield.
In subsequent administra-
tions additional place settings
and replacements for broken
or missing pieces were ordered.
Last y e a r, following the
completion of construction of
the Harry S. Truman Library
in Independence, Mo., the di-
rector of that niuseum asked
the United States Glass Com-
pany's Tiffin division if they
would donate a duplicate set
Decorating Tricks For Amateurs
Furnishing a house or apart-
ment? A word of advice comes
from Robert Feldman, interior
designer.
"If you get your window and
floor coverings done first," said
Feldman, "the room looks
warm and furnished even if it
contains nothing but a piano."
Feldman is an official of
Feldman Brothers, Inc., which
for 35 years hag served as con-
sultant on interior design to
home owners, decorators and
stores.
"Don't hurry the furnishings
.10h," said Feldman. "Good
decorating may take years to
accomplish."
Quick Pilaf
For a buffet supper serve
vegetable rice pilaf.
Brown 1 cup of raw rice in 3
tablespoons butter or margar-
ine. Place in casserole and mix
with 2 cups of boiling consom-
me. Add 1-2 teaspoon of sea-
soned salt, cover and bake at
350 degrees for 30 minutes.
Remove from oven and with
fork add 8 tablespoons each of
finely chopped celery, carrots,
parsley, 1-4 cup of finely chop-
ped green onions, 1-2 cup of
slivered blanched almonds and
1-2 cup of consomme.
Cover and bake at 350 de-
grees F. for another 30 min-
utes. Serves 6.
of the White House table crys-
tal for display purposes.
Charles W. Carlson, direc-
tor of the company, complied
with the request and forward-
ed an exact duplicate set this
summer.
This Fall Tiffin decided to
make their "White House" pat-
tern available to the public for
the first time.
The sole difference between
the crystal service used in the
White House and the "White
House" pattern is the latter
does not carry the Presidential
Shield.
HAND-BLOWN, hand-c u t
crystal stemware pattern.
"White House- is now avail-
able to the public. The dif-
ference between the crystal
CHARMING AND
TALENTED Lillie IC a re n•
Wilson, who recently made
her debut to society at the
1961 Annual Debutante Cotil-
lion held in the beautiful
Auditorium of the new W.F.
Branch High School, New-
port, Arkansas. Miss Wilson
is the daughter of one of
North Arkansas' prominent
families, the Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Wilson, 308 Clay, and the
grand-daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Caleb Nance, 403 Clay.
She also is a piano and voice
student of Prof. Cecil G.
Buckner, director of piano
and voice at W.F. Branch
high school.
service used in the White
House and the above pattern
is that the latter does not
hoar the Presidential Shield.
time and effort to make your
holiday parties memorable.
First, invite enough peopI8'
to keep the conversation live-
ly. Decorate your living room
with seasonal ornaments or
flowers. Background music and
candlelight are festive and
elegant touches.
Then, with the "stage" set,
get your party off on the right
foot with appetizing "party
starters."
Here are a few recipe sug-
gestions which are easy to pre-
pare, delightful to look at and
delicious. They'll practically
insure a successful holida
party.
SMOKED OYSTER CANAPES
12 toast squares or rounds
2 tbsp. soft butter
1 tbsp. A.1. steak sauce
I can (3 oz.) smoked
Oysters
2 taps. chopped parsley
spread toast rounds with but-
ter blended with Al steak
sauce. Top with oysters and
garnish with parsley.
ZESTY CELERY
Moisten 3 oz. Roquefort
cheese with 2 tbsp. mayon-
naise, 2 tbsps. soft butter. Add
2 tbsps. Al. steak sauce, blend
well. Stuff washed celery
hearts with the mixture, leav-
ing on celery leaves.
STUFFED EGGS
Cut 6 hard boiled eggs in
half lengthwsie and remove
yolks. Mash yolks with 2 tbsps.
mayonnaise and 2 tbsps. Al.
steak sauce. Refill the whites
with the tangy golden mix-
ture, top with capers or chope
ped parsley.
CONVERSATION PIECE
Put a slab of cream cheese
in a shallow 'bowl and pour
A.1. steak sauce liberally or
it. (Looks like a chocolate sub'
dae.) Surround with crackers
or potato chips. As guests clip
in, the sauce will blend with






A Scientific Method of Weaving
human hair Into your own.
Shampoo, press curl, or dye it
right on the head. No hair pins
or strings necessary. This is
nut a wig or attachment.
Budget Toms Mar Be Arianged
_0
Hair-Weevil's is now being taught
to Oceanid beauticians be Mti .
Oliver





















































































































































































































it4.1r. Walter Williams, Jr. leftur Gloster, Miss, on his first
teaching assignment.
Henderson high school
queens were Annie Bell Lind-
sey, 9th grade; Ethelia Parks,
10th grade; Lovely Stewart,
11th grade and Jeanette Col-
lier, 12th grade.
King Moses and his Royal
Rockets played for the dance
after the game at the Three
D Cafe on Long street.
We ere proud of Wilma
Rudolph for press polling 2
years straight. Also Ernie
Davis for race firsts in their
Second Baptist had a music-
al program on Station WSSO
last week.
Read the Defender every
li




Mrs. P. M. Redd, Mrs. Lula
Flemming, Rev. 0. B. Davis
and daughter Jennett, Rev.
land Mrs. M. C. Billingslea at,
tended the WM Stringer Grand
Lodge and Grand High Court,
Heroines of Jericho in Jack-
son, Miss, last week.
Appreciation services were
held for Rev. F. L. Gray at
Goodman Baptist church the
second Sunday afternoon. Rev.












By REV. W. W. HAMILTON
Missie Mayes' funeral was
held at St. Mark Missionary
Baptist church.
Rev. R. S. Pickens burial
was held at First Hill Ceme-
tery.
Arthur Graham of Kentucky
visited here with his mother,
Mrs. Ida Graham and other
members of his family.
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Southard,
also from Kentucky, visited
his mother and father in Red
Bay, Ala. They also visited





Rev. I. J. Cobbs and wife
were called to Texas to attend
the funeral of his grand-
mother.
Rev. P. C. Campbell and
members of Edward Chapel
recently worshipped with Mar-
tin jemple in Cairo where
'Pty. E. q L. Johnson is pastor."Funeral for Earl Parham,
, was held at Ward Chapel
AME church. Rev. Blaine Ram-
sey, officiated.
Old timers at home for the
holidays are: Donald and Char-
maine Bondurant, Ronald
Thompson, Gwendelbert Lewis
all of S. I. U. in Carbondale;
Hillary Moore, Ivetta and Mi-
chael Burch all of Champaign:
Preston Ewing of Los Angeles,
Vandrew Ewing of Chicago
and Ruthe Ewing of Detroit;
Fred Carr of Kankakee, Mrs.
Doris Raines of Chicago, Bill
Martin of Chicago and Clifford
Johnson of Detroit.
Mrs. Ernestine Rhinchart of
Washington, D. C. is the guest
of her mother Mrs. Ibbie Ran-
t;
 and her sister, Mrs. Willie
wellen on Park Ave.
Arkqnsas
BATES VILLE
The Missionary Society met
Friday evening at Bethel AME
church. Rev. McDade is pastor.
Rev. W. J. Daniel attended
services at Tuckerman last
Sunday.
Samuel Finley of Cleveland
rendered a musical program at
Ethel 0, Miller high school
last Wednesday night.
Otto Finly of Ft. Smith is
guest in .the home of his
brother in-law and sister, Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Bacuum and
brother Sam Finely for the
Christmas holiday.
Mrs. Ann Flemmy is ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Levi Drayton
of Sidney visited here last
Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Rucker
'ted in LaCross last week
th her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
ew is Kandrey.
Mrs. Ailean Brown of Gary,
Ind. was dinner guest of Mrs.
L. S. Byrd on Walnut at. The
twosome will leave Thursday
morning and motor to Chicago
and points north.
Foster Beasley is visiting his
mother, Mrs. Hallie Beasley of
N. Cairo.
Mr. Leonard Gregory and
family are visiting his mother,
Mrs. Gertie Green of 18th St.
Willie Jones of Chicago is
visiting his sisters, Elsie Brown
of 14th at., Mamye Brown of
Locust St., and Catherine of
16th and Locust.
James Williams, 59, died in
Anna. Funeral was held at
Ruffin Funeral Home.
Misses Callie Calahan and
Irene Rondeau are spending a
few days in St. Louis.
Mrs. Mattie Waddle of 308




By G. W. IVEY
Herman Smith is here on
leave from Ft. Gordon visit-
ing his mother, Mrs. Elsie Wil-
liams and other relatives and
friends.
Our get well wishes are to
Mrs. Nannie Daniels and Arter
King who are ill at their
homes.
Mrs. Mattie Brown left the
city to spend the holidays with
her sister, Mrs. Nellie Haggard
of Laport, Ind.
John H. Gray spent Christ-
mas with Mr. and Mrs. G. W.
Ivey and family.
Best wishes to all my sub-




Donald E. Pendleton's aunt
died.
Mr. and Mrs. Chaney's
daughter was a recent visitor.
Mrs. Dawson's son visited
here last weekend.




By LOU SHAINMARK ,
For a decade after the emer
gence of television, the motion
picture industry sang the blues.
Folks stayed home in droves
to watch the tiny screen "for
nothing." The cinema empori-
ums yawned vacantly. About
three years ago, the tide turned
The turn of the tide was
marked by Hollywood embark-
ing on stupendous spending
sprees in the production of mo-
tion pictures. The gambles paid
off., Most of the big film com-
panies are in the black again.
1114A good example is Metro-
.' bldwyn-Mayer. It lost money
14=1958, earned $2.92 a share
in' 1959, $3.83 in 1960, $5.02 in
1981 (the fiscal year ended
August 31), and expects to bet-
ter it in 1963, The company re-
cently raised its quarterly
dividend from 40 cents to 50
cents. Selling now around 50,
the annual yield is 4 percent.
'What brought M-G-M to this
',fleet eminence? One of the
factors is "Ben Hur". Te comp-
any gambled $15 million on
Its production. So far it has
grossed $42 million, with about
$30 million more anticipated
after its first run around the
world. Then will come residu-
als from re-runs. That this will
bring in many more millions
is proven by the resurreetion of
"Gone With The Wind", which
ilas grossed $6 million in 
1961.
M-G-M has other sources of
:ncome. When it finally real-
ited that televiaion was here
to stay, it sold Its backlog of
pre-1948 films to TV. Now, it
Is licensing to TV its post-1948
AT THE UNITED NA-
TIONS: The 45-member
Shaw University Chorale
Society, of !Weigh. N.C..
entertains diplomats from
104 countries at a December
DEP ISINID/Sitt
concert sponsored by the
Hon. Angie E. Brooks of the
Liberian Mission to the
United Nations. An alumna
of Shaw, Miss Brooks (can
ter), is Liberia's Assistant
in111111Z7:
Secretary of State, the only
woman in the Free World
holding this rank. Shaw's
choral director. Harry Gil.
Smythe (right of Miss
Brooks). brought the stu-
dents to New York City
for the formal occasion.
Shaw is one of the 32 mem-
ber colleges c' the United
Negro College Fund,
Try Potatoes With Yogurt, Perfect For Calorie Counters
Potatoes are cheaper—or so
they will be in coming weeks
as a record crop of Maine po-
tatoes hits the market.
But to calorie - minded
weight-watchers, potatoes plus
the usual sour cream or butter
topping spell "fat." The an-
swer to the dilemma is yo-
gourt on your baked potatoes.
With only one-sixth the calo-
ries of sour cream, yogourt can
be used to give potatoes a
zestful, flavor and it is es-
Real Battle With Congress
Shapes Up For JFK In '62
By FRANK ELEAZER
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
As far as his relations with
Congress are concerned, 1962
already shapes up as the year
when President Kennedy can
look back and reflect that 1961
was the year when he never
had it so good.
For one thing, the honey-
moon is over. For another,
Speaker Sam Rayburn is dead.
For a third, some of the trou-
bles Kennedy might have had
in 1961 were deliberately put
Off until 1962 in belief the
legislative climate might be
improved then.
Now it looks like the
weatherman goofed.
The Democratic 87th Con-
gress at its first session gave
the new Democratic president
more of what he asked than
he probably had any right to
expect.
It gave him $89 billion to
spend, more than any Congress
ever before gave a president
except during war. It gave
him all he asked for defense,
plus $266 million he didn't
want and said he won't spend.
It approved an out-of-this-
world space budget including
funds to shoot the moon (and
cc:ne home) by 1970 or sooner.
The lawmakers raised social
security benefits for about 3.7
million widows and others.
Men got the option of retiring
at age 62. The minimum wage
law was broadened to cover
about 3 million more workers
and the hourly wage floor was
escalated toward $1.25. Federal
aid was provided for children
of unemployed fathers.
films and expects to continue
leasing them at the rate o
30 a year. It also joined the
parade of motion picture comp-
anies producing directly on
television, with four network
shows on weekly this year.
Other money is flowing in
from fall wells on its property
and from the record business,
although the latter still is weak.
Put its main pre-occupation
remains with the blockbuster
films.
M-G-M has just released
"King of Kings" and within a
month,will open with the "Four
Horsemen of the Apocalypse".
In production afe "Mutiny on
the Bounty", "How .the West
Was Won" and 'The Wonder-
ful World of the Brothers
Grimm". Total cost of the five
films will run Lit° $50 million
The fate of a motion picture
company hangs each year on
the fate of its pictures. Public
taste blows hot and cold. But
companies like M-G-M have
weathered many years when
the winds blew ill. Strictly as
a speculation, its stock has
possibilities.
The people around Capitol
Hill who should know say now
it can't be revived. Kennedy
has intimated he may try to
revive it anyhow. What he
probably can get is construc-
tion aid for colleges and more
scholarships.
The toughest fight of all will
come on lowering import du-
ties. Here too Rayburn's in-
fluence with the Ways &
Means Committee (for prac-
tical purposes he picked the
Democrats who control it) will
be missed, although on this
one the House itself will be the
real battleground.
Preliminary skirmishes be-
fore other committees have
demonstrated that when ex-
ports are meant, everywhere
favors international trade. Im-
ports, however, are something
else again.
Kennedy's contention is that
you can't have one without
the other and he wants broad
new authority to negotiate to
that end? But a congressman
whose constituents have found
their tennis ball market, for
instance, damaged by imports
Isn't likely to see the issue
Kennedy's way, and it is hard
to find a congressional district
where some products isn't
competing with a similar pro-
duct — frequently cheaper —
brought in from abroad.
Kennedy's prized Peace
Corps, which he created by
executive order, was set up
in law. So was the new dis-
armament agency he asked for.
He won five-year planning
authority; subject to annual
appropriations, however, for
his foreign aid program and
got 80 per cent of the first-
year aid funds he requested.
The housing bill Congress
gave Kennedy in 1981 carried
just about all he asked in the
way of subsidies and other
tools for battling slums and
spurring output of new homes.
He also got his program for
relief of depressed areas and
was handed extra funds for
clearing up water pollution
and making salt water fresh.
SIGNS OF THE TIMES
The shopping areas in the
midst of big cities have been
ailing for a long while and ur-
ban renewal specialists have
been hunting for remedies to
save them. They havc been ig-
noring an equally important
phase of big city economic life
—the neighborhood shopping
sections which also have been
threatened with rigor mortis.
pecially kind to weight-watch-
ers, for whom sour cream
might spell a week of starva-
tion diet to break even on
calorie counts.
So points out the man who
pioneered in introducing yo-
gourt to the United States, Dr.
Stephen Gaymont, who notes,
"After all, yogourt, although
it is best known today as a
delicacy, first attracted world-
wide attention for its benefi-
cial healthful properties."
Dr. Gaymont describes yo-
gourt as "educated milk"—
"milk with ha culture," a dairy
product which ranks low in
calories and high in proteins
and versatility. Hungarian-
born Dr. Gaymont brought yo-
gourt culture to this country
when he came here at the out-
break of World War II.
"Yogourt opens up a whole
new world of gourmet eating
to the calorie counting crowd,"
he points out. "It is actually
used in reducing diets. But
weight-watchers today have
come to realize that dieting to
lose unwanted pounds is only
half the battle.
They continue counting calo-
ries to maintain the weight
they have reached—and that's






If all that isn't truoble
enough, Kennedy can lie
awake nights recalling how
simple things were when the
House had one boss and that
boss was Rayburn. This he can
do without any reflection on
Rep. John W. McCormack, who
takes Rayburn's gavel. Any
successor to any veteran
speaker will be weak by com-
parison.
There is, of course, also the
Senate. On the domestic front
it didn't, and won't, give
Kennedy too much concern.
On the world front, however,
Senators enjoy remarkable vi-
sion and hindsight of at least
20-20. Kennedy can count on
hearing at length about his
misjudgments, if any, abroad.
And 1962 looks like a year
when any president would be
a safe bet to make some.
The late Speaker Rayburn
had a heavy hand in some of
these victories and had been
counted on to help win more
of the big ones in 1962. Medical
car:: for the aged, paid for
through higher social security
taxes, now tops Kennedy's
domestic most-wanted list.
Rayburn saw that as a lost
cause the first time around
and as a result the fight was
put off for • year.
Also put off for a year were
a test on Kennedy's plan to
give business a tax break on
new plant investment, and the
five-cent stamp and other
postal increases Kennedy
sought to balance the post
office budget.
On another Kennedy "must"
bill—federal aid to build public
schools and help pay the teach-
ers—Rayburn did all he could,
and it wasn't enough. The
House in a hot dispute over
providing help also for paro-
chial schools knocked public
school aid in the head.
NEW YORK — (UPI) —
The mystery woman found un-
conscious and nearly frozen in
a snow-covered parking lot
Christmas day was identified
by her son.
Police said Joseph Saouter,
a college student, identified the
women as his mother, Mrs.
Mary Saouter, 55, a widow, of
Manhattan. Bellevue hospital
reported her condition as still
critical.
Mrs. Saouter was found ly-
ing face-down in the snow of
an East Side parking lot. Her
face was swollen from an ap-
parent beating. Her body tem-
perature had fallen almost to
80 degrees. Police estimated
she had lain in the snow sev-
eral hours.
The woman had no purse or
identification and it was near-
ly 36 hours before she was
identified.
Saouter could only tell de-
tectives that his mother had
gone to visit friends Christmas
Eve and had expected to re-
main overnight with them. He
went to police when his moth-
er failed to return home and
he could not contact the
friends.
Calorie-counters can have a
rich-tastingrepast and
can take advantage of season-
al breaks in price such as to-
day's low cost of potatoes."
This does not mean that the
yogourt - potato combination is
only for calorie-counters, Dr.
Gaymont points out. Rather, it
means that weight-katchers
an join everybody else in
gourmet menus based on yo-
gourt and potatoes.
"The obvious combination—
yogourt topping for baked po-
tatoes — is only a starting
point," Dr. Gaymont continues.
"Yogourt can be used in
many different ways to give
potatoes many different guises
and tastes. This means that any
homemaker — calorie-minded
or not—can stock up on po-
tatoes at bargain prices, and
use them every day of the
week without repeating meals
and menus.
"For instance, mix yogourt
and minced onion into mashed
1 cup yogourt





1/4 cup butter, browned
toasted bread cubes for
garnish
COmbine potatoes, water and
salt in kettle and boil until
potatoes are soft. Brown but-
ter well. (This is an important
step.) Add onions and saute
until clear.
Add yogourt and bring to a
boil. Pour this mixture into
potatoes and water. Serve very
hot with cubed toasted bread.
POTATOES ROMANOFF
1 cup yogourt
5 cups diced cooked potatoes
2 cups creamed cottage
cheese
1/4 cup minced or grated
onion
2 tsp. salt
1 clove garlic (crushed)
'4 cup shredded American
cheese
paprika
Sprinkle potato's with 1 tsp.
salt. Combine cottage cheese,
yogourt, onion, garlic, salt and
paprika and fold into potatoes.
Pour into buttered 11/4 quatt
baking dish and top with
American cheese. Sprinkle
lightly with paprika. Bake
350 degree oven until thoro-
ly heated and lightly browned.
YOGOURT BEET BORSHT
Bring to a boil and let sim-
mer 10 minutes 1 can diced or
sliced beets, 1/4 tsp. salt, 1
tblsp. lemon juice, 3 tblsp.
sugar.
In large bowl, beat 2 eggs
and 2 tblsp. cold water. Add
hot beet mixture slowly, mix-
ing all the time. Refrigerate.
(Borsht can be kept in re-
frigerator for several days.)
Before serving add 2 or 3
tblsp. yogourt and mix well.
MRS. RUTH HOLLOWAY
JONES of New York City
fishes oath as collector of
customs for t h • Virgin
hands, administered by Phil-
ip Nichols, Jr.. (right) Corn-
m'ssioner of Customs. The
ceremony was held at the
Bureau of Customs in Wash-
ington and attended by As-
sistant Secretary of the
Treasury A. Gilmore Flues
(center) and other Treasury
and Customs officials. Mrs.
Jcnes took up her duties at





St. Paul CME church cele-
brated the birth of Christ with
a pagent.
Mrs. Hattie Jones who has
been very ill at her son's
home was rushed to Parkview
hospital last Wednesday. We
are hoping that she will soon
recovery.
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Wig-
gians visited with their son,
Eugene Oliver who is a pa-
tient at Western State hospital
in Boliver, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Claudett Riley
of Peoria and Larry Welch of
Colorado spent the holidays
with their parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Legrant Welch.
Jerry Kirk and 011ie Frank
Chambers who are stationed
at Ft. Chaffer were home for
Christmas with Mr. and Mrs.
Babe Chambers and Mr. and
Mrs. Authur Ferguson.
Mrs. Sarah Shockley is a
patient at Western State Hos-
pital,
Mrs. Don L. Landon is home
with her children again.
• • •
JOHNSON CITY
By CORTLAND R. RHEA
Mrs. Elizabeth Owens, and
family attended the funeral of
Mrs. Owens' uncle, Mr. Horace
Fornel in Marion, N. C., re-
cently.
Mrs. Gatrey R. Harville, 69
died in Memorial hospital. The
deceased was a former resident
of Benham, Ky. She made her
home with her son, Prof.
Thamas J. Harville, here. Final
rites were held at Thankful
Baptist Church with Rev. J.
F. Birchette, Jr., officiating as-
sisted by other individuals.
Mrs. G. R. Harville was a
member of the 0. E. S. Lodge,
of Benham, Ky. She was a
member of Thankful Baptist
Church. She is survived by
two sons, Prof. Thomas J. Har-
ville, of this city, Mr. Hourley
Harville, of Chicago, Ill., one
daughter, Mrs. Willie Nell
Carson, of Erie, Pa., two sis-
ters, Mrs. Sadie Bridges, of
Cleveland, Ohio, and Mrs
Hattie Harville, of Planterville
Ala., one brother, Mr. Maces
Rush, of Witchita, Kan., eleven
grand-children, and eleven
great-grand children. Inter-
ment occured in West Lawn
Cemetery with Birchette Mor-
tuary in charge.
Mrs. Marthe Russell 84, died
Nov. 22. Final rites were held
at the residence of her cousin,
Mrs. Lola Collins 805 N. Boone
St. with Rev. J. F. Birchette,
Jr., officiating. The deceased
was a member of Mill Creek
Baptist Church of Jonesboro,
Tenn. She is survived by one
brother, Mr. L. M. Ford, of
Washington, D. C., two sisters
Mrs. E. Amis, and Mrs. Estella
Brown, of Roanoke, Va., Inter-
ment occured in West Lawn
Cemetery with Birchette Mor-
tuary in charge.
A new civic organization has
been formed here which was
named, "Advancers' Club." The
purpose of the club is to ac-
celerate the growth, and pro-
gress of our community, and
a better relationship between
the younger, and older citi-
zens. The officers are as fol-
lows: Mr. Clarence J. McKin-
ney, president, Mr. Herman
Wagner, vice president, Mr.
Samuel Perkins, secretary, Mr.
Thomas Young, treasurer, Mr.
Ralph Chubb, judge, Mr. Or-
lando Townes, sergeant at
arms, Mr. Francis Robert
Patton, Chaplain, Mr. Hubert
Coleman, business manager,




By C. A. AGNEW
Mrs. Dorthy Dinwiddie is at
home at 452 Shannon St. again
after having undergone a
rhajor operation at Jackson-
Madison County Gen. Hospital
Mrs. Dinwiddie was improving
nicely at this writing. Friends
are hoping for her continued
improvement. Mrs. Dinwiddie
is a valued employee of the
Jackson General Hospital.
The Youth Choirs of Mother
Liberty CME church present-
ed their annual Christmas
program, a Cantata Pageant
entitled: "The True Christmas
And The Good Shepherd." The
play was presented in six parts.
The first scene was a port-
rayal of family life, scene II—
David the Shepherd, scene III
The Prophecy, scene IV Shep-
herds of Judah, scere V The
Nativity, scene VI Dedication.
Beautiful music and singing
by the Youth Choirs. The af-
fair was largely attended and
was thoroughly enjoyable. Mrs.
Edna White and Mrs. Willie
Mae Lewis-Directoresses, the
Rev. C F. Odom. pastor. This
program was rendered Sun
day Dec. 24, 1981 at 7:30 p.m.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. James Fuller
of 313 Second Street are the
very proud parents of a healthy
baby girl born to them during
the Christmas holidays. Santa
was very nice to them. The
mother and daughter were do-
ing nicely at this.writing.
Many of the young people
who have been off attending
Colleges and Universities were
at home with their parents
during the holidays; ineluding
Miss Joe Ann Merry, Miss Jac-
queline Cole, Mr. Ross Cheairt,
Jr., Miss Helen Phelps, Miss
Thomas of Southern St., Mr.
Harvey Lee Epperson, Miss
Edna Womack, Miss Connie
Lee a teacher in the Memphis
School System and many
others whose names were not
submitted to this reporter.
Services at the various
churches of this city and coun-




Mr. William Sanders of 1761
Willstack St. Cincinnati, Ohio
was a recent guest in the home
of his nephew and niece, Mr.
and Mrs. John Gray at 328
Southern at. of this city. Mr.
Sanders is president of U.N.-
I. A. No. 139 in Cincinnati. He
was recipient of many social
courtesies here during the holi-
days.
Mr. Melvin L. White of
Lansing, Mich. and Miss Elma
C. White of St. Louis, Mo. were
holiday guests in the home of
their mother, Mrs. Mildred
Willoughby at 109 Southern
street.
Mr. Ephram Jones of 305
Arnolds Alley spent the holi-
days in Holly Springs, Miss, as
guest of his brothers and sis-
ters. Mr. Jones is a prominent
member of Lane Tabernacle
C.M E. Church of this city.
The First Baptist Church of
Bemis, held appreciation serv-
ices recently for their pastor,
the Rev. A. E. Freeman. The
Rev. 0. T. Betts of Oak Avenue
Baptist Church and the Rev.
N. Davis of Medon C.M.E.
Church and their congrega-
tions were in charge of the
services.
Services for Mrs. Ophelia
Greer were held last Wed. at
1 p.m. at Salem C.M.E. Church
with the Rev. W. M. Johnson
officiating. Burial was in the
church cemetery with Bledsoe
Funeral Home in charge.
Funeral Rites for Mrs. Lillie
Thomas were held Dec. 20, at
3:15 p.m. in the Chapel of
Stephenson and Shaw Funeral
Home with the Rev. C. F. Odom
oficiating. Burial was in Elm-
wood Cemetery.
Mr. Ross B. Cheairs of Mil-
waukee, Wis., w a a in Jack-
son, with his wife and son at
their home at 541 N. Cumber-
land at over the holidays: Mr.
Cheairs Sr. is presently work-
ing in Milwaukee; Mr. Cheairs
Jr., is a student at Fisk Uni-
versity, Nashville, and Mrs.
Cheairs is a teacher in Madi-
son County. They are prom-
inent members of Mother
Liberty CME Church here in
Jackson.
Members of the Senior
Choir of Mother Liberty C.M.E.
Church celebrated their An-
nual Christmas program and
Fellowship Dinner, Tuesday
Dec. 28, 1961 at 6 p.m. in the
beautiful home of Mrs. Ora
Ellington, 719 E. Baltimore at.
The spacious rooms were beau-
tifully decorated in all of the
Christmas attire. Words of ap-
preciation for the occasion
were expressed by C. A. Ag-
new Mrs. Mae Cheairs the
pianist, played softly several
appropriate musical numbers.
Remarks by the pastor, the
Rev. C. F. Odom, greetings
from Prof. Ross B. Cheairs Sr.,
presently of Milwaukee, Wis.
Then a very delicious menu
was served which consisted of
the best food one could ever
hope to taste. Miss Ellington
is really a Connoisseur of fine
foods having majored in Home
Economics.
Christmas gifts were given
to each person present.
C. A. Agnew-President, Mrs.
Florence Ward —Sec'y, Treas-
urer, Mrs. George Adkins—
Chorister, Mrs. Mae Cheairs-
Directress, Rev. C. F. Odom,
oactor.
• • •
This reporter wishes to
thank each of you here and




MAGICAL SECRETS FOR LOVE. WIN
the love of anyone you wish. Trim
details. send a self-addressed enve-
lope to Ann Bus 7762 Chicago 110,
linac
IF YOU ARE WORRIED. PLEASE
write Mme. NOw•rd 7717 Kinsman
Rd. Cleveland. Ohio.
15-4orrespondence fklab
LONELY? FIND LOWS! - ROMANCE
Marrieds, IMild damp ter utter.
DIEM Otah, arm 1171, vests. rte. 
LONELY, RE NAPPY JOIN THE
Amerfotn ChM, SOT 79'7. 04777. 777-
cilium Send be for Information.
ti—Wamtabs Neap Wanted
MAIDS N. Y. TO $55. JCRS WAITINO.
Tlekets sent. Atlantic SOY PO Bow
gyy westhurv L 1. r4 V 
MAIDS - TOP SALARIES
IN NEW YORK AREA
Pick the lob you waot in N Y Nigh
salaries paid weakly. Pars seminar/el
Free room fa board Wilke cam., sed
A genet, 241 W 44th N.Y Depjog
drone. titlephooe of Winsome.
1R—Help male
WILL TOD WEAR NEW sorra
sport coats without on* ponnTizoll
and   to sh thow em to f s.
You an,, maks up to 640 60 in a day
oven is spore time. without esterase
lag. Plonintr Tailoring Co. Corigrem
Throop at. Dept P-12116. Chloage I. Il-
linois.
1.3—Male • F•reats bids
N Y LIVE-IN JOBS
You nerd • friend in fl Y Let Mr
Harold of the Mallory Agency be
70117 friend He guarantees you a
live-In )ob In • •004 home, earths
$W to MI • west to.. room. Moab,
TV H. adv•nces his tickets, sad
expenses et NY Write. WM. W-
ei-mom to
Mr. Harold, Th• Mallory





By A. L. FOSTER
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
COSMOPOLITAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
(Formerly Chicago Negro Chamber of Commerce)
TO ALL READERS of this A new mernbell of the Cos
column and particularly to mopolitan Chamber is the
those who took time out of1 Medical Associates of Ameni
their busy days to drop me a ca. Calvin Webb, business
line, I wish a very, very happy Imanager and a former mem
and prosperous New Year. ber of the staff of the Wash-
ington Park YMCA will beThis good wish is extended' 
to those who disagreed with active. He brings to the cham-
my opinions and some times ber years of experience in or-
"took me to task., as well as ganizing and promoting ac-
those who paid me compli. tivities. His committee ap-
rnents. I hope many more will Pointment will be made after
write next year. It is stimu_ the first Chamber board
lating to get reactions to corn- meeting January 17.
ments. At the January meeting,
HIGH STANDARDS . newly elected board members
THIS IS THE TIME for will ' be installed. They are
making New Year's resolu- Charles D. Christensen, Presi-
tions. Here are a few which I dent Drexel National Bank,
Attorney William Sylvesterhype business people will
make. Members of the Cosmo- White, director of the Depart-
politan Chamber of Corn- ment of Registration and Edu-
merce, when they Into, agree cation of the State of Illinois,
to, certain fundamental stand- James E. Stamps, Joseph Fine,
Fine Enterprises, Georgeards of business ethics
They have obligated them-
Ficke, Great A & P Company, 
Sherman Abrams, Al Abramsselves to maintain high stand-
ards and to deal justly with 
Motor awes, Ansel Shay,
their customers. But, it is al- 
Goldblatt Brothers in Lake
ways good to re-evaluate one's Je Louis Milk Company.
Meadowg and George Jones,
attitudes and acts and re-
dedicate one's self to high PABST
principles and therefore mem- At the January meeting, of-
bers of the Chamber as well ficers for the year will also
as non-members are urged to be elected.
adopt the following: Pabst Blue Ribbon is the
first brewing company to be-
WE WILL DO EVERY-
NEAT OFFICES come a member of the Cos-




delegates are Jame Adamss ,castomers by keeping our gd Moran and Felix Kirk-places of business and our of-
Cloy
floes neat and well lighted 
patrick. These three mem-
add attractively furnished, by 
bers of the Pabst staff are
carrying only the highest
active in various civic activi-
ties and are expected to playquality merchandise and by
meeting competitive prices, 
an important role in develop-
ing new activities for Chem-
We will always treat our ber members. Among new
customers with courtesy and projects for 1982 will be the
see to it that our employees organization of choral and
dti likewise. We will employ dramatic groups and the for-
well qualified personnel and mation of bowling and soft-
in this connection we will co- ball teams.
operate with the Board of Ed-
ucation by engaging the serv- I 




hen my old friend Fred Hill,
owner of the Midwest Mat-out and other programs, to
every extent possible. 
tress Company dropped in to
FAIR WAGES say hello. It had been some
time since we had gotten to-We will adhere to a fair
gether for an old-time chat.employment policy, employing
persons purely on merit and Hill and his son Walter have
without discrimination be- built up a successful business.
cause of race, creed or herit- The plant nas been at the
age. We -.vill upgrade employ- same address, 5420 S. State
for the past 18 years but willsea as vacancies occur on a
now have to move because ofmerit basis. We will pay fair
wages and improve working the new highway. He plans to
build his own structure. Theyconditions whenever possible.
service and provide mattressesWe will obey all of the laws,
te for 10 hospitals, includingespecially those relating
Provident, and boast an fin-sanitation and will keep our
sidewalks clear of debris and Portant government contract.
snow and ice. We will prompt_ Hill lives in Harvey.
Merchants on 47th( Streetly report law violations.
TRICKY CREDIT fear another outbreak of van-
We will not take advantage dalism and have brought to
& our customers through the attention of Superintend-
Wage assignments and tricky ent of Police Orlando W. Wil-
credit arrangements. son the smashing of windows
-We will deal with our corn- in Terry's and the Regal with-
petitors fairly, in the last week. Late in Oc-
Of course, there are many tober windows in Terry's
were smashed. When thereother resolutions which busi-
was a similar outbreak sev-nesses could and probably
eral Months ago, Captain Kin-should make but those stated
zie Blueitt took drastic stepsabove are basic. I hope the
entire business community and curbed it.
hill adopt them. Members of the 97th Street
It is to be hoped that mem- Area Unit of the Chamber are
bers of the Cosmopolitan elated that Captain Blueitt has
been advanced to one of theChamber of Commerce will





Central State College graduate
Robert K. Shoecraft has been
promoted from Assistant At-
torney general and Land and
Cl 'ma Administrator of the
Tritst Territory of the Pacific
Islands, under the Department
of the Interior, to Attorney
General of the Territory, with
headquarters on Guam.
This territory is divided into
three main island groups, the
Marshalls, the Marianas, and
the C,arolines, and comprises
96 island units. It is, in land
mass, nearly as large as the
continental United States.
Shoecraft is a member of
the Class of 1949 at Central
State, and was Assistant Pros-
ecuting Attorney for Green
County, (0.) and Attorney for
Central State College prior to
his first appointment. .
A college spokesman said,
"This is another indication of
a significant achievement of
one of the graduates of Cen-
tral State College."
active participation in the
Chamber program.
The success of any Chamber
depends to a large degree upon
the- translation of interest into
positive action on the part of
its members. This is espe-
cially true when there is a
small paid staff.
Cosmopolitan Chamber
members should expect to pay
their dues promptly. Officers
are suggesting that such dues
be paid in January or Febru-
ary. All memberships should




also secure new members. If
a member is sold on the pro-
gram he should find no diffi-
culty in convincing others of
the value of organization, co-
ordinated and cooperative ac-
tion.
There will also be doubting
Thomases. Those who sit
back and reap the benefits
from concerted and intelli-
gent planning and action by
the more forward-looking
men and women who have a
genuine interest in communi-
ty affairs. Always those who
say "Let George do it" (and
pay for it).
The year just ending was a
very busy one for the Cham-
ber and much was accomp-
lished. However, 1962 will
see many more projects and
many more accomplishments.
A major event will be the
two day Business Conference
April 26 and 27. Already a
conference committee is mak-
ing preliminary plans. Attor-
ney William Sylvester White
Director of Registration and
Education for the State of Illi-
nois was a wise choice for the
chairmanship and has .estab-
lished a fast pace in getting
underway. Soon the entire
plus will be in orbit.
KICK-OFF of an expanded
advertising program by the
F.W. Woolworth Co.. in lead-
ing Negro newspapers from
coast to coast took place re-
cently in the offices of Con-
solidated Publishers. Inc.,
New York. which represents
FATHER SON TEAMS —
Seen at recent Washington
Small Business Conference
w • r • father-son-business
teams William R. and Alvin
V. Hudgins, left, and Moss
H. Kendrix, Sr. and Jr. The
elder Mr. Hudgins is president
of Hudgins & Associates. a
the papers. Sydney A. Smith,
(left), general manager of
Consolidated, explains the ad-
vantages of advertising in the
Chicago Defender to Arthur
F. Male, Woolworth's adver-
tising manager.




produced as many laughs as
ever this year.
There was the unemployed
Detroit man booked for speed-
ing. Police said he was hurry-
ing home in his late model
Cadillac after picking up a city
welfare food package and mak-
ing a $111 car payment.
A speeding citation also
went to Prof. Lawrence Lan-
ger, 47, of Indiana University.
Langer, a physicist who helped
develop radar, was caught in
a radar speed trap.
And the town of ,Boulogne,
ment. Merry Christmas Cap- 
Pia., got caught in its own
speed trap. The Florida senate,tain Blueitt:
irked by charges the littleAlthough appointed only a
few days ago as 
program border town was running a
chairman of the 47th Street passaPeeed.d trila pbiliW natveecueshitgurithst8eArea Unit of the Cosmopoli-
tan Chamber, William Hen- tewh'
derson, prominent mortician OFFENSE NEXTA British motorist was morehas developed plans for three than irked at transport mm -major parades, one pre-Easter,
ister Ernest Marples for his
the third a repeat of this traffic restrictions, one-way
year's pre-Christmas. streets and no-parking zones.
Marples said the motorist sentHenderson recruited mem-
bers of the Major Charles L. him a telegram saying: "To
Hunt Post of the Veterans of hell with you. Offensive letter
Foreign Wars of which Hen- fellows*"
derson is Commander, to man That was nothing compared
Christmas kettles for the Sal- with the surprise of a used
vation Army at the University car *salesman in Detroit who
and South Side banks, Lake was extolling the merits of a
Meadows Shopping Center hearse, to a customer. The
and Sears at 79th and Wood- salesman said the hearse "ha
lawn.. Assisting in the re_ got everything" and flung open
cruiting were comrades John the rear door. There was a
Morrisette, Harding Norvell, WO-
Eestace I. Naylor and Chaun- A man found inside asleep
cey Green. was given six months probe-
MURRAY'S MOVE tion for vagrancy and ordered
The business community sus to locate another place to rest
tamed a heavy loss when when he got out of jail.'
Murray's Superior Products Another Detroit judge or-
Company was sold and moved dered a psychiatric examine-
to Detroit. Many of us re. tion for a motorist who didn't
member when Charles Mur bother to get his 1924 driver's
ray a successful barber was license renewed because "no-
working in his plans to devel- body ever told me I had
op a big manufacturing corn to get another one."
pany of hair pomades and In Chicago, Policeman Ro-
watched him develop an idea bert Di Silva ticketed a car in
into a big concern, distrib a bus loading zone and then
uting his products throughout noticed the same licente num
the United States. We were ber on the next car in line.
happy to see his wife, Lillie, TICKETS FOR ROTH
carry forward the business A motor i at explained he
with real zeal and business- needed to use both his cars
know-how. We are sorry to and had only one set of plates.
lose this splendid business Di Silva then ticketed both
which was founded and op- cars.
erated by such progressive The Boyd Embler family of
people as Mr. and Mrs. Mur- Varnville, S.C., had two cars
ray. The name remains un- until one evening when Em-
changed except that it in- bier, driving home from work
eludes "of Michigan." in one car, met Mrs. Embler,
Again a Happy, Happy New
Year to everyone.
and both were wrecked. Beth
Emblers escaped injury.
Billy E. Dunlap of Hazel
Park, Mich., had a sports car—
for kfew minutes. Dunlap had
gone two blocks in his newly-
purchased (Corvette) car when
it stalled on a railroad track.
Dunlap had just enough time
to push open a door and leap
out before a freight train
demolished his shiny new auto.
In Houston, Tex., an excited
man on the telephone told
police dispatcher Joe Sullins to
"send an ambulance, quick"
because a small foreign car
had veered out of control and
overturned.
But then the man called
back to tell Sullins: "You
might as well forget the am-
bulance. Two men climbed out
of that little car, put it back
on its wheels and 'kept going




NEW YORK (UPI) — A
third stock exchange will be-
gin operations here March 7,
1962.
Plans for the new exchange
the National Stock Exchange,
were disclosed at a news con-
ference by Chairman Lawrence
1L Taylor.
Taylor said shares of eight
ten companies will be traded
initially, but added "we hope
to have about 25" listed by
the end of the first year.
He said most of the compan-
ies will be industrial firms
whose shares are now listed in
the over-the-counter securities
New York City Investment
Corporation, of which his son,
Alvin, is executive vice presi.
dent. Young Kendrix is a
junior associate in his father's
Washington, D. C., public re-
lations agency and a gradu-
ate student in marketing at
the American University in
Washington. The rendrix Or-
ganisation counts among its
clients The Coca-Cola Com-
pany. Atlanta, Carnation
Company, Los Angeles. and
the Bahamas Islands by ap-
pointment of Hill and Knowl- -
ton, Inc., New York City.
Business Looks Good




Business is going up!
That's t h e unanimous fore-
cast for 1962 by government
economists.
They expect the economy to
chalk up new records for pro-
duction, profits, income and em-
ployment. There is, however,
some disagreement over how
high the new peaks are likely
to be.
Continuation in 1962 of the
broadly-based business expan-
sion which began in the spring
of 1961 is expected finally to
haul unemployment below 6
per cent of the labor force. It
persisted at about 6% per
cent through 1961—to the dis-
may of the Kennedy Admini-
stration.
Yet, with the business up-
swing expected to lose speed
in the second half of 1962, pros-
pects are dim that the job-
less rate will fall below 5%
per cent—no less approach the
Administration's 4 per cent tar-
get.
Prices, which were fairly
stable in 1961, may begin to
move up some months from
now as production approaches
capacity. Economists are hope-
ful thiat rising productivity and
moderate wage settlements will
temper price rises igid pre-
vent any widespread, large ad-
vance.
' Interest rates also are ex-
pected to go higher, although
not sharply. As business and
use of credit expand, some rise
In borrowing costs is inevitable,
say Federal Reserve officials.
The big questions in the 1962
business outlook are: What hap-
pens to the economy as produc-
tion approaches capacity? Can
it continue to expand at a
brisk clip, boosting incomes for
a growing population and cre-
ating jobs for 1.2 million new
members of the labor fore?
Or is • showdown inevitable?
The experts agree that it is
harder for any economy to ex-
peed when It Is close to full
use of resources than when it
is cooling out of a recession
with lots of idle men and
machines. This explains the pro-
jected slowdown in the rate
of rise in the second half of
1962.
Almost everyone says the key
to expansion after mid-year is
business spending for expansion
and modernization of factories,
refineries, warehouses, ship-
ping offices, packaging plants,
etc.
Government officials are
hopeful that as unused capaci-
ty shrinks and costs start edg-
ing up, businessmen will de-
cide- to expand and replace ex-
isting equipment with newer,
more efficient, 'models. Lines
In which such investment is
considered more likely are ce-
ment. papet„ and paperboard,
machinery, food processing.
glass containers and possibly
steel.
As for the consumer, des-
pite talk about h i s holding
back, Commerce Department
sides say he has been shelling
out his money about as fast as
ever. That is, consumer spend-
ing has been rising i n step
with personal income. However.
consumers have been plunking
Builder's Answers On
Cooperative Apartments s
By DOROTHEA M. BROOKS
NEW YORK — (UPI) — 11
you've been wondering just
what cooperative apartment
ownership is all about, the
builder of one of New York's
largest co-ops has a series of
questions and answers that
spell out the story.
Although the cooperative
apartment idea is attracting
increasing interest in urban
areas throughout the country,
many persons still are in the
dark about the rights and re-
sponsibilities that go with
ownership of an apartment in
such a development.
Arnold Prayer, head of the
building firm which put up
Sherwood Village in t h e
Queens section of New York
City, has had these most-asked
questions and their answers
posted on large signs and hung
in the development's sales of-
fice.
users lay in extra inventory
to hedge against a possible steel
strike at mid-year. Production
is expected to hit 105-110 mil-
lion ingot tons, compared with
97.5 million tons in 1961.
Sometime after it signs a new
contract with the United Steel-
workers union, the industry is
expected to raise steel prices.
How much may depend on the
contract and on how heavily
the Administration leans on
both sides.
Prospects also are bright for
home building. Government
officials predict up to 1.5 mil-
lion housing starts, as against
1.3 million in 1961. While 1.5
million is somewhat optimistic,
it is said that anything much
over 1.4 million would mean
good business for most builders.
Construction in general is
headed for a new record of
$60.25 billion, according to the
Commerce Department. pains
are projected for nearly every
category, f r o m motels to
churches to public utilities.
'How high will all this push
the economy? President Kenne-
dy's Council of Economic Ad-
visers guesses gross national
product will climb to $570 bil-
lion for the year, up almost a
full 10 per cent . from 1981's
estimated $520 billion.
That Is the most optimistic
forecast around. The Commerce
Department sights the gross nat
time product at about $560 bil-
lion. Some business economists
see it closer to $555 billion. All
emphasize that even the lower
figures spell a good business
year.
CO-OP OWNERSHIP
Q. How does cooperative
ownership differ from private
ownership?
A. The purchaser of a coop-
erative apartment buys an in-
terest in a non-profit corpora-
tion which will own and run
the apartment buildings that
form the cooperative. In this
sense, the owner of a coopera-
tive apartment is a landlord,
but in his responsibility to the
board of directors of the coop-
erative he is also a tenant.
Q. What are the advantages
of owning a cooperative apart-




A. In general, carrying
charges on a cooperative are
lower than rental pdces for a
similar apartment at a similar
location. In addition, since the
co-op apartment owners own
an interest in real estate, he
receives a depreciation allow-
ance on his investment which
results in a tax saving on the
Pa. Plant Gets
New Sales Mgr.
interest on t h e mortgar
and the real estate tax.
Rentals are lower because
a cooperative is a n o
profit corporation and the pro-
fit which ordinarily would go
to the private landlord is elim-
inated.
Q.-Can I sell my cocperaties
partment?
A. The coperative corpora,-
eon has an option to buy back
the apartment. If the corpora-
tion exercises its option it can
unless the by-laws of the cor-
poration are changed, buy back
the apartment at the initial
pw chase price. If the corpora-
tion does not wish to exercise
its option, the apartment can
be sold on the open market
The latter is usual practice
an FHA cooperative specific%
ly.
SUBLEASE APARTMENT
Q. Can I sublease my apart-
ment?
A. An apartment can be sub-
leased to whomever the apart-
nent owner chooses, with 0-
'ioval of the sublessee be
the board of directors of the
corporation. Maximum sub-rent
charge that the cooperator can
receive is the carrying charge
on the apartment in order ,te
prevent speculation in co-ops.
However, since the cooperative
owner still has an interest .in
the corporation, he receives the
usual tax benefit despite the
fact he no longer lives in tbe
apartment.
Q. Who replaces and repaint
stoves, refrigerators, plumbing,
etc?
A. Repairs are made by The
managing agent of the coop'
ative. Replacements are ma.
by the cooperative corporation.
This question, Prayer said,
comes up because many pt
sons feel owning a co-op is '-
actly like owning a home
that Maintenance and re
should be the responsibility,
the individual.
Q. What, happens to any ex-
cess money that might be male
by a cooparktive corporaticeer
A. Since-It is a non-profit
corporation, such funds are
used either for new facili-
ties for the cooperators Or,
maintenance charges are less=
ened.
PITTSBURGH, Pa. — Don-
ald L. Byrne has been appoint-
ed district sales manager of
the Detroit office of Screw and
Bolt Cbrporation of America,
it was announced recently.
Byrne was formerly sales
representative of the com-
pany's Gary Division, with
headquarters in Chicago.
Government will contribute
little to the upswing, accord-
ing to Budget experts. They fig-
ure that by spring federal tax
accruals will be running higher
than federal buying of goods
and services. That should have
a restraining effect.
On e the other hand, the
economy is getting some snap
from the increase in spending
for military equipment and
space flight By next sununer,
however, much of the build-
up in defense spending may
have been accomplished so that
further lift would be small.
Federal tax experts figure
the upsurge in economic acti-
vity should lift before-tax
corporate profits to $58 or $57
billion, a new high far above
the record of $46.8 billion set
in 1959. Personal income may
jump about $30 billion to a
1962 peak of $445 billion. These
two should produce nearly $93
billion of federal tax revenues
enough for higher federal spend-
ing next year without a de-
ficit. That, anyway, is the White
House's plan.
market. He said that in order down a bigger proportion of
to qualify for the exchange, a their dollars for services and
company should have a net correspondingly less for goods.
worth of more than $500,000, a Autos, where consumer de-
minimum of 500 , stockholders, mend shifts most from year to
and 100,000 publicly-owned year, look exceptionally good
shares. for 1962. Industry sources are
The New York Stock Ex- talking about sales of 7 million
change and the American cars. Production of new cars
Stock Exchange are the city's has been high since September.
Iwo other stock markets. Government officials wonder
whether it can be expected to
HOLLYWOOD — Warner increase and give further lift
Bros contract player Pame.s to the economy in 1962.
Austin has been set for the Autos are a major reason
role of Ty Hardin's girl friend steelmakers anticipate a good
in "The Chapman Report," year in 1982. The steel Indus-
which Richard Zanuck is prod- try expects to do better in the
ucing for the studio. first half of the year as steel
driving the family's other car.
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2400 S. Michigan Ave. Chicago 16, III.
WASHINGTON, D. C. — At
their regular meeting t h e
Board of Directors of Industrial
Bank of Washington voted a
10 per cent dividend on capital
stock to be paid on Jan., 23,
1962 to stockholders of record
Dec. 31, 1961.
This consists of a 6 per cent
regular dividend plus 4 per
cent extra and is the same
amount of the dividends paid
last year.
The Board of Directors also
authorized the bank to pay
3 1-2 per cent interest on sav-
ings accounts from $100 to
$5,000 that have been in the
bank six months or more and
4 per cent interest on savings
accounts of $5,000 and up that
have been in the bank for one
year or more effective March
1, 1962.
"Sure does make
your FEET feel GOOD!"
FOOT
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Fields Sparks LSU To Easy
25-7 Victory Over Colorado
In Orange Bowl Classic
By OSCAR FRALEY
United Press International
MIAMI — Jimmy Field's
passing and running and a
bone-jarring defense led alert
Louisiana State to an easy
25-7 football victory over fum-
bling, stumbling Colorado be-
/ore 62,391 soggy spectators in
the Orange Bowl.
A steady drizzle fell through-
out the game—the first rain
since the game was inau-
gurated in 1935—but it didn't
seem to Hamper the L.S.U.
backs. The opportunistic Tigers
struck in almost every ima-
ginable manner to humble the
ikepset-minded Colorado team
Wwhich entered the contest a
13-point underdog.
.Field scored on a '9-yard
rollout, Chuck Cranford
plunged over from the one,
Gene Sykes blocked a kick
and recovered it in the end
zone for touchdown, Wendell
Harris booted a field goal and
two extra points and Gary
Kinchen blocked another Col-
orado punt for a safety.
LONE TOUCHDOWN
Colorado's lone score, as
L.S.U. contained it through-
out the game, came when
Loren Schweninger intercept-
ed a L.S.U. pass and tight-
toped 59 yards down the side-
line for a touchdown. Jerry
Hillebrand booted the point
to put Colorado ahead, 7-5, at
that early point in the second
ce
arter but then L.S.U. stom-
d back to win going away.
LSU, running a three-unit
system which kept fresh troops
always on hand, froze Colo-
rado on its nine and McBride
again went back to his end
zone to punt. His deliberate
approach to footing the ball
cost him again when Sykes
crashed through to block the
klek and fall on the ball for
• touchdown.
Colorado had brief hopes of
cutting the margin of deficit
in the fourth quarter but
again got nowhere. Ted Woods
recovered an L.S.U. fumble
on the Colorado 42 and Gale




As these people do not live in
rcumscribed territories, many
causes of strife arise between
them; they quarrel about waste
land as we do about inheritances.
Thus they find frequent occa-
_eons for war, in disputes in re-
*mon either to their hunting,





et. Scythians of every age havecelebrated as bold and skill-
/ail riders, and constant practice
hes seated them so firmly on
horseback that they were sup-
reeled by strangers to perform
Rae ordinary duties of civil life,
; to eat, to drink, and even to




to the 11 where it was second
down and one yard to go.
The Buffalos passed twice,
an offside penalty moved then)
back to .the 16 and their hopes
died with an incomplete fourth
down pass.
LSU 5 6 14 0-25
Colorado 0 7 0 0-- 7
Scoring:
LSU—FG 30 Harris





LSU—Field 9 run (Harris
kick)
LSU—Sykes (recovered






This announcement is a lit-
tle late, but Charlie Wilson
scored a second hole in one
at the Fuller Golf course. It
was made on the No. 1 hole,
which is 200 yards, and he
was using a four iron.
Playing with him at the
time in a foursome were
Roosevelt Jackson, James
Walker and another golfer
known only as "Long Bill."
CHRISTMAS TOURNEY
The new Robert Wright As
sociates held a gigantic Christ
mas Day tournament.
A two-ball foursome was
played, with players grouped
in upper or lower flights.
A player in the upper Dight
was paired with one in the
lower flight.
Players competed for $100
in prizes, and four were
awarded. Eighteen holes only
were played, and the lowest
scorers were considered the
winners.
The games began at 10
Christmas morning.
SAM QUALLS CLUB
Also on the golfers' holiday
agenda was the annual invi-
tational Christmas party of
the Sam Qualls Golf club held
on Thursday night, Dec. 28
starting at 8 p.m. in the Fuller
Clubhouse.
Newly elected officers for




The serious fire hazard
caused by discarded Christmas
trees will become a problem
within the next few days, the
Chicago Fire department warn-
this week.
In cooperation with Mayor
Daley's Clean-Up Committee,
the Fire department has in-
stituted a plan for disposal of
these trees in the various
neighborhoods.
The trees will be collected
by city crews for mass
buring at 7 p.m. on Jan. 6. In
the second ward area, discard-
ed trees will be taken to 29th




Christmas season nay be a holiday horn
school ...but don't make it a holiday from
safety. Avoid giving toddler complicated
tet's with shorp edges—electrical toys —
flammable toys — toys with large gears
and springs which might catch a child's
fingers. For babies, be sure no toy has
small parts which might be detached and
swallowed.
More accidents happen to
children's eyes at Christmas
than at any other time of the
year. net American Optom-
etric Association suggests
you sup•rfiNt play involving
toys ,hich release dangerous
flying objects. Aluminum trees
with metal "pin• needles"
con be an eye-hazard if chil-







Dee'. "bargain" vdtt, eye health
by investing In toys with poorly
ground glass lenses. Optical sys-
tems in frequently used toys— mi-
croscopes, telescopes, field glass-
es. etc. — should b• chosen as
carefully as you would choose eye-
glasses for your child. This is not
the aloe* to •C0110111111• Awe you
de your Christmas sboophsp. K
FLOAT OF THE QUEENS
—It was June-in-December
and Orange Blossom Classic
time in Miami when the
above eight beautiful queens
from Jackson (Miss.) State
college and the high schools
of the Greater Miami area
assembled to mount attrac-
tive parade float provided
by the Miami Coca-Cola
Bottling Company. The pret-
ty Jackson coeds. all Miss-
issippi natives, are "M i s s
Jackson State," Joyce
Thomas, Yazoo City, stand-
ing left, and her attendants,
Vera Polk, Jackson, right,
and Betty Buchanan, Mt.
Olive, seated. In the fore-
ground, left to right, are the
charming Dade County, Fla.,
high school queens — Ann-
ette Hunter, Miami's North-
western Hi, Willie Daniels,
George Washington C .
Coconut Grove. North
Opalocka, Marion Walker,
Mays High of Goulds, and
"Miss Booker T. Washing-
ton," June DeGraft, Miami,
honorary attendants for the
visiting queen. For a num-
ber of years. Coca-Cola has
been an active supporter of
Orange Blossom Classic ac-
tivities. In addition to spon-
soring parade float, the At-
lanta-based soft drink com-
pany and its Bottlers in
Dada's Maxine Stevenson. Florida and Mississippi this
Sports Face New Year With Hangover
NEW YORK — (UPI) —
The sports world faces the
New Year with another king-
sized hangover in the form
of unfinished business left
over from 1961.
Boxing, tennis and several
American Football League
clubs are suffering from box-
office blues. Major league base-
ball's expansion pains are only
beginning. The National AAU
and NCAA, wrestling for con-
trol of American teams in in-
termaional meets, say they've
patched up their differenees
temporary but the fires still
smoulder.
Even pro golf, at its peak in
popularity and wealth, stil
runs into serious hassles with
star players who'd like M
compete elsewhere on dates
allotted to a PGA-sanctioned
events.
COUNTING MONEY
Horse racing, whose chief
problem recently has been
counting its money, now has a
dilly—butazolidin, no less. It's
a pain-reliever okayed by Illi-
nois and Kentucky but out-
lawed in other states for use
on ailing horses closer than 48
hours before post-time. Theory
is the medication takes out the
aches and pains, therefore the
horse is friskier — and faster.
It's a great debate the owners




PASADENA, Calif. (UPI) —
All-America quarterbacg Sandy
Stephens ran, passed and kicked
the UCLA bruins dizzy Monday
as powerful Minnesota ground
out a 21-3 victory in the 48th
renewal of the Rose Bowl clas-
sic.
Stephens, unanimous choice
for player of the game, scored
Iwo touchdowns, was flawless
with his passing in the first
half, called the signals, gained
47 yards rushing from his T-
formation slot and punted the
Gophers out of trouble on
several occasions.
POWDER FOR FIRE
NEW YORK -- (UPI) — A
fire extinguishing powder de-
ec.oped in Britain is said to be
more effective on blazing air-
craft than are foam extinguish-
ers, according to the British
Information Services.
College football had record sion season, now faces t h e
crowds but ran into headaches
on playing rules and recruiting.
The Notre Dame - Syracuse
overtime game revealed a
"leak" in the rules on rough-
ing the kicker on a last second
field goal try, giving Notre
Dame a second chance that won
the game. Recruiting investiga-
tions continue to keep the
NCAA busy with Colorado and
Missouri on the look-see list.
College basketball, hit by
fix scandals again in 1961, is
nowhere nearer a solution to
the messy problem than it was
when the first violent fix
guake stduck in 1951. Football
people are worried about that,
too.
FOREIGN PINCH
The nation's swim stars are
better than ever but the track
and field crowd is feeling the
international pinch as the old
Yank stars fade out and the
replacements indicate they're
not quite ready to take over in
the face of rising threats from
Europe, Australia and N e w
Zealand. By the '64 Olympics
at Tokyo, tho, they figure to
be ready.
Major league baseball, just
off its American League expan-
year co-sponsored statewide
radio coverage of game, do-
nated player of game tro-
phies and hosted half-time
luncheon for press, radio and
TV representatives covering
the game. Al least 100.000
spectators saw the 96-unit
parade, with • record•break.
ing crowd of 47,791paid
turning out to see the MAT/
"Rattlers" defeat Jackson
14-6.
Appoi▪ nted To U.S.
Youth Employment
Of Labor Dept1
same problem getting two new
National League Clubs off the
ground at New York and Hous-
ton in 1962. The eventual wor-
ry: "What'll happen when the
novelty wears off? Talent-
wise, the four new clubs are
a long way back.
Boxing not only has a tal-
ent problem but its most tal-
ented heavyweight challeng-
er, Sonny Liston, has personal
roblems. There's considerable
sentiment in favor of making
Sonny wait for a shot at heavy-
weight champ Floyd Patterson
until he proves he's on the
beam.
BIG NET TROUBLE
Tennis is in big trouble at
the box-office everywhere but
at Wimbledon, which strange-
ly enough, is pushing for open
tournaments. Even the pros are
hit. Jack Kramer indicate!,
he'll skip his pro tour of the
United States this season to go
where the money is — over-
seas in out of the way places.
There's no cure for a hang-
over, they say. But that
shouldn't keep sports leaders
from trying — and they'll have
to try or else.
MADAM
DONNA
Spiritualist Reader & Advisor
"I GUARANTEE SUCCESS
WHERE OTHERS FAIL".
I give you seldom failing advice upon matters of If,, such
as love, courtship, marriage, divorce, low sults, specula-
tion and transactions of all kinds. I seldom fail to reunite
the separated, cause speedy and happy marriages. Over-
come enemies, rivals, lovers' quarrels, evil habits, stumb-
ling blocks, and bad luck of all kinds. I lift you out of
sorrow and trouble and start you on the path to happiness
and prosperity. There is no heart so sad or hwme sodreary
that I cannot bring it sunshine; in fact, no matter what may
be your hope, fear or ambition, I guarantee to tell it all be-
fore you utter a word to me and after I am finished. If you
are not absolutely satisfied and I do not fulfill every word
and claim above, then you pay not a penny. LOOK FOR A
BROWN AND WHITE TRAILER WITH TWO LARGE BLACK
HANDS---5 miles north of Millington on Highway 51 N. at
Hanks' Grocery. DO NOT BE MISLED BY ANY OTHER
READERS. LOOK FOR MADAM DONNA.
Hours are 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Daily and Sunday
Tuesday Is My Day Off





—Coach Vince Lombardi of
the champion Green Bay
Packers looked back at "the
biggest thrill in my life" and
had nothing but praise for
his team and an individual
named Paul Hornung.
"Tremendous," he said in
reflecting on the Packers' 37-0
rout of the New York Giants
Sunday in the National Foot-
ball League Championship
game. "They played a helluva
ballgame."
Lombardi, who performed
what Green Bay fans consider
a miracle by raising the Pack-
ers from the worst season in
their history (1-10-1) in 1958
to the World Professional title
in 1961, was still stunned by
the magnitude of his team's
win.
SIG SURPRISE
"Even I was surprised," he
said. "I didn't expect it to be
that big."
Then, before turning to the
offensive achievements of
such players as Hornung,
quarterback Bart Starr and
end Ron Kramer, Lombardi
discussed the defense.
"I thought we were outstand-
ing," he said.
The figures speak for them-
selves. It was the first shut-
out in 12 years in the 29-
year history of the champion-
ship game, and statistically the
WASHINGTON, D C.— Sec-
retary of Labor Arthur J. Gold-
berg announced the appoint-
ment of Homer J. Freeman, of
Des Moines, Iowa, to organize
the newly created Division of
Youth Employment in the La-
bor Department's Bureau of
Employment Security.
Since 1952 Freeman has been
a professional staff member of




Giants were humiliated even
more one-sidedly (if possible)
than the score.
New York rolled to only six
first downs, one of them by
penalty. The Giants got Just
31 yards rushing and were
able to add just 119 more
through the air.
NO CHANGES
"We didn't do anything any
different," Lombardi said.
"Anyone who has seen us all
year can tell you that. We
did the same thing we have
been doing every week."
Bart Starr, whose 10-for-
17 passing performance was
tar superior to the Giants'
touted passing attack of Y. A.
Tittle, Charley Conerly and
Co., gave credit to the offen-
sive line—which many N.P.L.
experts have described as the
best in history.
"They were off that ball
taste,/ than they have been
all season. They gave me all
the protection I needed," he
said. "And don't forget that
defense. They kept getting that
ball back for us."
Hornung, whose 19 points
set a championship game
scoring record and earned him
a new automobile as the out-
standing player of the game,
echoed Starr's remarks and
added one of his own.
"Give all the credit to our
offensive line and our quarter-
back (Starr)," he said. "They
were the guys that did It."
Vaughn Scores Last Time
For SIU; Bad Grades Tip
Him Out Of Cage Action
CARBONDALE, Ill.—(UPI)
—Charlie Vaughn has made
his last basket for Southern
Illinois University, and his
coach thinks Vaugbn's chan-
ces in professional basketball
"are good with the right
team."
Vaughn, a 22-year-old se-
nior who was named to United
Press International's little All-
America first team last year,
is through as a college player
because of low grades.
But he wound up his col-
legiate career in a blaze of
glory Friday night in lead-
ing SIU to the championship




Vauein scored 21 points in
the 68-48 title game victory
over Arkansas Tech, and ran
his string of free throws to 20
in three tourney games, he
netted 76 points to close out
his collegiate total at 2,088.
He holds all SIU scoring
records, including single high
game of 43 points, 799 for a
single season and 2,088 career.
SIU coach Harry Gallatin,
who spent nine years with the
New York Knickerbockers and
one with the Detroit Pistons.
says he would like to see
Vaughn get apro club where
he can play regularly.
WANTS DEGREE
"Charlie wants to get his de-
gree, and the army is breath-
ing down his neck," said Gal-
latin.
Gallatin said the New York
Knickerbockers and the St.
Louis Hawks of the National
Basketball Association have
shown interest in Vaughn.
"In high school he w
pretty much of an individual
player, but in college he has
developed into quite a team
man and that's what the pros
want," said Gallatin.
TOP PREP SCORER
While at Tamms High School
in Southern Illinois, Vaughn
scored 3,378 points, generally
regarded as being the all-time
prep scoring mark in the na-
tion.
"As Charlie told me, 'I
used to like most to scor•
points, but now I like most to
see the team win,'" said Gal-
latin.
The ratio of males to females










4 to 6, 10 to 11, 1:30 to 2
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Sunday — Sign On
To Sign Off
HUNKY DORY
6 to 8:30, 11 to 1:30
CANE COLE
3 to Sign Off
8




New Orleans—A televisi, . ,
sportscaster announced Lou.,
iana State University Athlei.
Director Jim Corbett has an
vised the LSU at:iletic boar
that head football coach Pao
Dietzel has accepted the hci.
coaching position at We,'
Point.
Hap Glaudi of WWL-TV sail
in a bulletin that Dietzel aske,.
Corbett for release from h.
present contract, which ii
four years to run. Glaudi said
he could riot reveal his source
for the information.
The sportscaster said several
•members of the 14-mah LSU
athletic board were reluctant to
release Dietzel and had re-
quested a meeting in Miami
with Corbett and Dietzel.
Glaudi said only eight board
members votes were needed to
deny Dietzel his release. Eight
board members left New Or-
leans by plane for Miami short-
ly before noon Sunday.
In Miami, Dietzel said, "no
cornment.
-Dietzel started at LSU in
105. His 1958 Tigers were Na-
tional Champions. Under the
3'l'-year-old coach; LSU won
four Southeast Conference ti-
tles and made two trips to the
SUgar Bowl. He was "Coach Of
The Year" in .958.
Dietzel was an assistant
each at Army under Ear:
Malik, under Paul Bryant at
Kentucky, and und, r Sid Gil.-
man at Cincinnati. He is a
naive of Masfiled. Ohio. and
;Rued college football at
Miami of Ohio he waa a little
AU-America center.
BEST FARMERS for '61 in
four states—Mr. and Mrs.
Matthew Cosey of Clarks-
dale. Miss., best farmers in
the ownership divon of IN
Four-State Plant to Prosper
Contest for 1961. are shown
in their modern kitchen with
their home demonstration
agent. Miss Geneva Edwards,
left. Below. Cosey, right.
shows County Agent Benja-
min H. Cooper the quality of
hogs he is raising. In the
inset are Mr. and Mrs. John-
nis Nicholson of Vanduser,
Mo., and 17-year-old Kens*,
one of their 10 children. The
National Champs Alabama Rolled




Crimson Tide rolled over the
stubborn Arkansa Razorbacks
10-3 in a defense dominated
Sugar Bowl football game.
Coach Frank Broyles' eight-
ranked Razorbacks threw a
scare into the Tide late in
the final period. Quartefbac.k
George McKinney passed 37
yards to end Jimmy Collier.
It fell incomplete, but the of-
ficials ruled interference. On
the next play, McKinney., al-
most hit all-southwest con-
ference halfback Lance Al-
worth in the end zone.
Alabama got the hall in the
last minute on the one with
an interception by halfback
Butch Wilson.
Fullback Mike Fracchia of
Alabama, who set up Pat
Trammell's first-quarter Much-
down with a 43 yard run, was
the leading ground gainer in
the 28th annual Sugar Bowl.
He gained 123 yards on 20
carries and was awarded the
Miller-Digby Memorial Trophy
as the outstanding player in
the New Orleans Classic.
Alabama, the nation's lead-
ing defensive team, bottled
up the Porker's biggest threat,
Alwortb, with its hard-charg-
ing,_ line. Alworth netted only
15 yards in 10 carries. All-
America tackle Billy Neigh-
bors, 230, was the tide's de-
fensive star.
Arkansas threatened serious-
ly only once in the first half.
With two minutes left, half-
Cage Packers - Syracuse Meet
In Amphitheatre Tonight
The Syracuse Nationals,
with a pair of Chicagoans on
their roster, will pay their first
visit to the Windy City when
they meet the Packers at the
International Amphitheatre
in an NBA game at 8 o'clock
tonight. The pro contest will
be preceded by two Catholic
High School games between
the junior and Varsity fives
of DePaul Academy and Men-
del High School with the
junior game starting at 6
p.m.
The Chicagoans with Syra-
cuse are John Kerr, the 6'9"
center who led Tilden High
School and later the Univer-
sity of Illinois squads to ti-
tles. He has spent his entire
pro career, to date, with the
Nets joining them in 1954
when he graduated from Illi-
nois. The other is Joe Gra-
boski. the long time pro who
never went to college and was
back Paul Dudley scampered
38 yards to the tide's nine.
There plays later, Alabama
had pushed the Porkers to the
12. Fullback Cissell tried a
field goal that was wide.
Trammell, who led the
SEC in total offense, corn-
--
milkers last Friday. It will
be his first appearance against
his eld-rnates
Syracuse is in third place in
the Eastern Division of the
NBA behind Boston and Phila-
delphia. Thoy have one of the
fastest breaking teams in pro
basketball with Hal Greer,
Larry Costello and Al Bianchi
providing most of the speed.
They've also got one of the
season's rookie finds, Lee
Shaffer, a 6'7" inch graduate
of North Carolina who is the
only threat to Walt Bellamy's
"Rookie of the year" crown.
Bellamy is still the shining
light for the Packers in the
two games with St. Louis he
paced the scoring with 33
and 31 points. His rebounding
also stood out. Two other
first year men, Howie Carl
and John Turner will see lots
of action tonight with Si.
Green and Bob Leonard still
nursing injuries although they
sold to the Nationals by the may play some.
!MST STUDENT ORGANI-
ZATION on the campus of
Flak university in Nash•ille.
TRIM. 10 donate to the uni.
Viptaity's centennial $6 mil-
lion development campaign
was the Ivy Leaf club of Al-
pha Kappa Alpha sorority.
The campaign will continue
until 1966 when Fisk will be
a century old. Above, Caro-
lynn Reid. president of the
AT THE BALL held on the
campus of Owen college re-
cently and sponsored by the
Youth Council of the
NAACP. Joyce Williams was
crowned queen for selling
the greatest number of tick-
ets, and Calvin Williams
Nicholsons won first place in
the tenant division of the
contest. Competing for the
honors were farmers of Ar-
kansas, Mississippi. Missouri,
and Tennessee. Awards were
presented recently in Mem-
phis, Tenn.—USDA Photos.
pleted three of seven first-
nalf aerials for 18 yards. He
ran 11 times for 49 yards.
Fracchia, the SEC's leading
rusher last season, carried nine
times for 74 yards. 'Bama
picked up 143 yards rushing
in the first half.
Ala. 7 3 0 0-10





Ivy Leaf club, is presenting
a check for $100 to W. Dick-
erson Donnelly, Fisk alum-
ni secretary. Witnessing the
p r•s•nt•tion are: Mary
named king for accomplish-
ing a similar feat. However.
Williams was unable to be
present, and David Moore.
president of the Council, put





Jan. 3, Carver vs Hamilton.
Father Bertrand vs Letter.
Carver—N Lester—N
Jan. 5, Manassas vs Hamil-
ton. B.T.W. vs Lester.
Manassas—N B.T.W.—N
Jan. 8, Father Bertrand vs
Hamilton Melrose vs B.T.W.
Bertrand—D Melrose—N
Jan. 10, Carver vs Melrose.
Lester vs Douglass.
Melrose—N Douglass—N
Jan. 12, Melrose vs Douglass.
Manassas vs Father Bertrand.
Douglass—N Manassas—N
Jan. 18, Douglass vs Manas-
sas. Father Bertrand vs Mel-




Jan. 19, Douglass vs Carver.
Manassas vs Melrose.
Carver—N Manassas—N
Jan. 22, Lester vs Manassas.
Douglass vs Father Bertrand.
Lester—N Douglass—N
Jan. 24, B.T.W. vs Father
Bertrand. Melrose vs Hamil-
ton.
Bertrand—D Melrose—N
Jan. 26, Carver vs Lester.
B.T.W. vs Douglass.
Lester—N Douglass—N
Jan. 29, Hamilton vs B.T.W.
Manassas vs Carver.
B.T.W.—N Carver—N
Jan. 31, B.T.W. vs Manassas.
Carver vs Father Bertrand.
B.T.W.—N Carver—N
Feb. 2, Lester vs Melrose.
Douglass vs Hamilton.
Melrose—N Douglass—N
Feb. 5, Carver vs Hamilton.
Lester vs Father Bertrand.
Hamilton—N Bertrand—D
Feb. 7, Hamilton vs Manas-




Feb. 9, Father Bertrand vs
Hamiltoh. B.T.W. vs Melrose.
Hamilton—N B.T.W.—N
Feb. 12, Carver vs. Melrose.
Lester vs Douglass.
Carver—N' Lester—N
Feb. 14, Melrose vs Doug-
lass. Manassas vs Father Ber-
trand.
Melrose—N Bertrand—D
Schedule beginning Jan. 3,
1962. Revised Dec. 27, 1961.
Ancient Egyptians erected
pyramids of a limestone com-
posed of tiny disc-shaped fos-
sils called "nummulites." The
Sphinx was carved from a nat-
ural formation of t h e same
rock
HAPPY COUPLE — Mr.
and Mrs. John H. Calico of
1052 —Greenwood recently
announced the marriage of
their daughter, Miss Johnnie
Mae Calico, to H. Danny
Jones, son of Mrs. Lula M.
Jones of 918-D Porter at
Here the young bride and
groom are seen cutting cakeok
during reception held thel'j
home of the bride's parents.
They now live at 1052 Green-
wood.
LEARN TO DRIVE
If You Have Any Trouble Whatsoever
In Getting Driver's license
Call Tenn. State Driving School
BR 6-4121
3 Lines For 2 Weeks  .70,1




10 MEN 10 WOMEN
apply
FULLER PRODUVIS
U.S. CIVIL SERVICE TESTS!
Men-wornen, 18-52. Start high se
S102.00 a week. Preparatory train-,
ing until appointed. Thousands of
jobs open. Experienc• usually un-
n•ce•sary. FREE information on
jobs, requirements. Write
TODAY giving phone. Lincoln
Service, Pekin 71, 1111nols. 
Thomas. vice-president: Ton-
na Lloy d. club treasurer:
Kathy Dunn, sorority Pi
chapter president, and Mar-
jori• McCoy. club secretary.
FOR SALE
Pick Op Payments On
French Froeinetor FornttLoe





Pull or part time in Memphis. Send
postcard with name. address, and
telephone to Dept. D; 147 S. Strat-
ford Drive,
TOLSON, ARIZONA
LIVE - IN MAIDS, NEW
YORK $130 - $220 MONTH
20-35 YEARS
Tickets. expenses advanced Sem:
REFERENCES.
MALLORY AGENCY, LY 3-2300
574 Merrick Rd.. Lynbrook, N.Y.
For Sale
FAMILY PLOT
Will Sell Cheaply - Leaving Town
Call ER 74460
N.Y. LIVE - IN JOBS
You said • friend in N.Y. Let Mr.
Harold of the Mallory Agency be
your friend. He guarantees you •
live-in Job in • good home, oaten.
$30 to $50 • week, free room. meals.
T.V. He advances his tickets and
expenses to N.Y. write, sivimg ref.
erences -to: Mr. Harold. The Mallory






You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender
— a —
Call or Come In Today.
Hurry! Call JA. 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.
SALESMEN AND
SALESWOMEN WANTED
1. Must have a car
2. Must be a go-getter
3. Must be able to work around
the clock-7 days a week
We need capable and aggreaelve display adver-
tising salesmen and saleewornen to work 'n ad-
vertising field with experience and ability to
sell. You Mat be a (Go-(etter). Good starting
rates, wage progression and merit increases.
—0-
The New Tri-State Defender
23 5 South Wellington Street
JAckson 6-8 3 9 7
3 MEN
$90 Weekly Earnings
%ye s5 - 45. High School Education
Men with sales experience Prefer.,
Must oe nest in appearanee. Car I.
Mn'ensry Able to furnish
PROMOTION TO
QUALIFIED MEN
*mile to P.O. Elnx 311 -- Ch..
octalls
MAIDS - N.Y. TO MO WE. TICKETS
sent - Jobs weithis M & M
210 POST AVE.
WESTBURY. N. Y.
Live - In Maids
New York
- 020 Mutelli. 20-35 YEARS
Tickets, expenses advanced. Send Ref
mom&
MALLORY AGENCY. LY 3-2200
1170 Weak Rd., Lynbroo(, N.Y._
Sodium chloride — common
salt — has' been called the
"edible gem." It is the only
stone eaten directly by man.
SAVE gee — Sup Diousands of limes
at wholesale, sena si.00 Irefundable)
for large Illustrated catalog. Armone'
of California. P.O.Box 31117. Holly-
wood, California
• $10.00 DOWN
Own a beautiful home site on
Grenada Lake in Carver
Point Subdivision - Easy
terms, wonderful resort area
for fishing, boating, s w i m-
ming, hiking and just plain
living. Call me for complete
information and pictures. Mrs"
Ruby Fant - BR 6-7090.
Baker Electric Co., Inc.
2219 Young Ave.
BR 6-0016
i.icensed & Bonded Electricians
Free. Estimates
We wire new ruum additions,
ranges, dryers, air conditioners,









THE "Y" FACILITIES ARE TO SERVE
YOUR NEEDS AND INTERESTS
19•Dermffery Rooms: — Clean, Comfortable, Modern Furniture,
Private Bath — Clean Wash Rooms Showers . .
Weekly Rates: $6 — $10
Modern Swimming Pool — Year Round Swimming: MAO ft.
Diving — Swimming — Wading Sections Underwater Lighting —
Beautiful Sun Deck. Holds AA Rating.
Regulatior Gym Equipped with Stags: Spectators Section with
1200 seating capacity — For Leagues, Tournaments, Competative
Matches, Cl * losing - Community Programs
7.Larg• Club Roos: Club Meetings Cl  Forums --
Conferences - Teas Socials




YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the Misfile,.
sippi State line. MADAM BELL WE!
back after a long time of being away
and at last she is back to stay in her
new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage?
Have you lost faith In your husband, wife or sweet-
heart? Are you in had health: Are you discouragel
If any of these are your Ploblems, come let MADAM
BELL advise you at once. She will read life to you
just as she would read an open book. Tell you why
your job or business is not a success. If you have fail-
ed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Missis-
siPPI State Line on the way to Hernando. Her home
is 2 bliwks below where she used to stay right aside
the DeSoto Motel. Be sure to look for the RED BRICK
IIIII ,SE and you II find her Dime at all limes. (Slip
net er had an (dike in West Memphis.)
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line
and get off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see
 MADAM BELL'S HAND SIGN.
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